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CHAPTER. I

INTRODUCTION TO THE INVESTIGATION

It is estir.a.ated that approxin1.ately five rnillion children and adults
in the United States are mentally retarded.

The greater number of

these individuals, or an estimated 85 per cent, fall within the rnildly
:teta1·ded classification.

Another 11.5 per cent are assessed as mod-

erately reta1·ded, and the remaining 3. 5 per cent a1·e evaluated as
severely mentally retarded. 1 lf one assumes that parents and close
relativeG of these individuals are directly conce1·ned with the:oJ., then
it follows that a large pe1·centage o£ our population has direct contact

with mentally retarded individuals every day.
In the past decade, attention has been directed towards the needs

of the mentally retarded child and adult.

Very little notice, howeve1·,

has been given to those who have a personal :relationship to the
retarded individual, namely, the parents and siblings of the retardate.
In a society in which intellectual achieve1nent iB highly valued,

the pl'esence of a mentally :retarded child tends to elicit feelingg of

lclem.ens E. Benda, Proceedings of Conference on Resea:rch and
Training :!:;_~Field~ Mental Retardation (Lynchburg:- Virginia: Lynchburg Training School and Hospital, 1958}, p. 34.

anxiety and guilt among family members.

This has been noted in

several studies. 2 It seems plausible that such feelings might easily
tend to create distrubances within the interpersonal relations of the
faJnily men'lbers, and, in more extreme cases, promote social

iao~

lation of the nuclear family hom the community in which it lives.
The hypothesis that a mentally retarded child tends to have a dis:r:·upting effect on family life has often been stated, but there has been
little objective analysis of evidence to uphold or disprove this statement.

Shnilarly there has been little empirical resea1:·ch to discover

which aspects of family life are most affected by the presence of a
retarded child.

The aim of this research is to rnake some assessment

of the extent to which a severely mentally retarded child influences
the marital integration of his parents and the tension level of his sib-

lings.
lfarnilies of severely retarded children select a variety of ways

2Anne Marie Grebler, "Parental Attitudes Toward Mentally
Retarded Children, 11 American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 56:-'175-84,
January, 1952; S. L. Sheimo, 11 Pt·oblen:;:; in Helping Pat·ents of Men~
tally Defective and Handicapped Children, 11 American J ou:rnal of Mental Deficiency, 56:4Z-47, July, 1951; Elizabeth M. Smith, "Erri:'Otional
F;ctors as Revealed in the Intake Process with Parents of Defective
Children, 11 A:c.o.erican Journal £f. Mental Deficiencz::, 56:806 .. 812, April,
1952; Marguerite M. Stone, ''Parental Attitudes to Retardation, "
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 53:363-72, October, 1948.

of dealing with their problems.

Perhaps one o! the n1.ost crucial

decisiOltr> the parents face ir.> whether or not to keep the child at horn.e.

Frequently, they hear contradictory advice fror.J. both profeusional
persons and friends.

Some suggest to them that they should institu·

tionaUze their retarded child at a ve1·y eal'ly age before they become
too attached to him.

Others imply rather than state that it is a

parent's duty to care for his retarded child within his own home.
Because of the paucity of verified information concerning effects

of a

~.~everely

1:etarded child on fa.mily relations, those who give advice

to parents must often rely on pel'E;onal opinion.
sonal opinion is based upon long experience.

Someti:c.rtes this per-

Frequently, however,

this advice is based upon only acquaintance with a few

ca~:;es.

Placing

a child in an institution is a serious decision, and parents cannot rnake

a wise decision upon the basis of a few advisers' lim.ited experience
and poe:sibly biased inte1·pretationo.

Only systematic investigation of

fam.iH.es with a :retarded child can produce certain kinds of substantive
data.

A part of this study, therefore, will be devoted to the differences
in inh·a.familial relationBhips found in families who have institutionalized their severely mentally retarded children and in families who
have .kept theh retarded children at horne.

I.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The investigator became interested in the effect of the seve1·ely
mentally retarded child on his family while working as a school p;;;y ...
chologist and consultant in Special Educatio-.a with an ele:m.entary school
district in central California.

Frequently, parents came to the writer

to ask her advice as to the effect the retarded child might have on their
marriage and on the lives of their other children.

The investigator

found that she had little to offer such parents and a review of the lit ..
erature indicated little rigorous research in the area.

Much anxiety is generated in pax·ents as they attempt to decide
whether to institutionalize their severely retarded child or to plan to
keep him within the family home.
Rose defines a social problem as a set of behaviors which are
the result of contradictions or conflicts within a noJ.':mative system or
the result of the absence of a nonnative system covering the specific
behavior in question. 3 The dilemma of parents of severely retarded
children appea1·s to be that of a conflict of values.

Part of our present-

day society believes that the mentally retarded child should be

3Arnold Rose, Theory~ Method!!!.!!!! Social Sciences (Minne ..
apolis: University of Minnesota Presc, 1954), pp. 3-24.

····--s
:;'.'ehabilitated within the cmnmunity; another part strongly feels that
retarded children should be cared for in institutions.

Surely parents

are impelled in diverse directions when the very society about the:tn
is itself engaged in basic value conflicts.

Ultimately there may be a

reconciliation of valuet;, and from thence may come a recognized set
of expectations for the behavior of parents of severely retanled

children, but, until this does occul', the disposition of the retarded
child iH a major social problern.

It is hoped that this investigation

may, in some sm.all way, contdbute toward a better understanding of
the familial and cultu:t·al pressures that are currently being exerted
upon and operating within families to which severely mentally retarded
child1·en have been born.

11.

PURPOSE O:b""' THE STUDY

The gene1·al purpose of this study if; to atter.c1pt to deten.nine
whether or not the presence of a seve:t·ely mentally retarded child has
deleterious effects upon the family.

The hypothesis that a retarded

child tends to have a disintegrating effect upon hh1 parents' rn.arriage
has freque11tly been stated, but there has been little systematic
research conce:rning the relationship of severely- :retarded children
and the rnarital interaction patterns of their parents.

A common belief in the area of mental retardation is that the presence of a retarded child in a family has an adverse effect on the
other siblings.

This is one of the reasons n1.ost frequently given to

parents for recon:unending institutionalization of a mentally retarded
child; however, there is little e:rnpirical evidence in the literature that
either substantiates or vitiates this supposition.
Those who advocate institutionali:r.ation of severely mentally
:retarded children often tend to believe that this process may strengthen
the cohesivenesE; of the remaining family :rnembers and serve to dimin ...
ish possible stress and

~;;train

within the family structure.

The investigator has therefore stated two hypotheses which will
serve as the nucleus o£ this study and will be tested within a specified
population.
l.

They are as follows:

The .marital integration of parents who have kept their

severely n1.entally retarded children at horne tends to be lower than
that of pa:eents who have placed their Geve;:·ely retarded chilcb:en in an
institution.
2.

The role tension of siblings between the agef; of six and

seventeen in faxxlilies who have kept their retarded children at home
tends to be higher than that of siblings of drn.ila1' ages in fa:o.1.ilie s in
which the retarded children have ·been placed in an institution.

.7
This fJtudy is based upon the general assmnption th.at a :knowledge
of the 1'eactions, attitudes. and problemB of parents of :mentally
:reta:t·decl children will enhance the understanding of those who corne in
contact with them.

Counseling the parent£: and the siblingu of the men-

tally retarded child i£; an integ1·al part of almost all educational and
therapeutic prog:ran1.s.

It is hoped that infor:m.ation derived frorn this

study may point the way towa:t:d better counseling techniques and possible rehabilitative rneasures for families of severely retarded
children.

Sitjfnificance £.!.the pl'oblem.

The proble:rns posed in California in

the realm of responsibility for the rnentally retarded remain substantially unresolved.
g:~.·ar.ns

Legislation has encou1:aged special education pro-

in the cornrnunity. and, as of 1962 ..63, the:~.·e were 4·8, 728 men-

tally retarded children enrolled in Special Education classes in the
public 1:;chools. 4 Still the inpatient population of the hospitals for the
1nentally 1·etarded continues to rise.
The patient population of the four hospitals for the tnentally

4 Public Health Programs ~~Mentally Retarded (Sacramento,
California: State of California. Department of Pu.blic Health, 1 964),
p. 5.

retarded in the State of California has ahnost doubled in the past
twelve years.

In 1950, tltt:n·e w<::re app3'0xi.m.ately 6, 500 retarded

patients in state hospitals.

Today, theJ'e are approxin1.ately 12., 000.5

Of this total number, 5, 867 are under the age of twenty-one.

As of

January 1, 1963, a total of 1, 705 patients were on a waiting list for
admission to hospitals for the retarded.

Of this number, 1, 432, or

eighty.four per cent, are under the age of eighteen. 6
A survey of

pati~nt

needs for residential care and assistance con-

ducted by the California State Department of Mental Hygiene in August,
1963, revealed that of the l, 432 mentally retarded children under
eighteen years of age on the preadmission caseload at that time, only
about forty per cent were considered in need of hospital ca1·e.

In the

opinion o£ the preadmission services staff, the remaining sixty per
cent of the applicants could receive satisfactory care in their own
hon1es, o~~ in foster hornes, if assistance wex·e available. 7

5 Pattern in Progress (Sacramento, California: State of California
Department ofMental Hygiene, 1963), p. 35.

6~.• p.
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7 Survey of Patient Needs £or Residential Care and Assistance
(Sac1·amento, California.: State7f California D~t~t of ;'J!ental
Hygiene, 196 3), p. 7.
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This demand for the services of state hospitals sugge Gts that
community resources, such as the public school program for the
training and education of the retarded, administered by the Department
of Education, and the foster or private hor.aes for the care of the
severely retarded, adtYlinistered by the Departr:rHmt of Mental Hygiene,
are not adequately xneeting the needs of the reta1·ded and their families, even though the California Long Range Plan for Mental Health
Se:~.·vices

strongly recomrnends cor.am.unity-based services for the men-

tally ill and retarded. 8
The investigator was informed by professional staff members of
the State Department of Mental Hygiene that admission to one of the
state's hospitals for the retarded is based not on the severity o£ the
individual's retardation, but rather on the extent of disruption felt within
the family and cornmunity by the child's presence.
to1·s that produce this disruption and disintegration?

What are the fac ..
Apparently, it is

not present to the sarne extent in all families who have a retarded
child.

Vtlhat are the differences in families who have felt the need to

institutionalize their child and those who have not?

A review of the

8-fl Lon~ R(},nge ~~:Mental Health Services in ~J!?rnia
(Sacramento, California: State of California Departfnent of Mental
Hygiene, 1962).

··n,literature gives no body of knov:rledge against which to predict the
behavior of parents of retarded children, and yet it is possible that some
variables may well lend themselves to categorization.

Historically,

there has been little in the way of counseling resources open to pa1·ents
of a severely retarded child.

Yet such a counseling service, with a

specialized information, evaluation, and referral function, might alleviate 'wme of the disruption felt within

familia:~

and might help parents

to he better able to live with their retarded child.

Counseling :>ervices

must necessarily be preceded hy a knowledge of the needs and problems of the people it tends to serve.

For this reason, the identifica-

tion. description, and appraisal of the severity of psychosocial prob-

lems, which appear to be the result of the presence or absence of the
retarded child in the family tmit, are one of the major objectives of this
study.

Delimitation

of~ ~ample.

study of seventy families,

This investigation was limited to a

Thirty-five had placed their severely men-

tally retarded child at Porterville State Ho,.,pital for the Me11tally
Retarded, Porterville, California, between October 1, 1958, and October 1, 1963, and thirty-five were caring for the retarded child within
the family home at the time of the study.
The seventy families were residents of two adjoining agricultural

Tl
counties in Central California.

The l·etardates within these families

had a chronological age range of three to seventeen years, an IQ of 50
or below, and were eithe1· in a residential hospital or in a co;.nmunity
progra.m for the severely retarded.

Limitations

£f. the

study.

Certain problern.s are recognized as

being inherent in a study of this kind.

E~irst,

the sample is small, and

secondly, the representativeness of the sample of families in which the
retarded child had remained in the family horne is limited by the fact
that it was chosen to match a selected sample of families in which the
retarded child had been removed from the home and placed in an institution.

The size of the sample of the institutional group :represents a

m.uch higher ratio to its general population than the size of the home
group does to its source group.

It may be assumed that the :responses

of the parents of the institutional group would be more :representative
of that group in general than would be the g1·oup from the parents of the
children who had remained in the hon'le.

Therefore, reference to the

home group is not intended to hnply representativeness for the general
two .. county population of families with retarded children.
Also, the sarnple of families containing an institutionalized mentally retarded child n'lay not be regarded as longitudinally representative of all families having an institutionalized retardate because the

-
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sample wab confined to families whose child had been placed within the
past five years.

The purpose of this restriction was to make it possi-

ble to observe the more recent effects that placing of the child in an
institution had had on the family :rather than revealing long-range
adaptations.

Since the institutional sample was chosen for this

par~

ticular purpose, C01Y.I.parison::> a:ee not to be rnade between fa1nilies with
institutionalized r:n.entally retarded children and those farnilies whose
:;everely rnentally retarded children are at hom.e.

Rather, the com-

pal'isons are between those fam.ilieB whose severely m.entally retarded
children have been in an institution not more than five yean: and those
families with severely rnentally retarded children at hmne.
Another limiting factor is that the ve1·acity of the data is depend ..
ent upon the accuracy of the self -report of the parents.

Parents rnay

have been influenced by a preconception of what would be fitting and
prope1· to state about their families and the relationships with therr1.
lnforxnation of a guilt-provoking nature may have been restrained.
Even when the inte1·viewee attempted to be as honest as possible, as
generally f;eemed to be the case, Htill there may have been defense
mechanisr..:'ls operating at an unconGcious level.

It xnay be assurned,

however, that such conditions were present in both groups and, therefore, the prevalence of these should not gror3sly

di~>to:rt

the findings.

It is also recognized that the data are infused with parental retrospection, and there is a certain an;ount of precariousness in this.
After son:1e con;.:;ideration, however. the investigator felt that this
would not invalidate the conclusions, for current perception b often
more rea.l to individuals than objective facts.

Combs and Snygg a tate:

People do not behave according to the fact:J as others see ther. ::l,
They behave according to the facts as they see them. What governs
behavior from the point of view of the individual hhnsel£ are his
unique perceptions of himself and the world in which he lives, the
raeanings things have for him. 9
The c;ar:npling included a cross-section of ethnic groups. and a
ratio of non-caucasians was mixed with cauca::dan groupl.i.

Thb added

validity as a community survey but could have detracted fro:m the
validity of possible generalizations :made about specific ethnic groups.

Ill.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Mental retardation.

The investigator accepts the definition as

stated by the American Association on Mental Deficiency:

11

Mental

retardation refers to subaverage general intellectual functioning which
originates during the developmental period and is associated with

9Arthur 'N. Combs and Donald Snygg, Individual Behavior: A
Perceptual Ap·eroach to Behavior (revised edition; New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1959), p. 17.
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impairment in adaptive behavior. ulO
The ter:m n'lental retardation1 as hereafter used, incorporates all
of the meanings that have been ascribed historically to such concepts
as mental deficiency, xnental subnonnality, feeblemindedness, am.entia; idiocy, and

imbecility·~

Choice of the term mental retardation was

predicated on the basis that the American Association on Mental
Deficiency, despite its own name, formally recommended at its May,

1959, annual national meeting that mental retardation be considered
the preferred term·. 11 It appears to be the most co:m.monly·used
expression of professional personnel of all disciplines at the present
tixne.

The use of this descriptive term by the President·• s Panel on

Mental Retardation• formed in 1961·, and by the California Study Commission on Mental Retardation, established by the 1963 State Legislature, has probably contributed to the popula1· acceptance of the
expression·.

Severely mentally retarded.

ev1ental retardation is a.n over .. all

lORick Heber (ed.) A Manual on Terminology and Classification
in Mental Retardation, n'lonog1·aph ;pplement to theAmerican Journal
(;£Mental Deficiency, 64:2, S~ptember, 1959; or Second Edition Revi;I'on, l 961, same page.
llibid·.
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term incorporating varying levels o£ mental deficiency.

Measured

intelligence can be scaled into five levels in ter1ns of standard deviation
units.

These units describe the distribution of scores in the general

population which could be expected for· a particular test if the abilities
measured by that test are uormally distributed.

The range of each of

these levels is given in the media of word descriptions. standard
deviation units, and corresponding IQ scores in Table I.
In this investigation a severely mentally retarded child is one who
has been assessed by a psychologist or a physician and described as
falling within one of the lower three levels of relative retardation,
moderate. severe, or profound, and having an K.t score of 54 or less
in tests with a standard deviation of approximately 15 points.
In some classifications, the moderately retarded are referred to
as "trainable" and the severely retarded as

11

totally dependent. nl2

The term seve1·ely xn.entally retarded, as used in the present study,
includes both the trainable and the totally dependent.

It is also com-

parable to low-grade retarded.

Institution,

In this paper, the term institution refers to a

12 Benda, loc. cit.

TABLE l

Corresponding
Level of
RangeinlQ
Wo1:d Description
Deviatioll in
of Retardation in
Measu1·ed Range in Standard Scores fo1· Tests
Measured Intelligence Intelligence Deviation Value
With S. D. of 15

+5

t5.00

1"15

+4

+4. Ol to +5. 00

161-175

+ 3

+3. 01 to +4. 00

146-160

+z

+2. 01 to +3. 00

131"'145

+ 1

+l. 01 to +2. 00

116-130

0

+ 1. 00 to -1. 00

35-115

Borderline

-1

-l.Ol to -2.00

'70- 84

Mild

.. 2

-2.01 to -3.00

55- 69

ModeJ:ate

... 3

-3.01 to .. 4. 00

t!O- 54

Seve1·e

- 4

-4. 0 l. to -5. tJO

25- 39

P:rofound

.. c:.

-5.00

24

I '.i.

'""

. . ..~Reproduced from Heber,

~· ~·,

pp. 58-59.

public-supported hospital for the mentally retarded, such as Porterville State Hospital. Porterville, Califo1·nia.

Institutionalization.

Institutionalization refers to the process of

placing an individual in a hospital for the mentally retarded for longterm care and treatment.

Institutionalization appears to be the term

preferred by the American

A~:>sociation

on Mental Deficiency and the

National Association for Retarded Children.

However, the California

State Department of Mental Hygiene and administrators of California
state hospitals for the retarded seem to value the term hospitalization.
Parents of retarded children in hospitals also tend to use this word.
For these reasons the term hospitalization will be used interchangea
ably with the term institutionalization throughout the dissertation.

Ex;eel'imental &rou72.

The experimental group includes a selected

flample of families who had placed their severely mentally :retarded
children in an institution within a specified .five .. year period.

This

sample is also referred to as the institutional group.

Control group.

The control group includes a selected sample of

families who had never placed their severely mentally retarded children in an institution, but rather had kept them at home and had
enrolled them in community pl'ogram.

This sample is also referred to

18

a B the horne group.

Mal'ital

inte~ration.

Marital integration refers to a relative

amount of marital cohesiveness predicated upon the consensus of the
husband and wife regarding domestic values and the mutual coordination of their respective domestic roles, as n1easured by the Farber
Index of Marital Integration.

Sibling

~tension.

Sibling role tension refers to the relative

amount of conflict and frustration found arnong the siblings of the
retarded child, as measu1·ed by the Farber Sibling Role Tension Index.

IV.

STATEMENT OF WRITING PROCEDURE

The .report of this investigation utilb;es the following structure,
The introductory chapter preBent£: a staternent of the
nition of terrrts.

p:1~oblem

and defi-

A review of current literature concerning the p:resent

etudy- and related studies is included in Chapter II.

Chapter III is con-

cerned with the setting of the investigation and the mode of selecting
the resea1·ch sample.

The cha1·acteristics of the selected groups are

defined in Chapter IV.

Chapter V describes the procedures used in

collecting the data, as well as the instruments employed as criterion
measuref;.

Chapter VI presents the obtained data with interpretations
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and analyses; and the final chapter concludes the 1·eport with a summary of the findings and recornmendations for further study.

CHAPTER ll

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Relatively significant findings of related research with a general
critique of the studies will be discussed in this chapter.

I.

LITERATURE ON THE EFFECT OF THE RETARDED
CHILD ON HIS F AMtL Y

A review of related research publh<hed in the last twenty-five
years prhn.arily establishes a dearth of systematic research dealing
with any aspect o£ social relationship between family and mentally
retarded child.

The articles and reports of the earlier part of the cen*

tury deal mainly with the physical aspects of retardation.

Extensive

research in respect to the non-rnedical p:roblen:1s of the retarded
began only within the last decade and, hence, research which deals with
the family o£ the retarded child if.J Btill in its infancy.

Farber's Study.

One of the few major attempts to study the

effects of retardation on the fa.mily has been that of Bernard Farbe:t'.
a monograph publif;hed in 1959 Farber reported that, in a study of 240
Caucasian families residing in the metropolitan area of Chicago with a
severely mentally retarded child 16 years of age and under, rnarital

In
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integration was negatively affected by the presence of a retarded
child. 14
The sampling was procured from the mailing lists of associations
founded for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the mentally
retarded.

The parents were predominantly Caucasian, white-collar,

Protestant, and had at least a high school education.
children in the families were "trainable' 1 o1· below.

The retarded
Of the 240 fami-

lies, 175 had a retarded child at home and 65 had a child in a private
or state institution.
The results obtained from the sample of families with a severely
retarded child at home were as follows:
1.

The marriages of parents with retarded boys were often

:rnore adversely affected than were the :marriages of parents with
retarded girls.
2.

AB the severely mentally retarded boy grew older, he gen ...

erally had an increasingly disruptive effect on his parents' tnarriage.
3.

When parents of children of specific age ranges were com-

pa1·ed, the degree of dependence of the child was found to be not

14Bernard Fa1·ber, Effects of a Severely Mentally Retarded Child
Integration, Society fo;-Research in Child Developrnent
Monograph, No. 71 (Yellow Springs, Ohio: The Antioch Press, 1959).

.!?l:. Family
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related to their marital integration status.

The dependence of the

retarded child had an adverse influence on the adjustment of normal
brothers and sisters to their family roles.
4.

The sex of the retarded child was of little importance in

determining the degree of adjustrnent of his normal brothers and siaters to their family roles.
When compa:dng the family integration o£ families with a severely
mentally retarded child at home with fa:milie s who had placed their
:t'etarded child in an institution, the following results were obtained:
l.

The adverse effect of having a retarded boy as opposed to

having a retarded girl found in families with a retarded child at home
was not found among families with a child in an institution.

Parents

with a boy in an institution generally had a higher deg1·ce of marital
integration than parents with a retarded boy at home.

Furthern1ore.

the rnarital integration of parents with a retarded girl at horne was not
markedly different from that of parents with a 1·etardecl girl in an
institution.
2.

There was little difference in marital integration between

pa1·ents with a young boy at home and parents with a young boy in an
institution.

The degree of marital integration of parentl:; with an older

boy at hon•e, however. was lower than that of parents with an olde:r

-~
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boy in an institution.
In the analysis of data on normal siblings, the results showed that
normal girls with retarded siblings in an institution were characterized by lower :role tension in the family than those with a retarded sib··
ling at hoxne.

Normal brothers of retarded children, however, were

affected adversely by institutionalizing the retarded f3ihling.
Farber concluded at the end of hh: investigation that, in general,
the placing of a retarded boy in

0.11

institution has a beneficial effect

on the parents 1 r~:~arital relationship, 15 and that parents can ~xpect the
more dependent seveJ:ely J:etarded child to affect the personalities o£
their norr:o.al children adversely. l6
Farber 1 s sa:rn.pling was procured from. the r.oailing lists of associations founded for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the m.entally
retarded.

Systematic differences between those families who contact

parents 1 associations and those who do not may well influence the representativeness of the sample.

Membership in parents 1 associations

for promoting the welfare of the mentally retarded tends to he a middleclass phenomenon and, therefore, may not be representative

15!!ili!· ' P• 78.

16·~·, P• 81.
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socio·economically of the population of parents of the severely
retarded.

Also, parents who participate in associations for the retarded

may be resolving their feelings of guilt and self-condemnation in more
socially accepted ways than those parents who do not contact parents 1
groups.

It is possible, therefore, that the sampling was not repre-

sentative of the personalities of a cross -section of parents of severely
mentally retarded children.
Another possible source of bias in Farber 1 s study is the reliance
upon volunteers for the sampling group.

The procedure followed was

to send a letter to each person on the pa1·ents' associations mailing
lists asking him to participate.
stamped, return-envelope.

Enclosed were a reply form an1 a

The recipient of the reply form had to

write in his name, address, and telephone number.

Hence, to take

part in the study, he had to exercise some amount of initiative.
Letters were sent to 1, 000 farnilies; a little over one-third, or 369
families, volunteered to participate in this study.
Farber points out that of the 369 families interviewed, Z40, or a
proportion of . 65, had the desired characteristics for the study.
Using this ratio, he estimates that of the 1, 000 families initially contacted by letter, only 650 may have been acceptable.

Still only 240 of

a possible 650 .families, or approximately 37 per cent of the population

dravvn from parent associations with desired characteristics, was
interviewed for the study.

The possible responses of the other 63 per

cent is unknown to us, and it seems that no "spot ... check 11 of this por•
tion of the popu.lation was undertaken.

The po1·tion of farnilies who did

volunteer, 369 of the J., 000 contacted, or roughly 37 per cent, may
possibly be representative of the entire population, but there is a
strong presumption that in the decision to voluntee:t' or not to volunteer

is room for biasing .forces to ope:t·ate.

In

genera~,

a

~;ampling

based

on volunteers is biased sample and subject to systernatic error. 17
A study o£ the effect of the retarded child on his family was conducted in AustJ:alia several years previous to Farber 1 s investigation.
The resea:t'ch will be discussed in the next section.

Schonell

~Watts'

studx;.

Schonell and Watts surveyed fifty fam•

ilies residing in Brisbane, Austl·alia, in an effort to n:l.ake son1.e asi'Je::;s ..
ment of the extent to which a subnormal child influences the family
unit and to discover in what particular ways fa1nily life is most affected. 18

17 For further comments on biased sampling, see J.P. Guilford,
Fundamental Statistics~ PsycholoS¥ ~Education (New York:
McG1·aw-Hill Book Company, 1956), p. 157.
18 F:red Schonell and B. H. Watts, 11 A First Survey on the Effects
of a Subnon.nal Child on His Family Unit, 11 An'lerican Journal o£ Mental
Deficiencx;, 61:210-19, July, 1956.
-

Subnormal children were defined as those children whose intellectual
development was so seriously retarded as to render thern incapable of
profiting fror.n instruction in an ordinat·y school or in a special or
opportunity class.

The chronological age of the fifty children in the

san:-.tple ranged fron1. seven to fourteen years o£ age, and all were registered with an association for :retarded child1·en which was preparing
to open a day cente1· in the city of Brisba11e.
It is interesting to note that the1'e was a considerable variation
in the exact times when the mothers in the sample claimed that they
were first aware of the fact that the particular children were subnor ..
mal.

Most noticed sorne syrcJ.ptoms of subnormality in the child before

the age of one year.

It would appear that all had :eecognized the con-

clition by the age of five years.

This is in contrast to Rosen's study in

which the chronological age of the child when the mother became a.ware
of his retardation ranged frorn birth to seven years, with at least onefourth of the mothers denying knowledge of their children's :retardation
before admission to school. 19
Much detailed information was gathered on the effects which a

l9Lawrence Rose, "Selected Aspects in the Development of a
Mother's Understanding of Her Mentally Subnormal Child." American
J ourn.al 2£ Mental Deficiency, 56:52,2-28, January, 1952.

?1

withhl :;he :t:eport indicated that, in. 50 per cent of the car:e • vL ih by
th~ fa.~.n.Uy

Btated sh;;;; had expedenced difficulties in thi

Schouell and \Vatts :cepor·t that Z:6 pe:c

been

.~na,ue

The author

to the houses of othe:t:' ;a;ople kA been c1,o:tailee'.

~t:re?.•

ce~1.t

of the awthen; Htated

at school abou'.; theil· oubnc1·:::n. al dbHng::; ?. 8

p~o;r

cei;tt of the

not.r.nal chlltl and thus had experienced an upheaval and re s.:::ttHng proces;:,; 52, pe:r cer.t of the mothenJ etatecl that th·:-1h daily social activities
had been lestt·icted; and 23 pet· cent o£ the fatheJ:::; we:t'e x·eported to be
wux:ded "to a considerablo degreen about theb: subno:t'!.t:.i.al chi1dren.
The inveBtigato:r concluded that the prese:ace t1:f a 1'eta1·ded child in the
hOt1J.e is often a pi'ecipitatlng £acto:r in. individual or family m.aladjust1nent ot· breakdown.
One wh>hc s that Schonell and

Vh~tt~>

had used a Guttcnarl

Ol'

Lazax ..

felil unidimensional scale to rnea<'•u:re the m.othe:r.s' opinions of the

effect of the suhnoi:.·nal child on the fa.;.Y..ily.

On a ,;:erie-::. of c1ue£:tions

··· zs---different positions.

A series of opinions

ii~

assum.ed to lie on one

continuum and since any one person :may respond to each question
with a degree of intensity different fron'l anothe:r perHon, sorne p:r.ovision £;hould be made for these variations.

Stouffer et al. ntate that

scales which do not pos se:::s tmidh.n.ensionality tend to have low reproducibility. ZO

II.

LITERATURE ON VARIABLES CONTRlBUTING
TO lNSTITUTIONALIZATlON

In the firt::t part of thit> century, n1.uch ernphasiD '\VaF put upon the
segl'egation of retardates into institutions or colonies.

More :recently

interest has arisen in the habilitation of the retarded individual in the
community and an effort has been made to reduce the flow into institutions.

The movement has gained mo:mentum. by both economical and

social preHsut·es.

Needless to say, invest:m.ent in facilities in the

community for the mentally retarded is derxwnstrably lower than insti ..
tution costs, yet we m.ust not disregard the mental health and social
welfare of the .families of these retarded individuals.

Where the

20sanmel A. Stouffer et al., Measurement and Prediction (Princeton, N. J.: P:r.inceton Univ-;;.STty Press, 1950).-
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sever. ely retarded individual proves t•.'> be an unbea1·ahle

bu:~~den

to his

faxnily, institutionalization. rnay be indicated even though horne ca:t:e is
possibly better for the retardate.

Saenger 1 s studies.

In 1957 Gerhart Saenger published the result;

of a comprehensive study of the current welfare of former pupils of
classes for the Trainable Mentally Retarded which were conducted by
the Board of Education of the City of New York during 1929 to 1956. 21
The study was based on oral interviews with parents of 520 severely
retarded adults.

The sample was chosen from a census list of 2, 640

fonner pupils of classes for the Trainable Mentally Retarded in New
York City.

The retardates ranged from seventeen to forty years of

age at the time of the study.
Approximately two-thirds of all former pupils were found to be
living in the community.

Twenty .. six per cent were in institutions.

The ren1.aiuing eight per cent had died since leaving school.
Institutionalization usually took place during school years or
shortly thereafter.

No relationship was found between institutionali-

zation and parental inco:;:ne, education, o1· family size.

21Gerha:;:·t Saenge1·, The A,dustJnEmt of Severely Retarded Adults
the Community {Albanf:-N'ew York: Ne;; York State Interdepart;;e-;rtal Health Resources Board, 1957).
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Secondary physic.;;,l handic<.tp:>, also failed to influence h12titutionalization to any x:."la:rked degree.

Tb.e:re

wa~;, howev~::r.',

a high correla-

tion between the exictence of bchaviot' problerns and institutionaHzation.
Twelve per cent of the retarded, whose pa.rents stated that their child
pre .sented 11.0 prl)blern at hon1e, we·re in institutions, as compared to
sixty-six per cent of those who were said to display marked tempers,
tendencies to run away, o1· dedructive behavior.
Family composition and attitude also played an important role.
Institutionalization took place n'lost often in broken families, or in
families rnal:ked by low

cohe~ion.

Only twelve per cent of the :reta r-

dates coxning fro1n "wann. 1 clo:w-knit" families were found ht institu.tions as cor.n.pax-cd to thirty-nine per cent of all cases co
£arr1ilies marked by :'high tension and conflict.

~:~dng

f:r.o:rn

11

The reason:.:: paxents n10st :f:requently f.clVe for their decision to
institutionalize were concern £or other fanJ.ily .c.cl.etnberf:: (52 per cent),
the behavio1' of the retal'ded {43 pe:r cent), a.nd death or illness in the
far:..dly {36 per cent).

Difficulty in providing adequate supervision was

also frequently rnentioned.
Parents who had been advised to institutionalize their child had
done so in about fifty per cent of the cases.
gestimu 1aade by the spouse whose advice

VV'ith the exception of ;3ug ..

\V'D-

foHowed :nost often, it

did not i'eem to r.c1<::.tter vlho had given such advice.

Recornmendations

were .m.ade by psychiatrists, physlcian;:;, social workers, relatives,
and friends.
Saenge1: followed this study \\'ith another in 1960 in which he further attempted to identify the factors influenci11g the institutionalh;a.tion of mentally retarded individuals in New York City. ZZ A primat·y
concern of the investigation was to determine whether institutionalization or home care is in the best interest of different groups of retardates and their families.
To study these matters, a representative sam.ple of 220 adr:rdssionc to state im1titutiono fo1· the retan:ied was cornpared with a rep ..
resentative satnple of 220 retarded persons who ren1ained in the corn•
munity and had not been hospitalized in a state facility any time prior
to the study.

The two group£:: were matched for IQ, age, econo1nic status, and
ethnic background.

The chronological age range o£ the sample waf;

six to twenty-four years.

At the end of the investigation, Saenger drew

many conclusions, but those pertinent to this writing are as follows:

2 2Gel·hart Saenger, Factors Influencin~ ~Institutionalization of
£f.!entallr Reta1·ded Individuals
New~ City (New York: New York
State Interdepartmental Health Resou1·ces Board, 1960).

.!!!.

.. 3Z
1.
tion.

Institutionalization is highly related to the degree of' retarda...

One out of every nine low ... grade retardates known to reside in

New York City was com.mitted each year. whereas only one of every
ninety to one hundred high ... gl·ade retardates was comrnitted annually.
2.

Secondary handicaps played no apparent role in commitment

unless they were severe.

Matched samples o£ institution cases and

cases remaining at home included similar proportions of cases with
physical handicaps.
3.

With the exception of the degree of retardation itself, the

behavior problems of the retardate was the single most important
variable in determining institutionalization.
4.

There was no indication of any difference in the distribution of

lowMgrade retardates among either ethnic or economic groups. 23

5.

Ethnic background and economic status is related to institu-

tionalization of the :retarded.

One out of every two

~Known

Puerto Rican

low-grade t·etarded children was committed during the study as

Z3Mullen and Lee have also pointed out that, though a large proportion of the high ..grade retarded come from homes of low socio·
economic status, the lower~grade retardates are evenly distributed
th1·ough ali economic groups. Their findings were based on psychometric tests of approximately 10,000 children in Chicago in 1949. For
further data, see Frances A Mullen and Mary M. Lee, 11 Distribution
of Mental Reta:r:dates in an Urban School Population, 11 American Journal :1._ Mental Deiicienc-r• 56:777 .. 90, April,- 1952.
-
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compared to one out of every fou:r Negro. one out of every ten white
Catholic and white P1·otestant, and one out of eve:ry twenty Jewish chil ..
d.ren.

6. Broken homes ax·e

<'~-major

factol' discrL:ninating the institu ..

tionali:oed retarded frm:n thof•e in the cora.rnunity.

Fm:ty·-£our per cent

of the low•grade reta1·ded in institutions carne from broken homes, as

compared to seven pe1· cent of those who resided in the community.
7.

With the exception o£ a few cases of severe rejection, par-

ental attitudes towa1·d retardation and their retarded children proved to
be a very minor iactor in the decision to institutionalLz;e.

The propor-

tion of parents who showed con:::dderable attaclnnent to theh retarded

child and treated him with love and affection was equally frequent
among the parents who keep their child at home and those who institu ..
tionalize their reta1·ded child.
8.

Services for the 1·etarded and their families are :meager; the

institutionaliz,ed cases were particularly under serviced.

A complete

diagnostic work. ... up prior to their appearance hefo1.·e a commitment

center had been provided for only twenty per cent of the institutiona•
lized group.
Saenget· appears to have an excellent research design for his
study.

Because of the large numbers in his population, he was a.ble to
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construct a sample with equal nurn.be1·s of cases in categode1> defined

by IC:, age, and econornic status.

The construction of large matched

san'lples made it possible to compare groups of similar characteristics.
Ninety~two

per cent of all ca6;es d1·avv:n frorn the census for the

institution and community samples were successfully traced.
number of traced cases, another 4 pe1· cent was subtracted:

From this

1 per cent

who moved out of town afte:t: being traced, and 3 per cent whose par ..
ents

Ol'

guardians refused to be inte1·viewed.

cent who could be traced and interviewed.

This left a total of 88 per

Saenger is to be co>.·n.mended

fo:r his account of losses, for a large loss of cases is one avenue of
introducing a systematic bias into a study.
Direct inte1·views with the fanlilie s of the retarded \vas :r:nade by
trained social workers.

In orde1· to obtain the data on family cohe-

sion, the interviewers were asked to record their observations and
impressions of parental behavior and attitudes.
The assessrnent on family integ1•atior1. it would seem. was purely
subjective on the pa:rt of the interviewer.
or tests wet·e administered to the parents.

No stan<h:udized schedules
There is the danger,

therefore, that interview bias .rnay have crept into ::101ne of the evaluations.
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Saenge:r conducted his investigations in New Yo:dt City; a similar
study was purfmed in the midwest section of the United States.

This

l'esearch will be described in the following section.

MTilcott's

stu~z·

In 1961, Wilcott reported on an investigation of

variables related to the institutionaliz.ation of x.nentally reta:rded chil ..
dren under the age of six. 24
She cited the general belief that a low IQ is the determining factor
for the commitment of a mentally retarded child to a state institution,
and then stated that her diagnostic and clinical work with young children had made it apparent to her that there are additional variables
which predetermine the institutionalization of these child1·en.
The study was conducted with twenty matched pairs of reta1·dates
under the age of six.

Group A was institutionalized; Group B was not.

The rnatching criteria fo1· each pair were' degree of .mental retarda·
tion, clinical diagnosis, and age within 12 months.
The results implied that the physical condition of the child and the
amount of care the child requires are important determinants for
institutionalization, while the child's behavior doe B not seem to be of

24 Johanna Becke1• Wilcott, 11 F'actors Related to the Institutiona ..
lization of Young Mentally Retarded Child1·en, 11 (Paper presented to
the 1961 Annual American Psychological Association Convention).

major impol·tance.

It was concluded that retarded children under the

age of six a1·e considered an emotional (>h·ain and a physical burden
by their mothers.

In contradiction to previous studies, Wilcott found

that the presence of young retardates does not appear to have a
restrictive o:t· disruptive effect on the social life of the far:nily.

This

may be partially due to the very young age o£ the children studied.

Her

final conclusion was that young 1·etardates seem to cause financial
difficulties, especially in families with a low income.
One must be cognizant of the fact that generalizations based upon
small samplings nmst be cautiously viewed.

It seenu:; that Wilcott

might have :made her results m.ore meaningful if she had included
socioeconomic

statu:::~

Davies' stud¥•

in her matching criteria.

The identification, description, and appraisal of

the severity of social and psy-chor;ocial problems as a result of the pre ..
sence of a mentally retarded child in the family was the subject of a
doctoral dissertation written by Charles Davies at the Unive1·sity of
Texas in 1962.2 5 Davies sought to assess the advantages and disadvantages of keeping a mentally retarded child in the family rather than

25 charles G. Davies, "Social and Psychological Problems
Encountered by Families of Mentally Deficient Children, 11 (unpublh;hed
doctoral dis~:>ertation, University of Texas, Austin, 1962).
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in an in.etitution.

The o::etting of the utudy \'vas the nwtropolitan a.r·ea of

Las VogaD, Nevadz..

The f;a.aple included fan:..ilie s of 4J ;;.:eta:;.·G.ed

chilch·en v;ho had been institutionalize d. aud families of 128 reta :.·dates
who we:te living at ho1ne at the thne of the study.
Son1e of the conclusions l'!ached ·were:

1.

Those families who continued to care for a rnentally I:eta.r:.lcd

child at horne were not o.nJy involved in the
and
in

t~upenri~>ion

th~;dr

p:~.·obler:1s

of

can~.

n·ux·dng,

that a 1etardate requirefJ, but were also .J::nore lim.ited

social contactt:. less well off financially. and rno::.·e poorly

housed than they would have been had they plz_ced hL.a in an iru:titution.
Eight~,r~eight

2.

per cent of tboBe families who had theil· reta1

M

date in the houLehold we:re not 1n.·epa:red to consider the prospect of his
being placed in an institution dul'ing his parents' liiethne.
3.

There was a significant di££e1·ence between the number of

p:roblern.s presented by retardates in the institution and the nurnber
presented by retardates living at horn.e.
sical

Ol'

Retardates with severe phy-

ten'lperamental difficulties and the 1nost grossly retarded wet·e

more likely to be in an institution than at home.

There was no such

difference between the number of family problems presented in the two
samples.

If families had major problerns such as grossly over ...

c.co·vVded o:r bl·oken hom.es, an acutely ill n:..other, o:r assistance level
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inCQme s, then they were just af' likely to n1aintain their reta:rdate at
horne as to place hin1 in an institution.

It was. therefore, concluded

tha.t the presence of the mental :retardate in the institution was m.ore
likely to be associated with the nature <:md severity of his handicap
than with any far:dly probler:n.

This is smnewhat in. antithesis to the

1·eported im.p:ccHdonE of f;ersonnel at Porterville State Hospital,
Portenrille. C2.Hfornia.
L!,.

The only aspect of fan'lily health which waB r:hown to be

signi~

ficantly related to the placing of a mental retardate in an institution
If

wa::; \vhethe;.· or not he had r:.1entally disturbed or retarded siblingc..
there were a

5.

~tu1·bed

sibliilg, the retardate tended to be in illGtitu-

Exact in£ onnatlon about their child's condition and advice

about his care were not readily available to the parents of retardates.

6.

Since exact information about their child's condition, his prog-

nosis, and the effect that his continued presence tf)nded to have on
family life were not readily available to parents, few parents were in
the position of being able to make a free decision about their retarded
child's future.

Davies found no difference between the number of family pr.oble.(.fJ..S

sented in the institutionalized group and the home group.

To
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fully appreciate these findings, one must be aware of Dct.vies' definition
of fandly problem.d.

There did not seem. to he any stated definition in

the dissertation, but, judging from the rating Bchedule used in the
study, it seems that the term "family problems 11 include family
inco:me, housing, family health, marital status of the parents, rnanagement of the retardate, and terr1perarnent and health of the retardate.
Only slight reference was made to the emotional adjustment and marital integration of the parents.

It would seem that more emphasis was

put on external conditions than on the n:'ental or ernotionaJ r)rocesses,
or the internal psychodynatnics, of the farnily rnern1-,ers.
DavieG found 38 per cent of the institutionalized sample and 21
per cent of the horne :3ample to come from broken homes.
indicates slightly n-:ore broken ho:rnes in the inatitution
ference was not •>tath;tically

III.

Ehlers 1 stu::J.y.

Though this

[~roup,

the dif-

:~ignificant.

OTHER RELATED RESEARCH

.A study of n1aternal perceptions of retardation

·was r.nad.e by Walter H. Ehlers in 1961 in a doctoral clissertation at
Brandeis Unive:rsity. 26 The investigator interviewed a sample of

-----·-·--26walt~r H. 8hlers, "The Moderately and Severely Retarded
Child: Maternal Perceptions of Retardation and Subsequent Seeking
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twenty-four mothers of mentally retarded children who were "braindamaged," had an IQ of 50 or less, and were under ten years of age.
The sample was dra,Nn frorr:. a public health agency clientele.

The

investigator sought to analyze the mothers' reported reaction to the
initial impact of the diagnosis in relationship to social class.
The study found that:

1.

Regardless of class status, rnothers sought xnedical service

when the child
2.

wa~"

between one and two years.

Mothers <'>aw the problem as prirrmrily roedical and were

influenced rnainly by physicians and nurses in :>eeking further services.
3.

A desire was expressed for longer nursery \>chool hours, day

care, surruner care programs, and supervised recreation.
4.

The physician's xr1anner in telling parents the child is men-

tally retarded rnay be rnore important than what he says.
5.

There are class status implications in parent associations for

retarded children.
6.

Blue-collar families n1ay have more tolerance of deviance in

their children than do white-collar fax:nilies.

and Using Services Rendered by a Community Agency," (unpublished
doctoral dissertation Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts,
1961).
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7.

The clergy is not approached for help to the extent assumed.

Ehlers 1 discussion was very interesting with considerable space
being given to the historical background of mental retardation.

Since

his sampling is relatively small, one must use caution in generali:c;ing

the findings past the subsample to which they E>pecifically pertain.

Willenberg's study.

A study of the problems and satisfactions

experienced in the rearing of mentally retarded children was made by
Ernest Willenberg in a study done at the University of Oklahoma in
1958. 2 7 The data were derived from interviews of fifty parents of

mentally retarded children matched with fifty parents of average ability
children.

Willenberg concluded that, in his sarapling, the retarded

children afforded more problems than satisfactions and the average
ability children presented more satisfactions than problen1.s.
The finding most relevant to the present investigation is that Vv'illenberg found divorce to be almost three times as frequent arnong the
parents of the retarded as among the parents of the average children. 28

27
· Ernest P. Willenberg, "A Study of the Problems and Satisfactions in the Rearing of Mentally Retarded Children, n (unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma,
1958).
28 Ibid., p. 59.
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It is recognized that the ratio would be more significant if the inve stigator had employed random, rather than matched, sam.pling.

Willen ..

berg attempted to match parents of average ability children with parents of retarded children on six variables, one of which was m.arital
status.

Drawing upon a pool of 2, 000 candidates, and matching as

many variables as possible, still the reduction in the parents of the
average ability group did not rnatch the parents of the mentally
retarded group in marital status.
A special divorce phenornenon is also suggested by a state1nent
made by a pediatrician, Marylou Hickman.

In a Pre-admissions and

Diagnostic Service staff meeting at Porterville Hospital fo1· the Men ..
tally Retarded on December 20, 1963, Dr. Hickman, presiding officer,
stated to the group:
Many parents of severely retarded children are disturbed; some
are psychotic. It is my professional opinion that the divorce rate
of parents of severely retarded children is about four times as high
as that of parents of normal children.
This is an interesting clinical impression and might be a hypothesis for
further research.

Some confirmation, or lack of confir1nation, will

be sought in the present Btudy.

IV.

SUMMARY

This chapter has been devoted to a review of related research.
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Seven investigations were exarnined.

None of the reviewed studies

have investigated the effect of the retarded child on the marital integration and sibling tension of the family with a population that embraces
a sampling :rnore cornprehensive than that of parents who are 1nembers
of associations for retarded children.

It is the purpose of the p:resent

study to investigate the effect of the retardate on families who live in a
predominantly agricultural area and who may or may not participate in
associations that pro:rnote the welfare of retarded children and adults.
There has been some disagreement in previous studies as to the
major variables that influence the institutionalization of retardates.
The conditions that appear to contribute toward the decision of hospi ..
talization of retarded children will also be explored in the present
study.

CHAPTF~B.

III

SOURCE O:E' THE SELECTED GROUPS

A knowledge of the ::;.Jtting of the inve :;tigation anr.J

th~;)

type o:£

populatior! within that <;ettlng ir; n.ccess<=;ry to inte:rp:cct the ;:;ubseq,uent
data,

The:refore, this chapter will clesc:dhe the geographic area in

which the ::::tudy took place, the corn:rnunity and institutional facilities
fo:r the r;eve:cely

:rn~mtally

:retarded within that setting, the population

:fro:rn which the pools were chosen, and the: rnode of selection of the
expcrirnc:ntal and control groups.

I.

Central California.

SJ~TTING

OF THE STUDY

'fhe setting of the investigation vms the gen-

eral political unit of two adjoining counties in central California, name-

ly, Sa:n J oa<1uin and Stanislauu.

Both counties are situated in the San

Joaquin Valley region; as of 1960, San Joaquin County had a population
of 249, 989 individuals and Stanislaus County, 157, 294.

The percent-

age of white individuals in San Joaquin County vvas 90. I; in Stanislaus,
98.6.29

2 9united States Department of Commerce, United States Census
of Population, California, General Population Characteristics (WashingtOn: United States Government Printing Office, 1960), pp. 6 .. 168 and

6-169.
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Agriculture, co.rnmerce, and inch1.etJ:y are the rr1ajor sources of
livelihood for the inhabitantfi1 of the two

countie~;.

The major city in

San Joaquin County is Stockton with a population of 89, 500; 30 in Stanislaus County, the largest city is Mode:::to with a ptl:,?U.l:'ltion of 36, '585. 3 1
The xz.1edian

incor~J.e

Stanislaus, $·1:, 537.

Community

in. San Joaquin County, a'3 of 1960, war:' $5, 889; in

··z

:J

facilities~

the severely mentally retarded.

In both

San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties, Special Education programs are
provided by city ancl county school districts fo1· the severely mentally
retarded who qualify under California School Law. 33 At the time of
this writing, there were nineteen such classes in the counties, with a
total of approximately 2.28 enrolled pupils.

The chronological ages of

3 0GreateJ Stocktml Cham.ber of Commerce, "Standard Industrial

Survey Sur:tuna.ry Repol't" (Stockton, Califo1:nia: Greater Stockton
Chamber of Commerce, 1963).
31 Greater .Modesto Chambex of Commerce, 11 Standard lndustdal
Survey Summary Report" (Modesto, California: G1·eater Modesto
Chamber of Commerce. 1963).
32 United States Department of Commerce, United States Census
of Population, California, General, Social and Economic Characteristics (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1960),
pp. 6-228 and 6-229.
3 3state of California, Education Code (Sacramento: State Depart..nent of Education, 1963), Sec:tions 690T:'6'919 and 8951~8956.
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the participating retardates ranged from six to twenty-one years .
In addition to thi s , the Stockton Unified School District i s operati n g a pilot Child Care Center for severely m entally and physically
handi capped children in San J oaqui n County.

The Stockton Cente:t

opened September 15, 1961 , as the fi rst of .four programs authorized
i n California under legi s lation pas s ed in 1959 and revi sed in 1961 and
1963 . 34 At t he present time , t here are only two in operation in the
state- -the one i n St ockton, and another i n Oakland, California.
Severely handi capped children of ages three through
may be eligible .

a ixt~en

years

The enro llm ent i s compo sed of children who, becaus e

of the s everity of their m ental re tardation, chronologi cal immaturity ,
developm ent lag, physical handi cap, o1· emotional distrubanc e , cannot
qualify for the public s c hool Special Educati on programs .
The p rog1·am is financed by a combination of parents' fees and
state funds .

The parents' fees are determined by the total gross family

incom e in relation to the number of persons the in come supports .
The Center op ened in September 5, 19 61 , wi th five children; on
December 20, 1963 , there were forty-e i ght enrollees .

The s chool

e mploys one director , six teachers , one housekeeper , one part-ti me

34lbid. , Section 16645.
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typist, and nine severely :rnentally retarded trainees who range in age
frOl':n seventeen to twenty years and work under the supervision of the
staff.
The third type of facility in S,;.n Joaquin County is a Youth '\ctivity
Center for severely retarded adolescents and adults.

It is supported

by parents 1 fees and the Stockton Association for Retarded Children.
Stanislaus Cou..nty provides a nursery school for severely
retarded pre-schoolers and a sheltered workshop for retarded adolescents and adults.

Space is limited at the present location, and the

enrollment does not exceed ten in either divL>ion.

At the time of the

survey, there were eight children with an age range of three and onehalf to eight in the nursery class, and another eight enrollees with an
age range of sixteen to thirty in the

;,~heltered

workshop.

The three

younger members in the workshop were also enrolled in a Special Education Class for the Severely Mentally Retarded administered by the
Modesto City Schools.

Both programs are sponsored by the Stanislaus

Association for Retarded Children.

Porterville

~Hospital.

The state facility providing residen-

tial care for the mentally retarded of St.n Joaquin and Stanislaus counties is Porterville State Hospital at Porterville, California.

It is one

of four state hospitals for the mentally retarded in the state aud is

--
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geographically located approximately 150 miles south of the two counties under study.

It serves twenty-one central California counties.

In 1963, the number of patients at Porterville State Hospital numbered Z, 475. 35 The patients range in age from several months to
eighty-four years.

Approximately 60 per cent are under twenty years

of age; 30 per cent are between twenty-one and forty; and 10 per cent
are between forty-one and eighty-four.
The patients in the :four state hospitals for the mentally retarded
in California vary in measured intelligence from intelligence quotients
of 1 to 90 and over.

In a recent survey, it was estimated that approxi-

mately SZ pe:t cent have IQ's of Z9 and below; 38 per cent have measured intelligence quotients rangi.ng between 30 and 59; another 8 per
cent are charted as having IQ's ranging between 60 and 90; and Z per
cent have unknown intelligence quotients. 36
Another survey by the State Department of Mental Hygiene
reveals that of the patients in residential care in the four state hospitals for the retarded, 72 per cent are ambulatory, 5. 9 per cent are

35state of California Department of Mental Hygiene, Survey ,2!
Patient Needs f2!. Residential~~ Assistance, Hospitals for
Mentally Retarded, Biostatistics Section Bulletin No. 34 (Sacramento;
Department of Mental Hygiene, 1963),, p. 53.
3 6Ibid., p. 55.

-
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partially um.bulato;ry, and 21. 6 per cent are non-ar.c.r.bulatory. 37

Ambulatory was defined as the condition in which an individual is
able to walk independently without cane, crutch, or other mechanical
Partially ambulatory refers to the ability to walk independ ...

device.

ently only when held by hands or with suppo.tt undex the a1·nu; o:r when
holding on to a chair or with cane, braces, crutch or other rnechanical
devices.

Non~ambulato:qr

to walk because of the

wal:l defined as the condition of being unable

~everity

of a physical handicap o:t because of

developtnental hn.ma tu:r ity.
Figu1·es on the IQ. 1·ange and axnbulation of the patientc at Porter ...
ville State Hospital only are not available, but it is assumed that lt
would be ehnilar to the statistiC£! of the four co1nbined hospitals, aB
given.
There is a la:rge variation au1.ong the counties in the nutnber of
patients per 100, 000 county pop•..dation.

The San Joaquin Valley area

with a :rate of 89. 3 is well above the average. 38 Mo.1:e specifically,
San Joaquin County has a rate of 79 per 100, 000 population and Stanislaus a rate of 83. 3.

The rate of the entire state is 73. 2. 39

3'1~.' P· 56

38~.' P• 32.
39n...·d

~··

pp. 38-40.
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U.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE POPULATION,
POOLS, AND SELECTED GROUPS

In this part of the chapter, the population from which the pools

were chosen and the method of selection of two groups from those
pools are described.

Research desiin·

It was the writer•s purpose to develop a

research design that would compare the n-:tarital integration and sibling
role ten:don of the families who had placed their severely retarded
child in an in£>titution and far:nilies who had kept thei:t' retarded child
within the family hon1.e.
In an effort toward homogeneity of the garnple, certah1 pu1·pose ..
ful restrictions were developed and adhered to in the selection of the
sa:cnple.

Only fanlilies with the following

characteristic~;

were con-

sidered in assesning the effect of a severely retarded child on his
farn.ily:
1.

The chronological age of the retarded child was between three

and seventeen years.
2.

The extent of relative mental retardation of the child had been

diagnosed by a psychologist or a physician as moderate, severe, or
profound.
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3.

The reta:edcd child had.

4.

Tl-.1e retarded child was enrolled either i:n a con"lmunity day

0110

or xx1.ore siblings.

facility for the severely mentally retarded or in a state institution for
the retarded.
5.

The uatural parentr.l of the retarded. child were man·ied ancl

living together at the ti:me of the study.

6.

The parents of the retardate were residing ill San Joaquin or

Stanislaus counties at the tir.ne of the survey.

Tb.e reader is cautioned that inferences n1.ade in this study as to

the effects of a severely mentally retarded child on farnily integ1ation
l~efer

011ly to families of the above characterbtics living in a geo-

graphical area Himila1· to San Joaquin and Stanislaus

countie~1

in the

Central Valle}' of California.

Survey of enrollments.

----~--

The investigator surveyed the enrolhnent

of pupils he tween the ages of three and seventeen years in community
day facilities for the severely mentally retarded in both counties and
found a total of 245 children available for study.

A more detailed

analysis of the source of this population will be found in Table II.

A survey of the ad1nh: sions records of Porterville State Hospital
indicated that a total of 8 3 patients between the ages of three and
seventeen years had been ad.rnitted to the hospital from San Joaquin
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN COMMUNITY DAY F AGILITIES
!'~OR

THE SEVERELY MENTALLY RETARDED

Co.rnrnunity Progra:n

Administered by

Special Education Clasli:ie~ fo:t·
the Severely Mentally Retarded

Stoci<ton Unified
School District

Special Education Classes for
the Severely Mentaily Retarued

San Joaquin County
Schools Office

Stockton Pilot Child Care
Center

Stockton Un.ified
School District

Special Education Classes for
the Severely Mentally Retarded

Modesto City Schools

Special Education Classes for
the Severely Mentally Retarded

Stanislaus County
Schools Office

Nursery Class for the Severely
Mentally Retarded

Stanislaus Association
for Retarded Children

Number of
Enrollees

60

48

24

Total

5'1

8

245

and Stanislaus counties between October 1, 1958 and October 1, 1963.
lt was the researcher's intent to include only those children who had
been institutionalh>ed for a period of not n1ore than five years prior to
the study.
This survey of enrollments of community and state facilities indicated that the population of potentially

institutionali:~able

severely men ..

tally retarded children in San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties between

the ages of th1·ee and seventeen who we1·e enrolled in eithe1· a community
day facility or a state facility totaled 328.
The records of the eighty-three institutionali.?.ed children were

eY..amined; it was noted that there were no correspondents listed for
four of the

eighty~three

nine patients with

patients.

:~.·ecorded

This left a remainder of seventy-

names of parents. and a letter explaining

the proposed :rc t.1earch project was sent to the families of each of these
children.

A copy of thh; letter to parents will be found in Appendix A.

Three letters were returned because the parents had moved without
giving a forwarding address; four far.n.ilies refused to participate; and
the 1·emaining seventy .. two parents indicated a willingness to participate

in the :research group study. A perusal of the letters of the four parents
who asked not to be contacted b1 the investigation indicated that three
were not willing to participate because the placements of their children
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had been v ery recent and they found it difficult t o discuss at the present t ime, a11.d the fourth suggested that they felt the y h ad answe r ed a ll
the q uesti ons necessary at the time of the hospitalization of thei r c hild .
The name s of · sev enty - two children with their chronol ogical ages ,
extent of relative re t ardation; number of siblings, and names ,
add1·es s es and m adtal status of their parents wa s then released to the
investigator by Porterville State Hospital.
One of th e :restrictions of the sample as specified in the re searc h
de s ign was that the natural pa r ent s of the .c hild be married and living
together at t h e time of the s tudy.

An inspection of the li s t s of parents

of the s eventy .. two s everely t"etarded childr en at Po r te r ville from San
Joaquin and Stanislau s countie s revealed t h at parent s of th irty of the
seventy ... two children were either s eparated or divorced.

Thi s left a

total of forty-two fam ilie s in which the marriage s were intact.
Another re s tricti on pertaining to the sample wa s that the n atural
pa r ent s be l.' esiding in San Joaquin or Stanislaus countie s at the t ime of
the f;itudy.

0£ the forty ... two fam ilie s with intact mar riag e s . se ven had

moved from these two counties s ince the place m.ent of the child.
Heeding all r estrictions on t he sample as develope d in the
research de s ign; a total of thirty-five families with s eve rely menta lly
retarded children between the ages of three and sevente en years placed
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at Porte1·ville State HospitaJ fro1n San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties
between Octobel' l, 1958 and Octobe1 1,

963, weJ:e available fo1· the

study.
The reduction of eligible fa.xnilies for the study from the pool of
hospitalized children may be seen graphically in Table III.
This g1·oup of

thirty~five

fc.:r.n.ilies frmn the portion of the popula-

tion of parents of severfoly rnex1.tally retarded children that had institutionalized their children within the pa!':t five yea:•os was then matched
with a selected group of thirty-five families frorr1 the portion of the
population th.n.t had kept their severely reta:c"ded children at horne and
had enrolkd thexn in COT1rnunity day facilities.
The .rnatching c:dteria were as follows:
1.

Chronological age of the :t'eta:edate.

2.

Sex of the :retanlate.

3.

Geographic area of the dwelling of the fan::dly of the retardate.

4..

Socio~economic

5.. l!.."'thnic

status o£ tJ1e fa:r£lily of the reta:rdate.

baci~:.ground

o£ the farnily of the retardate.

The l'eduction of the selected groups horn the total considared
population may be seen in graph form in Figure l.

It will be noted that

the total population of farnilies with hospitalizable severely mentally
retarded child1·en between the ages of three a11ci seventeen in San
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T ABLE IJl
R E DUC TION OF E L IGIB L E F.l\.!1/.i.IL lE S

FROM THE HOSPlT ..ll,.L POPULATION

Des c :dpti oi.'l.

Nmn 'be:t·

P atient s adrn ' tte · to Jr·or terville State
Hospital from San Joaquin and Stanis lau s counties b etwe en Octobe 1· 1, 1958,
a rtd Octobe r 1, 1.963.

83

No correspondent listed fo r patient in
h o spital f ile s .

4

L etter s to pa1·ent s 1·e tu:rn ecl b ecause
of c h ange of address.

3

Num ber o:f parents who refu s ed to pa r ticipate .

4

:Pa:t' e nts who were either s epa r ated o r
divorced.

30

Pa. r ents who we r e not r e siding in San.
Joa quin O ;i." btani s lau s co~IDtie s at the
time o£ the study.

7

Total number ineligible for the study.

48

Total num ber of families eligible for
t he s tudy .

35

57

Total Population
Families of Severely Mentally Retarded
Children between the Ages of Three and
Seventeen Eligible for Hospitalization in
San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties.
328

Poo1 II

Pool I
Families of Hospitalized
Seve rely Mentally
Retarded Children.

Fa:;:nilies o£ Non-Hospitalized Severely :rvientally
Retarded ChUd:ren.

83

245

Selected Group I

Selected G:coup II

Families of Hospitalized
Severely Mentally Retarded
Children, Having the De sired
Characteristics for the Study.

Families of Non-Hospitali;:;ed
Sevel7ely Mentally Retarded
Children, Having the Desired
Characteristics for the Study.

35

35

FIGURE I
REDUCTION OF THE SELECTED GROUPS FROM
THE TOTAL POPULATION
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Joaquin and Stanislaus counties who were enrolled either in a com...
munity day facility or state residential hospital for the reta1·ded was
328.

Within this population. 245 of the families had enrolled their

reta1·ded child in a community day facility, and the other 83 had placed
their child in a state residential hospital.

A selected gt·oup of 35

families from the pool of 83 families who had hospitalized their chil ..
d:i7en was matched with a group o:f 35 families fr01n the pool of 245
families who had not hospitalized their children.

The families who

had placed their children in an institution became the experimental
group and the families who had not placed theh children in an institu•
tion became the control group. 4 0 Both groups came from the same
population; the independent variable introduced to the experimental
group and -vvithheld from the control group was institutionalization.

Summary.

This chapter has been concerned with the setting of

the study, the population from which the two pools were chosen, and

40

This study is a descriptive survey and not an experimental
study; however, the term, experimental group, may be used in the
broad sense of a group of subjects who are exposed to a treatment
variable not necessarily :rnanipulated by the investigator. The term
group is used interchangeably with the term sample in the dissertation.
Fo1· further explanation, see Horace B. English and Ava C. English,
!::_ Com{lrehensive Dictionary£!_ Psychological~ Psychoanalytical
Terms (New Yorl~: Longmans, Green and Company, 1959), p. 194.
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the xnode of selection of the two groups.

The next chapter will present

the r.mn.position of the matched experimente.l and control

g:t~oups.

CHAPT.It:;R IV

CHARACT El:USTICS Olr THE SELECTED GROUPS

chapter.

1.

THE l\4ATCHING PROCEDURE

Exte:nrdve efforts we.re made to asE;ure the co:rnparahility of the
subj ech' in the

rb::;.ental and control groups.

Each of the thhty-

five fcx:nil:te rc in the mqJe:drnen.tal group wa.s n:1.atched with a conhol
and Gex o£ the retarded childt geographic location of the

family for

family dwelling, ethnic background of the parents, and socio-econo:rnic

f:tatus of the far11ily.

The control rn:tbjects were drawn from a pool of

237 car..didatca.

P::eliminary rnatcb.ir..g waE achiev€d by means of a graphic procedure.

An identHicntion c:a.rd wae made fen: each of the thirty-five

e:r.peri:r~1ental

Fubjects and for each of the 237 control candidates.

Each subject 1 fJ iClentiHcation cat'd was given a nuntber.
these
a;~efJ

nu.r~be::·s

waG plotted on a graph where

hor~.zontal

Then each of
and vertical

tep. esented the dh:nonsion<; oc:· C(ttHgories of the f.n;>ecified .match-

ing criteria of

onological age, sex, geog:raphic area of the fa(nily
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dwelling, a.nd socio-economic status of the family.

Separate graplu;

were made for the caucasian and non-caucasian g1·oups.

Definition of variables.

The horizontal axis was divided with

respect to sex and subdivided according to the chronological age of the
individual; chronological age was matched at intervals of twelve months
with a range from three to seventeen years.

The vertical axis was

divided according to socio-economic status of the faxn.ily and subdivided with 1·e spect to the geographic location of the fam.ily dwelling.

In determining the socio-economic status of the family. three
status groups were defined in terms of the occupation of the head of the
household: 41
Low status.

All laborers, including farm laborers, operatives

and kindred workers, unskilled and semi-skilled service wo1·kers, and
door-to-door salesmen.
Middle status.

All cra£ts1nen, foremen and kindred workers, pro-

tective service workers, manage1·s and proprietors of small business

4lwnliam Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker, and Kenneth Eells,
Social Class in 1\rnerica. A Manual of Procedure for the Measure1nent
of Social StatUs (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1949), and
Albert J. Reiss and Albert L. Rlwcles, "The Distribution of Juvenile
Delinquency in the Social Class Structure, 11 American Sociological
Review, 2:720-32, October, 1961, were sources of refe~·ence in defining
these categories of socio-economic status.

6?
or farr:1s, sales workers of wholesale and retail stores, and techni.
cians allied to the professional services.
High r;tatus.
rnanag~.n·s,

All professional and sen'li-professional workers.

officialA 1 and p:;:op:detors of large businesses, nnd certain

sales workers in finance, insurance. and real estate.

This category

also includes large farm owners and gentlernen farmers.

When in doubt as to which status group a subject fell, the neighborhood o:r d.wcl.line area o£ the fa:rnily was used as a Becondary guide.
The nurnbe:r. of ntatus positions was reE:tric:ted to three in order to
increase the HH:mpling reliability of within-status group coxnpt'trist')ns.

The geographic location of the family dwelling was categorized
into three classif:i.ca.tions: urban, suburban, and rural.

U:rban indicates those fan::dlier;: who live in and on the fringes of
the

busine~::s

di.st.dct of a city; it also includes areas near factories anc'

warehouses, and usually ;,s thought of as a congested area.
Suburban refers to those fam.ilies who live in a residential section in the ontlying pal:t of a city or town.
RuraJ. inrHcates those fa-nilies who live i.n the country with no

close neighbors,
Ethn1.c bacl<:g:t'ound of the f:aco.ily was categorized as caucasian and

non-caucasian.

Non-caucasian included Negro, Niexican-An>.erican,
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and Chinese .. American.
The rn.ain objective of plotting each of the subjects on a graph was
that of finding as many potentially perfect matches for the five speci ..
a~:

fied variable:>
cedure.

possiblt.' during the e&.rlier

phas~

of the matching pro-

A paradigm for the matching process will be found in Appen-

dix A.

When n1.ore than one control subject was found to possess the
specified matching crite1·ia of five variables of a particular experimental subject. an effort waf; made to find the most meaningful match

of the Beveral.

The rrw.tching criteria then

co.o.dde:~:ed

were:

(l) onii ..

nal position of the Bubject; (Z} num.ber and age of siblings of the sub ..
ject; and {3) clinical diagnosis of the subject.
The variables are listed in. a rank o:r.dex of irnportance in the sec ..
ond :matching process.

When a ::natch on all five variables was impossible, priority was
given to socio-econrJrnic status and ethnic group.

U.

IDENTIFICATlON OF THE SELECTED GROUPS

Cornp•,:>sition!?.! the matched groups.

Utilizing the matching pro-

cedure dE.n,c:dhed, each of the thi:rty-Hve experhnental subjects was

:..1.1.atched with a control rmhject which was deemed by the criteria of the
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paradigm to represent the best reduction possible fror.n the pool of 237
candidates.

Only one of the farnilies selected for the control group

refused to pa:eticipate and had to be replaced by another.

The match-

ing yielded a total of seventy subjects, including ten who wex·e noncaucasian.

The distribution of sex was forty males and thirty fe.males.

~hronological

age.

Table IV shows the distribution o£ the two

groups in terms of sex and chronological age.

In all cases, the nurnw

ber of years of age at his last birthday, as reported by the parents,
was used in deterndning the chronological age of the child.

lt will be

noted that the rnean age of males is 9. 10 years in the experimental
group and 8. 60 in the control group.

The mean age of females in the

experimental g1·oup is 10. 13 years and in the control group, 10. 20.
This indicates that the n1.ales in the experimental group were slightly
older than the .m.ales in the control group.

One notes that there is a

somewhat greater concentration of subjects in the three to six-year
old categories than in the other divisions and also a weakness of numbers in the eleven to thirteen yea1· old classifications.

In total group

:means, however, the two samples are highly similar.

The rnean

chronological age of the experin1.ental group is 9. SO with a standard
deviation of 4. 56; the mean chronological age of the control group is
9. 30 with a standard deviation of 4. 92.
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sex

Years of Chronological Age
3-4

5-6

7-8

9~10

11-12

13·14

15 ... 16

1'l

A. Expedmental Group
Male
(N=ZO)

3

4

3

3

3

0

3

1

Female

2

3

2

2

0

2

2

2

5

7

5

5

3

2

5

3

(N::.:l5)

Total

Mean chronological age of males .•.............
Mean chronological age of females ........•.•.•
Mean chronological age of experimental group ..•
Standard deviation ...•.

9.10
10. 13

9.80

4.56

B. Control Group
.Male
(N=ZO)

3

7

2

3

1

0

3

l

Fexnale

4

l

1

3

0

2

0

4

7

8

3

6

l

2

3

5

(N:::15)

Total

Mean clu:onological age of rnales ...............
Mean chronological age of fen1ales .............
Mean chronological age of control group .•....•.
Standard deviation ..•..

8.60
10.20
9.30
4.92

a

E thnic bac kgrou n d .

Th e di s t r ib ution of the ethnic back grounds of

t h e fa..tnilies m a y be e xarnined in T a ble V.

T h e s a m pl e is

p r e d om i~

n a ntly ca uca s i an,

-------

Socio-economic status and social class.
- ~·

.

.

The occupational classi ..

fication and the social class status of parents are considered in Table

VI. In the matching procedure , s ocio .. economic status was in.ferred
from the occupation of the head of the household.
When analyzing t h e composition of the selected groups , the social
class status of each family was evaluated according to the identification

--

procedure of Warner et al. 4 2 Warner points out that the inhabitants of
the town s and cities o£ Am erica are divided into various status levels,
which are. in effect, ways of life with definite characteristics and
values.

Studies in the several re g ions of the United States have sug•

gested that social class is a m ajor determinant of individual decisions
and s ocial actions.

Eve r y m ajor area o£ Am erican life is directly and

indi?ectly influenced by class o1·de1·- and the major decisions of rnost
indivlduals are pa1·tially controlled by s ocial class statu s . 4 3 For

,.
these 1·easons, the

inve ~ tigato t

--

4 2wa r ner, op . cit.

felt it pertinent that the experim ental
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TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC BACKGROUND ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sex

Ethnic Background
Caucasian Mexican-American Chinese·American Negro

A. Experhnental Group
Male
(N=20)

17

1

1

1

Female
(N:=l5)

13

2

0

0

Total

30

3

1

1

B. Control Group
Male
(N=20)

18

l

0

1

Fernale
(N=l5)

12

2

1

0

Total

30

3

1

1

TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL CLASS STATUS OF PARENTS
ACCORDING TO OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Occupational Classification

Social Class
Uppe1·
Middle

A.

Lower
};fiddle

Upper
Lowe1·

Lower
Lower

Experimental Group

1. Professional and semi-professional workers; managers, officials, and
proprietors of large businesses; large
fann owners.

4

6

0

0

l. Craftsmen; foremen; clerical and
aalea workers; protective se1·vices
workers; managers and proprietors
of small businesses.

0

9

7

0

0

0

1

4

15

8
15

1

3. Laborers, includingfarr-nlaborer·s,
operatives, unskilled and serni-sldlled
service workel'S.
Total
B.

ContJ.•ol Group

1. Professional and semi-profession ..
al workers; managers, officials, and
proprietors of large businesses; large
£arm owners.

3

10

0

0

2. Craftsmen; foremen; clerical and
sales workers; protective services
workers; rnanagers and proprietors
of small businesses.

0

7

5

0

3. Laborers, including farm labo1·ers,
operatives, unsldlled and serni-skilled
service workers.
Total

0
3

1

8
13

1
1

18
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a11d control group8 of this study be matched for social class as well as
for socio-economic status as judged by the occupation of the head of
the household.
The first step in calculating an index of status characte1·istics
for any given individual in a community, according to the Warner procedure, is to obtain ratings for him on each of the following fot1r
status characteristics: occupation. source of inco1ne; house type, and
dwelling a1·ea.

A rating for each characteristic is made on a seven•

point scale with a rating of
ing of

11

"1" for a very high status value and a rat-

7 11 for a ve17 low status value.

The four ratings are then

totaled, after assigning to each one a weight which expresses the
importance of that particular status characteristic in social class prediction.

The resultant indices may range from twelve, which indicates

a very high socio-economic status, to eighty-four, a very low status.
The index socio .. economic status 1nay then be converted into a social
class equivalent through the use of Warne1· 1 s conversion table.

Social

class equivalenta range from upper class to lower .. lower class.
It will be noted in Table VI that the sample of this investigation is
p1·edomin.antly lower middle and upper lowel' class.

This is not to say

that these social class level.o are representative of the parents of
severely m.entally retarded children in San Joaquin and Stanislaus
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counties, but rathe1·, these indices n'lay be considered as representative of the parents in the two counties who have placed their retarded
children at Porterville State Hospital within the past five years.
There are relatively few familie e in the upper middle social class
status and none in the upper class.

There may be two reasons for this.

First, the parents of the subjects a1·e relatively young and may not
have as yet accomplished the position in occupation or in dwelling area
that they may later in,Hfe.

Secondly, it seems highly likely that the

upper middle and upper classes may utilize private institutions for
their severely retaxded children rather than relying on state facilities.
In an effort toward pursuing the above selectivity hypothesis, the

investigator made a survey of the numbe1· of severely mentally
retarded children placed in private institutions b} practicing pediatri ..
cians in San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties during the past five years.
Names of the pediatricians in the area were released to the researcher
by the San Joaquin County Medical Society and the Stanislaus County
Medical Society,

A letter describing the purpose of the survey with an

answel· .. form. and a self-addressed stamped envelope was sent to each
practitioner.

A copy of the letter will be found in the Appendix A.

Sixteen of the seventeen pediatricians contacted responded to the poll.
The results indicated that approximately thirty .. six severely mentally
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retarded children had been placed in private institutions between October 1, 1958, and October 1, 1963, by ten of the seventeen pediatl·icians.

Unfortunately, the investigato1· did not request the age range

of these children; so a direct comparison cannot be rnade to the eightythree severely m.entally :reta1·ded children with ages l'anging from
three to sixteen that were placed at Porterville State Hospital during
the sarne thne period.

"fhe survey does indicate, however, that a con-

siderable number of persons do utilize ploivate facilities, and, since

private care ranges in cost from $1ZO to $350 a rnonth, it is highly
possible that many of these families may be from the uppel' .middle and
upper social classes.

qeo~raphic

location£!. the family

~welling.

The geographic loca.

tion of the family dwelling in relationship to social class is presented

in Table VII.

A preponderance of the families in both the experirnental

and the control groups lived in a suburban location.

None of the sub ..

jects lived in an area that might be described as urban.

Ol'dinal sequence

_!!~retardates.

Table Vlll shows the distri-

bution of the two groups in terms of ordinal sequence of the subjects.
In the determination of the birth order of the 1·eta:i·ded child, only those
children born to the couple in their p1·e sent mar:dage

wen~

lncluded.
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TABLE Vll
DISTRIBUTION OF GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF FAMILY
DWELLING ACCORDING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Social

Clas~;;

Geographic Location
Urban

Suburban and
Small Town

Rural

A. Experimental Group
Upper Middle

0

4

0

Lower Middle

0

13

2

Upper Lower

0

14

1

Lower Lowe1·

0

1

0

0

32

3

Total

B. Contl•ol Group
Uppe1· Middle

0

3

0

Lowe :r Middle

0

15

3

Upper Lower

0

13

0

Lower Lower

0

1

0

0

32

3

Total
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TABLE VW
DISTRIBUTION Oli' ORDINAL SEQUENCE ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sax

Ordinal Sequence

lst

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th or Above

A. Experimental Group
Male
{N::x20)

8

6

3

0

1

2

:F'emale
(N=l5)

7

6

l

1

0

0

15

lZ

4

1

1

2

Total

B. ·control Group
Male
(N::.20)

2

9

7

l

1

0

Female
(N:.::15)

8

4

2

l

0

0

10

13

9

2

l

0

Total
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There are more first-born children in the expe:drnental group than in
the control group, and more third·born in the control group than in the
experimental group.

It seems noteworthy that fifteen. or three -fifths,

of the thirty.five institutionalized children are first .. born.

Number~ a~e

!!! siblin~s.

The number and age of the siblings

of the retarded child in both the experin1ental and the control groups
may be examined in Table IX.

ln determining the number of siblings

in a family, stepchildren and adopted children were included.

The

mean numbe1· of siblings of the subject's present family in the experi ...
mental group is 2. 31, with a standard deviation of I. 23; the mean
number o£ siblings in the control group is also 2. 31, but with a standard deviation of 1. 56.

The rnajority of the families in both groups

had no more than two children in addition to the retarded child.

The

frequency of siblings was one to two in the majority o£ the cases in
both groups; almost equal numbers of male and female siblings were
found in both the experimental and the control groups.

Diagnostic classification.
grmH;

Table X gives an indication of the

diagnistic classifications of the reta1·dates within the two

selected groups.

The experimental group contained six retardates with

a diagnosis of Mongolit,rrl, or Dov.rn's Syndrome, while the control

'IS

TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF' NUMBER AND AGE OF SIBLINGS
ACCORDING TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Frequency o£ Siblings

Sex
1 -

Boys

z
Girls

A.

Boys

1 & Above

5 - 6

3 - 4

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boyf.i

Girls

E1::perimental Group

Male
(N=ZO)

11

11

3

2

0

0

0

0

Female

11

10

2

0

0

0

0

0

22

21

5

2

0

0

0

0

(N=l5)

Total

.Mean numbe 1· of siblings of males •.••.•••.••.•.••
Mean number of siblings of females •••••••.••.••.
Mean number of siblings of experh:nental group ••••
Standard deviation ••••.

2.45
2..14

2.3!
1. 23

B. Control Group
Male

13

15

1

0

0

0

0

0

10

9

1

1

0

1

0

0

23

24

2

1

0

1

0

0

(N=ZO)

Fer.nale
(N::l5)

Total

lVlean nurnbe r of siblings of n1ale s •••••.••••••••••
Mean number of siblings of females ••••••••••••••
Mean numOer of siblings of control group ..•..••.•
Standard deviation •••••

2.15
2.53
2. 31

1. 56
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TABLE X
DISTRIBUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATION
ACCORDING TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sex

Diagnostic Classification
Mongoloid

A.

Undifferentiated

Organic*

Experimental Group

4

8

8

Female
(N::l5)

2

5

8

Total

6

____________
13

Male
(N=ZO)

-

.....,.

16

--B. Control Group
l\fale
(N=20)

5

'7

8

Female
(N=15)

3

5

7

Total

8

12

15

*Refers to diagnoJ;es such as cerebral palsy, hydrocephalus, and
m.icrocephaly.
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group had eight.

The term. organic refers to diagnoses of

c~reb:ral

defect, such as ce1·eb:ral palsy, hydrocephaly. and microcephaly; metabo ..
lie disorders causing mental retardation, such as phenylketonuria;

and diseases, such as Schilder 1 s Disease and Greenfield's Disease.
The experimental group contained thirteen subjects within this classification, and the control group, twelve.

The term undifferentiated

refers to mental retardation with unknown or uncertain causes' each
o£ the groups contained f:Lfteen children of this category.

Classifica-

tion was based on medical records and parental statements.

;!\mbula~ory

status£!.!!.!! retardates.

It has been stated previ·

ously that the State Department of Hygiene estimates that 72 per cent
of the patients in the state hospitals for the mentally retarded in Cali ..
fornia are ambulatory.

It will be seen in Table XI that twenty of the

thirty ..five retardates in the expel'imental group, and twenty-eight of
the thh·ty .. five in the control group were ambulatory.

This variable

is emphasized, for it is occasio11ally the impression of the layrnan that

the majority of institutionalized children are non·ambulatory.

Such

was not the case of either the hospitalized population or the selected
hospitalized group in this investigation.

Parent-child

a~e

diffe1·ence.

Table XII gives the distributio:a of
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TABLE XI

DISTRIBUTION OF AMBUL.ATORY STATUS ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sex

Arn.bulation
Ambulatory
A.

Sem.i-An1.bulatory

Non-Ambulatory

Experirnental Group

Male
(N=20)

12

0

8

Female
(N=l5)

10

1

4

Total

22

l

B.

Control Group

Male
(N=20)

14

1

5

Fernale
(N::: 15)

14

0

1

Total

28

1

6
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TABLE XU
DISTRIBUTION OF PARENT -CHILD AGE DIFFERENCE
ACCORDING TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Age Differences

Sex

15 ... 19

zo ... z4
A.

30 .. 34

35 .. 39

40-44

Experimental Group

Male
(N:::20)

l

6

6

2

2

3

Female

1

3

8

2

0

1

2

9

14

4

2

4

(N=l5)
Total

Mean parent-child age diffenmce o£ males ••••••••••.••••

Mean parent ... child age difference of females ••••••••.••••
Mean parent .. child age difference of experil11.ental group •••
Sta.ndard deviation •••.

28.45
27.20
27.91

6.60

B. Control Group
Male
(N=20)

1

4

2

10

2

l

Female

l

4

5

4

l

0

2

8

7

14

3

1

(N=l5)

Total

Mean parent .. child age difference of males ••••••••••••••.
Mefm parent-child age difftn·ence of females •••••••.•••••
Mean parent .. child age difference of control group ••••••.•
Standard deviation ••••

30. 10
?.,'l. 2 .,

28.88
5.70
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differences in age btween the child rearer and the child. The compu-

tation was based on the age of the mother.

Age differences of fifteen

years and :r.no1e for each of the retardates in the experixrwntal and control groups measure the time distance between the child and the
nJ.othe1·.

The infonnation given in the table also indicates the age of

the mother at the tin1.e of the birth of the retardate.
Twenty~nine

of the thirty-five mothers in the expel'imental group

were thirty-four years or less older than their 1·etarded children, and
thirty-one of the thirty ..five mothers in the control g1·oup had a com ...
parable age difference.

The mean mother-child age differences of the

experimental group was 27. 91 years with a standard deviation of 6. 60
and that of the control group, 28. 88 with a standard deviation of 5. 70.

Age

2£ earents.

The distribution in the ages of the fathers and

the mothers of the two grotlpS is given in Table

xm.

The mean age of

the mothe1·s in the experimental group was 37.54 years with a standard
deviation of 9. 10, and in the control group, 37. 86 years with standard
deviation of 7. 76.

The mean age of the fathers in the expedrn.ental

group was 40. 34 years with a standard deviation of 8. 24, and in the
control group, 40. 57 years with a standard deviation of 8. 66.

It is to

be noted that the mean ages of both fathers and mothers of the two
groups were al:·nost identical.

The fathers were approximately three

s:

DISTRIBUTION 01" ACE rJ.F Pi\RENTS .ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

___

Sex

__

1

Parents
Age
__._
.. _~_

55 and

29 and
Below

30-34

35-39

40 .. 44

45-49

50-55

Above

Mo Fa

Mo Fa

Mo Fa

Mo Fa.

Mo Fa

Mo .Fa

Mo Fa

A. Experhnental Group
Male

2

2

7

5

5

2

2

3

3

1

2

2

2

0

4

3

5

4

3

4

1

1

0

1

4

2

11

8

10

6

5

7

4

2

2

3

1

3

(N=20)

ltem.ale
(N=l5)
Total

1
2

4

Mean age of mothe:~:s ::: 37.54 years; Standard deviation= 9. 10
Mean age of fathers :: 40. 34 years; Standard deviation ::: B. 24

B. Control Group
Male
(N=20)

2

2

5

3

4

4

2

7

6

3

1

0

0

1

Female

3

2

2

3

4

1

4

4

2

1

0

2

1

1

5

4

7

6

8

5

6

ll

8

4

l

2

1

2

(N,:=l5)

Total

=

Mean age of rnothers = 37. 86 years; Standard deviation 7. 76
Mean age of fathers ::: 40. 57 years; Standard d.eviation = 8. 66

Key: Fa :::: .ltathe:rs; Mo

= Mothers

years older than the n1.others in both the experir.nental and the control
groups.

Ed~<:_~tio:r:

of

pa_:_:nt~_.

The education of both the fathers and the

mothers in each group is con.1.pared in Table XIV.

It will be noted that

the grade interval having the greatest :frequency in both the experirnontal and the control group is the ten to twelve yea:r level.

The .cnea.r1

yea•:s of education of the mothers in the experirnental group was 10. 97,
with a standard deviation of 2. 58.

The mean years of education of the

fathers in the experhnental group was 10.45 with a standard deviation
of 3.44. and in the control group, it was 11.74 with a standard deviation of 3. 08.

This indicates that the parents in the control group were

slightly better educated than the parents in the experimental group.
Ono of the fathers in the experimental group had had no fo:nn.al
education, for he had had a harelip as a child, and, according to his
statements. had been excluded from. school for this reason.

Though

the individual had educated himself to a considerable degree, this eleM
rnent somewhat decreased the mean of the education of the fathers in

his group.
the mean

Excluding the father with the harelip frorn the Cc:>lnputation,

yea:::~

of education of fathers in the experim.ental gl·oup was

1o. 71.

As of 1960. the mean years of education of all males twenty-five
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TABLE XIV
DISTRIBUTION OF PARENTS' EDUCATION ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE RETARDATE

Sex

Grade Level
3 and
Below
Mo Fa

16 and
4 ... 6
Mo

7-9

~~a

Mo Fa

10-12
Mo Fa

13-15

Mo Fa

Above
Mo .E'a

A. Experim.ental G:roup
Male

0

0

1

1

3

5

13

13

2

1

l

0

0

2

1

2

2

1

7

9

2

2

0

2

0

2

2

3

5

6

20

22

4

2

l

2

(N=ZO)

Fe:male
(N=l5)

Total

Mean years of education of mothers :::: 10. 97; Standard deviation = 2. 34
Mean years of education of fathers
10. 45; Standard deviation
3. 44

=

=

B. Control Group
Male
(N=ZO)

0

0

0

I

0

1

9

10

6

6

4

3

Jfem.ale
(N=l5)
Total

0

0

2

2

1

3

10

7

2

3

0

0

0

0

2

3

1

4

19

17

8

9

4

3

Mean years of education of mothers = 12. 00; Standard deviation = 2. 58
Mean years of education of fathers = 11. 74; Standard deviation = 3. 08
Key: Mo = Mothe1·s; Fa = Fathen:t
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years of age and ove1· in Stanislaus and San Joaquin counties was 9. 4;
and the mean years of education of females of the same ages was
10. 5.

44

This suggests that the parents of the retardates in thtH.:>e

selected groups were as well, or slightly better, educated than the
average adult in the two counties.

Length

2f. residence!!:, the~ community.

The local :residen•

tial stability of each group is represented in Table XV by the number
of years the families had lived in their local communities.

It appears

to be a highly stable group, for only one family in each group had lived
in his respective community two years or less.

Nine of the experi-

mental and eleven o£ the control group had lived in their communities
seventeen years or mo1·e.

The mean length of local residence of the

families in the experimental group was 12.48 years with a standard
deviation of 7, 16, and in the control group, 11. 9 yea.rs with a standard
deviation of 5. 56.

Income.

Table XVI indicates the range of incomes of the families

in both of the selected groups.

It will be noted that the median range of

44 United States Department of Commerce, United States Census
Population, California, General, Social, and Economic Characteristics (Washington: United States Governm;;rt*P:rinting Office, 1960),
W-6-419 and 6 .. 420.
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TABLE XV
DISTRIBUTION OF PARENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE
IN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

E.xpe rim ental
Group
(N :-:: 35)

Control
Group
(N ;:; 35)

2 and below

1

1

3 ..

4 years

2

2

5 -

6 years

6

5

7 -

8 years

5

3

9 ... 10 years

I

5

11 .. 12 years

4

4

13 .. 14 years

4

1

15 - 16 years

3

3

17 and above

9

ll

Years o£ Residence

Mean length of local 1·esidenca of the expe:rimental group : :.; 12.48 years
Mean length of local residence of the control group = ll. 91 years
Respective standard deviations are 7. 16 and 5. 56
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TABLE XVI
DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME OF PARENTS
OF THE RETARDATES

Income

Expedmental
Group
(N = 35)

Control
Group
(N = 35)

$ 3, 000 .. 3.999

4

3

$ 4, 000 - 4,999

4

4

$ 5, 000 -

5,999

3

5

$ 6, 000 - 6,999

9

8

$ 1, 000

7,999

4

2

$ 8, 000 .. 8.999

3

3

$ 9, 000 -

9,999

2

4

$10,000 - 10,999

5

I"
:;)

$11,000 • 11,999

0

0

$12, 000 .. 12, 999

1

1

w

=

Median :range of income of the experimental group $6, 000 .. 6, 999
Median range of income of the control group = $6, 000 ... 6, 999
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income in both the experimental and the control group is $6, 000 -

$6, 999. Calculations were based on parents• statements of their yearly
incomes.

Income was defined as monies available for fam.ily spend·

ing.
Compal'ing this with the median income of the general population
in the two counties ($5, 889 in San Joaquin and $4, 537 in Stanislaus), it
appears that the tnedian income of the parents in the selected groups is
slightly higher.

It is to be noted, howeve1·, that the general population

census wae completed in 1960; the data on the il1come of the selected
groups were collected four years later.

It is possible that the median

income of the general population of the two counties is somewhat
greater at the present time than that of the date of computation.

Religion.

Table XVII gives the distribution of Protestants and

Cat.'l.olics in the two groups; there were no subjects of Jewish faith.
The computation was based 011 the religion of the mothet·.

Regular

attendance was defined as a rninbnum of two services per month.

The

experimental group contained twenty-eight mothers of Protestant preference and seven of Catholic; the control group had twenty ...five
n1others o£ Protestant faith and ten of Catholic.

In thirty of the thirty ..

five families in the experimental group and in thirty-two of the thirty ..
five families in the control group, the religious prefe1·ence of the
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TABLE XVll
DISTRIBUTION OF REI . .IGIOUS PREFERENCE OF
PARENTS OF THE RETARDATES

Religion of Pa1·ents

Sex

Protestant
A.

Attends services
regularly
Yes
No

Catholic

Attends services
regularly
Yes
No

Experimental Group

Male
(N;;:2?)

17

9

8

3

3

0

Female
(N=l5)
Total

11

5

6

4

2

2

28

14

14

7

5

2

B. Control Group
tv1ale
{Nz20)

17

10

7

3

3

0

Fe.cna.le
(N.:::lS)

8

4

4

7

2

5

25

14

11

10

5

5

Total
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husband was identical with that of his wife.

In personal coxnrnunication with the investigator, Dr. Bernard
Farber of the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children at the
University of Illinois suggested that the religion of the parents be con•
side1·ed as one of the matching criteria in the present study.

He com. ..

rnented:
1 think you will want to be certain that you do not match a Catholic
family with a Protestant fan"lily or Jewish family. From all indica.
tions the Catholic and Protestant reactions to having a retarded
child at home or in an institution would be quite different. We have
not really done any more than scratch the sul'face in looking at the
religious factor in the reaction of parents to a retarded child. I
have a hunch that, in looking at the religious factor, we would bring
to bear a good deal of material of the parent's life organization as
i~ il'lfl~gnces his handling of the 1·etarded child and the nor.mal sib ..
lll'lgs.

The religious preferences of the families of the experirnental
group were knO\'nl to the investigato1· before personal contacts with
them. for such information was included in the hospital records.
There was ::.'lo way of determining the religious affiliation of the parents
in the control sample, however, before the actual interviews, for
religious designation typically is not a part of school records, and
school records were the source of the census of the severely retarded
children in the communities.

4 5Pe:rsonal letter written to the researcher on March 3, 1964.
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Since Farber felt so strongly about the merits of matching for
religious preference, the investigator was grateful that, upon analysis,
the two groups were similar in that respect.

In matching the variable of religion, it seemed important to match
church attendance. as well as religious preference or affiliation.

xvn compares

Table

the frequency of attendance of religious services by the

mothers in the two groups.

It appears that the variation in this differ-

entiation is also slight.

Significance

!! differences.

A summary of the differences in

selected variables of the experimental and control groups rnay be seen
in Tables XVIU and XIX.

The characteristics of the retardates are com-

pared in the forme1· table, and the characteristics of the parents of the
retardates in the latter.

The means and standard deviations are given

for n1easurements that have a central value.

Categories are noted in

terms of frequencies.
Statistical tests to determine the significance of differences in the
two groups were applied.

The val'iables of age, sex, ethnic back•

ground, and number of siblings of the retardates were so similar that
a statistical test of significance was not necessary.

This was also

true of the variables of age of the mothers, age of the father,., geographic location of the family dwelling, and family income.

To the
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TABLE XVIII
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE RETARDATES

Variable

Expe dr.o.ental
(N :::: 35)
Mean

Age

9.80

Number of Siblings

2.31

Control
(N :::: 35)

-

S.D.

.Nlean

S.D.

4.56

9.30

4.92

l. Z3

2.31

1.56

Frequency

Frequency

20

20

15

15

6

8

Orga1tic

13

12

Undifferentiated

16

15

22

28

1

1

12

6

15

!()

20

25

3

10

Eldest

16

10

Other

16

15

p

Sex

Male

Diagnostic Classification
Mongoloid

• 90

Ambulatory Status
A:nbulatory
Sen1i-amhulatory
Non ~·arnbula tory

. 30

Ordinal Position

Not f:trst-bo1·n
Youngest

• 30
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TABLE XIX
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHAPJ\.CTERlSTICS OF THE
PARENTS OF THE RETARDATES

Variable

Expe rirnen.taJ.

Control

(N = 35)

(N = 35)

-

~;.D.

1V1ean
Age of Mothe :r s

:n. 54

Age of Fathers

p

-

Mean

S.D.

9. 10

3'1.

40.34

8.24

40.5'7

8.66

Education of Mothers

10.97

2.34

12.00

2.58

• 10

Education of Fathers

10.74

3.44

11. 74

08

• 05

Parent-Child Age Difference

27.91

6.60

28.88

5.70

• 10

Length of Residence in Local
Comm.unity

12.48

7. 16

1!. 91

5.56

• 90

86

7.76

Frequenci

Frequency

30

30

5

5

Ethnic Background
Caucasian
Non-cau.caf;ian
Geographic Location
3

Rural

32

32

Urban

0

0

Catholic

7

10

28

25

0

0

Suburban

Protestant

J'ewish

• 50
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TABLE XIX (continued)

___

..,..__.,..,_

Val'iable

"~--·.-.-

.....--"'-........._..,_.. _...._,

Expe rim.ental
(N :::: 35)

_______

~_._--~---

.......,..

___

Control
(N = 35)

...... ....
~

p

-----~·-··-·-----

Frequency
Social Class

Upper Middle

4

3

Lower Middle

15

18

Upper Lower

15

13

Lower Lower

1

1

9

10

Middle Status

16

12

High Status

10

13

Median Range

l\.1e dian Range

$6, 000 ... $6, 999

$6, 000 - $6, 999

• 90

Occupation
Low Status

I:ncoxne

• 70
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variables of education of parents, parent-child age difference, length
of residence in the community, and occupation of the fathers, the

Median Test was applied.

All other categories received the treatment

of Chi-square to determine significance of difference. 46 The • 05 level
of significance was used for accepting or rejecting hypotheses.

The

discrepancy found in the frequencies in the variable of education of the
f<.:l.thers of the retardates in the two groups was significant at the • 05
level.

The null hypotheses of no diffe1·ences in all the other specified

variables in the two samples were accepted at significance levels
ranging from • 90 to . 10.

The null hypotheses of no differences in the

variables of gross diagnostic classification, social class, and length
of residence in the community of the two groups were accepted at the
• 90 level.

This is to say that the discrepancies between the two groups

in these variables were so small that chance alone could account for
the

diff(~ renee

nine in ten times.

The null hypothesis of no diffe renee

in occupations of the fathers of the retardates was accepted at the • 70

4 6In the cases of fourfold tables in which two equal groups of
observations were being compared, Table N in J\ppendix Bin J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics !!:!_ Psycholo~y ~Education (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1956), p. 551, served to answer the
question of statistical significance. Table N indicates solutions based
upon exact probabilities up to an Ni of 20 and solutions by formula with
Yates' correction for Ni's greater than 20.
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level of significance.

The possibility of no difference in the variable

of religious preference in the two samples was accepted at the • 50
level,

The null hypotheses of no differences in the two groups in ordi ..

nal position and arnbulatory status of the retardates were accepted at
the • 30 level.

A significance level of • 10 was attached to the accept ..

ance of the null hypotheses of no differences in the variables of education of the mothers and parent-child age differences in the two groups.
One rnight hypothesize that, though the differences are insigni ..
ficant, the control group tends to be different in having slightly higher
educational, social; and occupational status.

It is true that the differ-

ence in education of parents does favor the control group.

An inspec-

tion of the :measures of social class and occupational status, however,
lends no support to the hypothesis of a consistent bias.

The experi-

mental and control groups; therefore, are considered to be evenly
rnatched on all selected variables other than that of education of the
fathers.

Summary.

This chapter has described the lYtatching procedure of

the investigat1.on and the co:mposition of the two rx:atched. groups.
After carefully pairing individuals of the experimental group with
individuals of the control group on the basis of five selected variables,
the two groups we1·e further analyzed as to their essential
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characteristics.

Data were obtained by statements of parents of twenty

boys and fifteen girls in •'!a<:!h group.
were examined.

A total of eighteen variables

Among those considered in the childn'!ln were chrono ...

logical age, sex. o1·dinal position, nurnber of siblings, gross diagnos-

tic classification, and ambulatory status.

The considered qualities of

the pare11ts were age, education, ethnic baclcground, socio-economic

status. as estimated b·y occupation, social class, geographic location
of the family dwelling, parent .. child age di£fel·ence. length of residence
in the cornmunity, inc01ne, and religious p1·e£erence.

An exa:r.r:dnation of the selected variables suggests that the two
groups are evenly rnatched in seventeen of the eighteen considered
characteristics.

A significant difference in the selected groups was

seen in the vadable of education of the fathe1·s.

Aside from this, the

discrepancies in the two groups in the qualities exaa:dned wel:e no
larger than n1.ight arise on the basis of chance.
The method of collecting the data of these two selected groups
and the criterion J.neasuTes used will be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER V

DATA COLLECTION AND CRITERION MEASURES

Tho p.::oceduJ:e n used to collect the da.ta and the
ploycd aH c:rite:don

I.

meas·~.t!·es

ini$t:l'Un~,.ent::= em~

are desc:rib<:::ct in this cbapter.

PREPARATION FOR THE INTERVIEWS

Cooperation of pa.t·ent as:Jociations.

The investigator visited each

of the five pa;:ent associations concerned with t!'1e welfare of ::;;:;ve:::cly
:retarded ch!lcireil in Sau Joaquin a:;.1d Stanislaus counties, £:xplained the
;.esearch pl·oject, and

~olicit.sd

the a::;sociation'E sup·?c.rt of th;:! 3tudy.

Association endo:..'Gern.cnts of the proje<.-:t w;:.:r-3 s:ecured, and some
arnount of int:.:: ..:est arnong the mernbet·s was gene:t·eJ:ed.

Cooperation~

public school districts.

Afte:v judging the attitude

of the parents toward the study as favorable, the investigator contacted the superintendents of the city and county public school districts
in the two counties and requested their participation in locating and
soliciting the c-:>Ope.tation of app:ropriate fam.ilie s.

The schoo1 s we:re

informed of the criteria that the chil(.b:en would have to r:n.eet for i.nclusion in the 8tudy.

Perm.ission was granted to the investigatoT by all

administrative units to review the non-confidential sections of the

)
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records of the severely mentally retarded children in their public day
programs.

In this manne:r, a census of the severely mentally retarded

children in community day facilities in San Joaquin and Stanislau::J
counties was constructed.

Porterville

~

Hospita!.

The California State Department of

Mental Hygiene and the Porterville State Hospital for the Mentally
Retarded had assured their support of the research project before the
community agencies were contacted.

When community participation

was assured, the hospital contacted the parents of the patients eligible
for the study to request their cooperation in the study.

Within a few

weeks, it was learned that parents of seventy-two patients at the hospital were willing to be interviewed.

The essential characteristics of

the seventy-two patients and their families, as stated in the patients 1
hospital files, were charted by the hospital 1 s medical records librarian
and the investigator.

This criteria became the basis for matching

children and their families in the experimental, or hospital group and
the control, or home, group.

Develo:ement

2!~

interview schedule.

The development of the

interview schedule rested on preliminary explorations of families with
mentally retarded children.

In the early stages of the study,
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professional persons working with the s:nentaUy retarded were i:ate1·viewed.

Discussions were held with the coordinatol' of children 1 s se:r-

vices and retardation of the California State Department of Ment:1l
Hygiene, the director of the lv!ental Retardation Unit of the Sacran'lento
State Mental Hygiene Clinic, chiefs of social service at both Sonoma
State Hospital and Porterville State Hospital, the superintendents and
medical directon; o£ both hospitals, and the assistant superintendent in
charge of pediatrics, the preadmissions physician, the medical records
libra1·ian, and the chief research psychologist at Porterville State
Hospital.

Patient personnel files were n'lade available to the investi ..

gator for analysis at both hospitals; vignettes concerning the problems
of family disruption and heavy sibling responsibilities frequently
appeared in the records.
The investigato1· had had some previous experience in counseling
parents of mentally retarded children, and drew upon this li:rnited
knowledge in developing questions in the interview schedule.

She also

visited pa1•ents 1 associations concerned with the severely retarded and
talked informally with the parents present.

This was done fo1· a pedod

of six months before the investigation began, and perhaps was one of
the most effective orientation methods employed.

~

J(ilot studx.

A pilot study was conducted as a check on the
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effectiveness of the interview schedule.

The purpose of the pilot ntudy

wa:.> to afford oppot·tunities to scrutinize the comprehensiveness and
cla1·ity o£ the interview tJChedule, as well as to evaluate the efficacy of
the interview technique.
Six families who did not meet the qualifications of the selected
sampleH were visited and both the husband and wife of each were
interviewed.

Of these six fanlilies, four had their mentally retarded

children living at home and two had placed their children in hospitals
for the retarded.

The six families included samples from both the

middle and lower social classes, as rneasured by the Warner

~>cale.

The purpose of this stratification was to dete:nnine whether the vocabulary of the schedule was comprehensible to a broad range o£ indi ..
viduals.

In each visit, the interview schedule was completed and, in

addition to this, several wdtten n1.easuring instruments were adn'!inistered individually to both husband and wife.
As a result of the analysis of the data of the pilot interviews, the
schedule was systematized.

Unproductive and inappropdately worded

questions were omitted o1· revised.
too direct to elicit detd:r·ed

response~:;

A. few questiotts were found to be

and were, therefore, excluded.

Additional questions concerning areas that we:re not cove1·ed in the
original instxur.aent were added.

Sou1e questions in the schedule
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appeared to be redundant when used in the field and therefore were
elirninated.

A rnajo:t effo:rt wag made to sho1·ten the schedule and yet

to encompac::; the problems pertinent to the study.
The major purpose of the pilot study was the refinement of the
interview schedule; a concomitant re'sult, however, was practical
experience in the field for the interviewer.

Afte:!:' six interviews of two

to three hours duration each, the investigator began to have a rno1·e
vivid awareness and perception of the kinds of problems that were
likely to occur in fa:rnilies of retarded children.

F'or this reason, it is

felt that the pilot interviews tended to make the finst interviews of the
major study m.ore fruitful.

Contactin&

~respondents.

qualifying for the study.

Letters were sent to all parents

A general description of the purpose of the

investigation, the interview procedure, and a statement of the sponsorship by the

Univer~llty

of the Pacific were included.

Dr. James T.

Shelton, Supel'intendent and Medical Director of Porterville State Hos ...
pita.l, added a cover letter to the letter written by the investigator to
parents of hospitalized retarded children; his letter indicated his
endorsement of the research and requested parental participation.

.Mr.

Donald Evans, Consultant in Special Education with the Stockton Unified
School District, wrote a personal letter to each parent whom th.e
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inveE>tigato:r. wished to contact in his district and indicated his personal
enthusiasm for the project,

Copies of the

letter~;

to parents of both

hospitalized and non .. hospitalized children will be found in Appendix A.
Parents were not contacted until their willingness to participate had
been cleared through the administrative oHiceB of each agency.

Four

of the seventy-nine parents contacted by Porterville Hospita.l refused

to participate; there were no objections voiced by parents with retarded
children in community facilities to the appropriate local administraM
tive units.

Appointments for interviews were made by telephone sev-

eral weeks after explanatory letters had been sent to each parent.
Parents who had no phone we:t'e contacted by letter.

Interviews were

completed with all of the parents whose retarded children were at
Porterville Hospital.

One parent whose child was in a community

facility seemed reluctant when called fol' an appointment; she found diffi ..
culty in finding an appropriate evening for the interview and finally
stated,

11

! wish you could find Bo1neone else.

11

respected, and another family was selected.

Her wishes were
All other parents contacted

accepted the appointm.ent for the interview with no overt reluctance,
and a vit:.dt to the hon1.e was cornpleted.

II.

The interview method.

THE INTERVIEW

The use of the face ... to ... face interview as
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a n'lethod used in this investigation was a decision reached after a careful conBideration of alternate techniqueB.
been

utilh~ed,

plete returns.

If a :mailed

(~uestionnaire

had

there would have been the com:m011 difficulty of incomOne of the aims of the present investigation was to

obtain responses from both partl':wrs of the xn.arriage union.

Mailed

questionnaires would have left the pol::Edbility of collusion between husband and wife while completing their Geparate forrns.
lVIuch of the infor.mation sought in the study was of a personal and
confidential nature; it seemed that this

n:~.ight

more likely be divulged

in a personal contact than in a written schedule to be :retu:cnecl by mail
to the investigator.
Appointr.i'lents were n1.ade at hours which were convenient for
husband and wife.

both~

A common weakness of studies in parent-child

relationBhips is that only the n10thers 1 opinions are sought; one of the reasons

£o1~

this if; that the interviews are often conducted during the hou:t's

of a typical working day, and the father frequently h; out of the home at
the time of the visit.
All interviews were conducted between the dates of Ma:rch 15, 1964,
and June 15, 1964.

They were conducted in the evenings and at any other

tin1.es that both husband and wife could be present.

It was explained to

the parents that the investigator was interested in both individual's
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views and that these often differed by the xnere fact that one respondent
was 1nale and the othe:r female.

After one :member had given his per-

ception. of a particular event, the interviewer would a£<k the other,

nHow do you feel about it?'' or

11

How do you see this? 11 The 1·ecogni ..

tion of the i:rnportance of the perceptionl:> and feelings of each individual
seexned to be flattering to them, and parents were surpl'isingly frank
in Eltating their feelings before each other.

Often one parent would say

to the other, "Well, I don•t quite agree '\Vith that," or sornething sirrlilar, and then express his own views.

In general, husbands and wiveD

tended to disclose different aspects of their family life.
The investigator was not unaware of the danger of inhibition of
responses befol'e a rnarriage partner, however, and, for this :reason,
the second part of the interview was written.

At this tirne, each 1nem.

her of the union responded to an individual instrument.
The oral statem.entB of the parents, which were recorded verba ...
tim, were cotnpa:t'ed with the check lists in the written section hnme-

tUately after the interview as one check on internal consistency,

If

there wet·e discrepancies, m.o1·e credence was invested in the written
po1·tions than in the oral.

Fo1· this reason, the stated hypotheses o:f the

investigation were tested solely by mean(; of the data gathered in the
written section of the interview.
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The interview began with an explanation of the purpose of the
study.

Some time was allowed for free discussion, for parents often

appeared to :have built up some am.ount of anxiety about the interview
before the appointed hour, and frequently began to "pour out" all their
feelings and problems before the investigator had an opportunity to
initiate the formal interview schedule.
When a sincere inte1·est in the parents' views, with an accompanying acceptance of their feelings, was demonstrated, a personal
relationship between the interviewer and the respondent usually quickly
developed.

The interviewer attempted to keep the conversation on an

objective, non-personal basis at all times.

Sympathy was never

expressed, and acceptance of, rather than agreement with, what the
respondent was saying was impliad by the use of neutral cornments, such
as "Mn .. hmrnm, 11

~;yes,''

and ''I understand.

11

If parents did not begin to speak immediately of the problen:1 of

the retarded child, other subjects of common interest to both parents
were utilized until such time as sufficient rapport was produced so as
to successfully initiate the interviewing procedure.
Throughout the dialogue, the investigator was cautious that ''he
stated no personal views of inflections.
"What makes you feel that way

11

,

11

Neutr·al probes, such as

Can you tell rne 111ore about it'? "•
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and "Can you give .tne an exarnple?" were used.

If parents

a~;ked

the

interviewer's advice, her :reply was of a non-com.mittal nature.
The length of the entire interview, including the free di:::cus sion,
the completion o£ the oral schedule, and the adminir>tration of the written crite:don rnea.su:tes, was approxhna.tely two hours.

Occasionally,

this length. of time was prolonged by the de sire of the parenb> to talk
nwre extensively about their p:roblerr1.

r\1any expressed arnazement,

along with since:re appreciation, that oor.neone was interested in their
situation.

One parent said, "Just to know that other£; ca:re . • • • helpB;

so often you feel that you 1 :ee alone with this p1·oble:r.n.
wrote to the resea1·cher after an interview,

11

11

A father

We appreciate your

interest in retarded children; but, most o.f all, we appreciate yom." caring about un parents.

11

All interviews were conducted by one person, the investigator.
The reasons for this were twofold:

(1) economy, and (2) maintenance

of the sam.e subjective bias throughout all intervicw5.
Though this was the only pla.n feasible for the :researcher, it did
have E;om.e dh>advantages:

(1) three n1.onth's tbne was necessa:ry to con1.~

plete the interviews; {2) fewer families could be visited vYith the
exnploy.o.1ent of only one interviewer; and (3) a second interviewer would
have enabled selected farn.ilie s to be vi .sited twice and independent
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assessrnents could have been rnadc and a11alyzed to ascc1·tain whether
one interviewer had a sy:;tc:co.atic bias.
Ol'le tecl1nique that the investigato::.· found helpful in inhibiting sub ..

jective biac;

\Vas

timt o£ periodically tape .. recording an intc:t·view and

later playing it bacl;: to herself and others in an atte:rnpt to detect any
non .. neutl'al corn<n.ents oz· inflections.
•
. cxac +1
"L.
•
1 •
Q.. ucst1ons
we1·c a ...l ways as 1~eu' 1n
.. y t.ue
sa:n:J.c way ln
wa1ch

they were worded in the interviewing schedule.

This not only acern.ed

to give the respondents rao1·e security by theil· bcillg able to see a
standard list of questions that vlcl'c asked of all, but also tended to
keep the interview on a more objective basis.

The interview schedule.

The interview was in two sections.

The

fil·st consisted of a face..-to-face inte:t.·view in which the investigator
asked a series of questions and recorded the responses ve1·batim..

The

fullness of notes taken by the interviewer depended upon the demands
o£ the situation for maintaining rapport and continuity of conversation.
Often the pause necessary for recording see:rn.ed to have the effect o£
inducing the pa:ren.t to continue.

That is, frequently the parent seemed

to try to fill the vacuum. of silence by giving rnore explanation.

An

inexperienced interviewer may tend to rush through the items too quickly
and thereby not allow the respondent sufficient f:t:eedo:rn in expressing
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hirnself.

The :;:nanual l'cco:rding of tJ:w .ie spond.ents 1 state1nents tended

to eli:cc.dnate thls haza1·d.

The interviewer probed whenever necessary

to obtain fuller, ot· L£lo:;:e COHlplete, :rzspon::;e(";;.

The second section of the intel'view was written.
wife responded to the instl·urnents indeJ?endently.

Hu&hand and

Care vras

ta~ren

that

the two were seated in such a position that they could not see the
other's reactions.

The interviewer infonned the respondents that they

would not have an opportunity to see their 1-r1ate' B check lbtt;, and
thereby encou:eaged thorn to be as frank

a~•

posdble.

It was believed

that infor,.nation that :.:night not have been revealed orally befo1:e a
spouse rnay have been disclosed in the writing.
The written Eection of the interview consisted of questionnaires,
in which the required :eesponses were in the form. of multiple choice,
check :marks, and numbers.

The length of thne necessary to achn.ini-

ster the written instrun1.ents was approximately thirty minutes.
The oral part of the intex·view covered general questions on the
relations between the retarded child, his parents, and his siblings;
the parent's first and later reactions to the diagnods of mental retardation; advice to other parents with :retarded children, views on
hospitalization; and the parent's felt need for additional service z in
the cornmunity.

In addition, the parent answered question>:: about his
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plans for the retarded child; his attitude:.;; about parent association,s that
purport to promote the welfare of the mentally :r·eta:rded; his activities
in for;nal organizations, such as social and :::;e:rvice clubs; and such
de1nographic info:r;;nation as the nun1ber, age, and sex of the child.ren
in the farnily, and the parents• age, education, occupation, and religious prefe:t·ence.

The written portion o£ the interview included the following:

the

respondent's 1·ating of the pe:tsonality traits of self and spouse, and
chilcb:en between. six: and seventeen years of age; a ranking of do:nestic
values; the history of his courtship and early rnarriage; his contact
with neighborn; views on hospitali::Jation; and an estin1.ate of the farnily 1 s incom.e.

().ueetionnaires cornpleted by pa:rentf; \Vhose child had

been institutionalized included a check list of reasons fox· hospitaJization and current attitude toward re::.ddential· care.
The coxnplete interview ·with both oral and written sections will
be found in Appendix B.
The quantitative measudng instruments ad1ninistered in the written section will be discussed in greater detail in the next portion of
the chapter.
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III.

INDEX OF MARITAL INTEGRATION

Marital cohesiveness was 1neasured by means of the Farber Index
of Marital Integration.
reasons:

This inshument was chosen for the following

(1) it pertains prim.arily to matters of consensus of values

and interpersonal relations; (Z) it requires little time to administer;
(3) it does not ask the respondent to evaluate his marriage overtly or
describe difficulties in the marriage; and (4) the instrument is del'ived
from explicit assumptions.

Prexnise~:.

upon which the

index~

built.

The basic assumption

unde:rlying the index is that fa:tnily integ:t;ation as a value system is
based on the consensus of its rne:rnbers as to rank-m:de:dng o£ ends.
The continued existence of the family as a group depends upon the suecessful pedorr:tlance of certain tasks, such as the socialization of the
childz·en, maintenance of a domicile, and certain econo1nic activities. 47
Successful pe:rforrx1ance of these tasks can be viewed as ends in family
life.

Because o£ time limitations, extrafartl.ilial commitments, and

variations in systems of belief, the family members must decide which

4 7Parson and Bales described the functional purposes of the fa:mi ..
ly as the socialization of children and the stabilization of adults, in
Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales, Famill, Socialization~~
action Process (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955). pp. 16-22.
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tasks should be given pirority over others.

These ends are thereby

evaluated in decision-making and establishing routines, and they are
ranked in order of preference.

They describe the potentialities and

tendencies of future action.
If the family with complete concensus did exist, it would be one

in which all values were similarly rank-ordered by all its members.
For any given decision, alternative means might be questioned or
devised, but the ends would be agreed upon.
would be a mutual support of perspectives.

Within the family, there
The community of values

then would provide a strong sense of identity among family members.
In addition, the family members would not feel threatened in decisionmaking situations.

Thus, a common ranking of values whether present

initially or developed during the life of the group, provides a situation
both congenial to effective mutual coordination of the life careers of
. the family me:mbers and compatible with effective socialization of the
family members.
Commitment to a given ranking of values is not the same as commitment to roles within a particular group.

The individuals can agree

on a given ranking of ends and yet each might be unwilling to commit
himself to roles which the other expects of him. to attain these values.
The reverse may also be true.

Two individuals can assu11:1.e roles
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which the othe1· expects, but they may do thi.s to attain diffeJ:ent ends.
Sometimes, 1·egardlens of whether or not there is a high degree
of community in ra11..king d.omestic values, faxnily rnernbe1·s fail to

coordinate their :.·oles effectively.

The systern of roles can then be said

to be a state of tension.

In sumnuu·y. fan1.ily integration is 1·egaz·ded as having twr;
aspects,

Th.::se a:re the integration of ends, '\Vhich is defined aE.J con ...

sensus bet'l.veenl1ushand and -vvife on thebe ranldng of

d01r~.estic

values,

and the integ:t·ation of rneans, which is defined as the rnutual coo:rc1i•
nation of domestic roles, or, negatively, as tension in the roles.
The Farber Index of Marital Integration is based on these assuxnp ..
tions and consists of two corresponding sections: (1) an index of con ..
sensus of dmnestic values, and (2) an indE..x o£ dom.estic role tension.

____ ____
........

Index of consensus of domestic values.

In administering this

il'l.dex, both husband and wife ranked a list of ten domestic values in order
of their perceived impol'tance to family success.

The list included:

(l) a place in the community, (2) healthy and happy children, (3) co:m.-

panionship, (4) personality development, (5) satisfaction in affection
shown, (6) econon1.ic security, (7) emotional security, (8) moral and
religious unity, (9) everyday interest, and (10} a hO'roe.

A descriptive

statement was included for each value in an attempt to facilitate
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uniformity in inte1·pretation by the respondent.

The extent of ag1·ee ...

ment between husband and wife was :measured by correlating their
rankings and regardh""lg the size of the rank correlation coefficient as
an index of the degree of consensus.

___ -

Index o£ dorne.__
stic
tension.
........ role .;..;;.....;....;;...;..,.;..

Underlying the construction of

the role tension index are the following assumptions: (1) tension in the
role system may result in interpersonal conflict and personal frustration; (2) this tension would be renected by the character of interper ..
sonal relations; and (3) the husband and wife would then redefine their
self-concept and the concept of their spouse in terrns of a vocabulary
of conflict and frustration, thus tending to identify each other and
themselves in terms of "negative" personal traits.
The ratings by husband and wife on ten personality traits formed
the basis for measuring tension in the system of marital roles.
traits

were~

These

(1) gets angry easily, (2) stubborn, (3) jealous, (4) ner ..

vous or irritable, (5) do:minating or bossy, (6) moody, (7) easily
excited, (8) feelings easily hurt, (9) easily depressed, and (10) self ...
centered.

The items had been selected on the basis of high loadings on

a single factor in which marital adjustxnent wa1:1 also high. 4 8

43Ber11ard Farber and Leon<u·d Blaclcm.an, "Marital Role Ten•
sion and Number and Sex of Child1·en," An1.erican Sociological Review;
21:596-601, October, 1956.
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---

The ratings were raade on a five -point scale from has the trait
1

very much to ha sn t

~trait

!!, 211..· Fo1· each iter:n., \rery r:nuch

received a .. z and not at all a +2.

---

The scores for the huc:band 1 s ratings

for his v..rife and himself and the wife's ratings for her husband and
herself were totaled to provide a role tension score.
The

consensu~1

and role tension indices were combined into a

single marital index by (1) assigning a score of th1·ee to couples in the
top qu.artt:r in each index down to a zero to those in the lowest quar ..
ter, and (2) adding each couple •s scores for both the consensus and
:t:ole tension index together to provide a single marital integration
sco1·e.

Thus, the range of the m.adtal integration scores was frmn

zero to six.

Validity;~

reliabilitY;·

Several investigations have been rnade

regarding the validity and reliability of the marital integration index.
Validation procedm:es may be found in Appendix C.

In general, the

1·esults revealed the index. to be both valid and reliable.

Ada;etation

2£ the

index£!_ consensus

~domestic

values.

Typi•

cally, the marital integration index is self-administered, with the hus ..
band and wife completing the fonns independently.

For parents of a

low educational level, a card-so1·ting p1·ocedu1·e for ranking the
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domestic values was substituted.
in the scale were put on cards.

The same items that were written
The subject was then asked to place

the ten cards in the order of most important to least important.

When

all cards had been placed, the investigator verified the positions with
the respondent.

No interaction between husband and wife was per-

mitted, and the investigator gave no guidance other than interpretations of meanings, when necessary.
This procedure was used with four subjects in the experimental
group and three in the control group.

Estimate

£! early marital

integration.

Inasmuch as one aim of

this study was to evaluate the effects of a severely mentally retarded
child on family integration, some means had to be employed to
examine the marital integration of the couple prior to the birth of the
retarded child.

If the two selected samples were not similar in this

re::;pect, the current marital integration scores, without adjustment
and interpretation, would be relatively meaningless.
Farber and Blackman found that, in families in which all children, regardless of sex, are of normal intelligence, marital integration
tends to remain at a fairly constant level in the early and middle years
of marriage. 49 Thus, it was concluded that an estimate of marital

49Farber and Blackman, 2E.•

.£!!.,

pp. 600-601.

1L6

integration in the early years of marriage would provide an indication
of the probable integration at the time of the study had no retarded
child been born.
In the earlier Farber study, the predicted direct relationship

between early marital integration, as measured by marriage prediction
scores, and later marital integration was found to be statistically significant. 50 It was, therefore, concluded that, for families with a
severely retarded child, the degree o£ marital integration prior to the
birth of the retarded child influenced marital integration at the time
of the study.
Farber had used a battery of fifteen marital prediction items
found to be significantly related to marital success in at least three
previous studies to estimate the extent of early marital integration. 51
These items pertained to events both prior to and during the early

50 Bernard Farber, Effects of~ Severely Mentally Retarded Child
2!!. :[amilt Integration, p. 77.
51 Ernest W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, Engagement~ Marriage,
(New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953); Bernard Farber, 11 An
Evaluation of the Burgess and Wallin Rating Scale as a Prediction Instrument" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The University of Chicago,
1953); and Ruth Chusid, Edward M. Haydon, Erik Manniche, and
William Smith, 11 The Revised Burgess and Wallin Rating Scale as an
Instrument for Predicting and Measuring Integration in Marriage"
(unpublished joint Master's thesis, The University of Chicago, 1953).
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years of marriage.

With Farber's permission, this battery was used

in the present investigationt and scores on the individual items were
totaled to produce marriage prediction scores for each couple in the
study.
The check-of£ responses to the items were scored by assigning
a weight of zero to the least favorable reply and by adding one to each
nwre favorable report.

IV.

SIBLING ROLE TENSION INDEX

The role tension of the siblings of the sevet·ely mentally retarded
child was measured by means of the Farber Sibling Role Tension Index.
The assumptions of the index are similar to those underlying the index
of marital role tension.

Conflict and frustration in inte1·action leads

the parent to identify the child in terms of uncomplimentary personal
attributes.
The ten items comprising the index are the sa1ne ones that were
used in the marital role tension index.

As in the marital index:, the

ratings were made on a five-point scale with the extremely favorable
rating receiving a +2 and the extreraely unfavo1·able, a

,..z.

The scores

for the individual personality traits were added; th.e higher the numerical

~~core,

the lower is the role tension.
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Validity.

The index of role tension of the siblings of the retarded

child appears to have much face validity.

In addition to this, a system-

atic study, as described in Appendix C, indicates that the index has
sufficient validity to warrant its use in research.

Ada;etation

oft~~-~

tension index.

In the original Farber Index

of Sibling Role Tension, only the mother 1 a ratings were used as a
basis for the score.

In the present investigation, the ratings of both

the mother and the father of the siblings of the retarded child were
considered.
Parents were asked to rate only those siblings of the severely
retarded child who were between the ages of six and seventeen years.
Siblings who are eighteen years of age and beyond may hold a full-time
job, spend much time in dating, or otherwise be highly involved in
extra familiar activities; and, therefore, be less involved in home
responsibilities.

Siblings five years of age and under often usually do

not have well-defined role responsibilities.

For these reasons, only

siblings between the ages of six and seventeen were considered in the
sibling role tension analysis.
The role tension ratings for boys and girls were examined separately, as well as totally.
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V.

TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

This section will discuss the process of coding the data from the
interviewing schedules to content analysis forms and the use of tests
of statistical significance.

Codin~

p:t:·ocess.

The interviewing schedule was designed so as

to yield both check lists and narrative statements.

The content of the

narrative statements was evaluated and converted to check-lists either
during the interview or immediately afterwards.
The inclusion of the check-lists in the interviewing schedule
served the double purpose of acting as a rerninde:r to the inte1·viewer
not to omit any areas pertinent to the discussion, and also of preparing the coding of the study.
Content analysis fol.<rns were developed and used in the second
step of the coding process.

The forms were closely synchronized with

the family interview check lists.

Qualitative data which had not been

coded in the interviewing schedule were su:rnmarized and transposed to
appropriate forms.

All content analysis forms contained either three

or five point scales.
The availability of both narrative statements and check-lists znade
it possible to edit content analysis entrees for accuracy of coding.
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Tests of si&nifica.nce.

The application of' tests of statistical sig·

nificance was determined by assumptions as to the kind of data and the
size of the samples in the investigation.
The data upon which the study is based a1·e, in general, not pre ..
cise enough to be considered as cardinal numbers with equal intervals
and a zero point.

The data are considered as ordinal and capable of

being ranked.
The sarnples from which the observations are drawn were not
randomly selected and, therefore, the assumption of normal distribu ..
tion of measurements cannot be made.
For these reasons, nonparametric tests of significance were
rega1·ded as appropriate.

Those used were the median test, the chi

square test, the sign rank test of difference, the composite rank rnethod.,
and the Mann Whitney U test.
culations.

The lneans were not used in the cal-

In the report, however, in order to give an indication of

the extent of differences between sarnples, the :means are frequently
stated.

The • 05 level of significance was used for accepting or reject-

ing the hypotheses.
In general, the power of a statistical test decreases as the sarn.•
ple size also decreases.

For this reason, a 1nillirnu1n sample size was

established for which tests of significance would be computed.

Ten
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was regarded as the rninimwn number of caseB in a single sample upon
which statistical inferences would be based. 52

Summary:.

This chapter bas discussed the procedures used to

collect and analyze the data in the investigation.

The interview. the

instruments for estimating family integration, and techniques for analyzing the data were discussed.
The next chapter will present and interpret the findings of the
investigation.

5 2Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics, (second edition, New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1957), p. 222.

CHAPTER VI

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

This chapter presents the treatm.ent and interpretation of the rlata
obtained hom both the written inst:rurnentn and the oral interviews.
The two basic hypotheses upon which the study was predicated were
tested by means of written instrun1.ents.
tested by .tTl.eans of oral

intervi<~w

data.

Auxiliary hypotheses were
Gross tests of significance

we1·e made by the utilization of the chi square test of independence.
For rno:re :t•efined cneasu:re:ment, the Wilcoxin sign rank test of difference was used when the sarnples included :matched pairs; the Wilcoxin
co1nposite -rank ·method was utilized when the samples did not contain
matched pairs, but were of equal size; and the Mann Whitney U test

was employed when the san.1.ples we1·e of unequal size.

I.

TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

In this section, the basic hypotheses oi the study are presented
and the results are described.

Hypothesis relating

~marital

integration.

It was hypothesized

that the n1.al'ital integration of parents who have kept their severely
mentally reta1·ded children at home tends to be lower than that of
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parents who have placed their severely retarded children in an insti·
tution.

The instru...rnent used in the analysis of the hypothesis was the

Farber Index of Marital Integration, which consists of an index of consensus of domestic values and an index of domestic role tension.

The

indices were administered to both the experimental and the control
groups, and the raw scores were tabulated.
The extent of agreement between husband's and wife's rankings
of domestic value was measured by Spearman's rank-difference correlation method. 53 The rank-difference coefficient, rho, is closely
equivalent to the Pearson r, numerically.
A frequency distribution of the correlation coefficients yielded in
the consensus of domestic values index by the married couples in both
the experimental and the control group may be examined in Table XX.
The size of the coefficient indicates the strength of the consensus
between husband and wife.

It will be noted that the consensus scores of

the experimental group are only slightly higher than those of the control group.
An estimate of domestic role tension was yielded by numerical
scores in the tr.tethod described in the section on criterion measures.

53Guilford, 2.E.•

£!!•,

pp. 285-286.
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T.A.BLE XX
DISTRIBUTION OF MARJ.TA.L CONSENSUS SCORES (Rl-IO)
(INDEX OF MARITAL INTEGRATION)

Consensus Score
(Spearxnan rho)

Experimental Group
(N:::: 35)

Control Group
(N ::: 35)

. 90 -

1. 00

2

0

• 80 -

.89

3

1

• 70 ...

.79

z

l

. 60 -

.69

4

6

• 50 -

.59

4

4

• 40 ..

.49

5

2

• 30 -

• 39

3

4

• 20 ..

.29

3

4

• 10 ...

• 19

4

4

• 00 ..

.09

0

3

-. 01 - - . 10

2

0

•• 11 - - .20

1

1

-. 21 - - • 30

0

z

-. 31

.40

z

1

~.

.50

0

1

... 51 - - .60

0

1

41
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High numerical scores indicate low role tensiou, and, conversely, low
numerical scores indicate high role tension.
A frequency distribution of the marital role tension scores of
both groups may be seen in Table XXI.

Inspection suggests that there

is some amount of similarity in the scores of the two samples.
First, the integration ends, or consensus between husband and
wife on their ranking of domestic values, and the integration of means,
or the mutual coordination of roles, were considered as separate enti·
ties; then, the scores of both the consensus and the role tension indices
were arranged in quartiles.

Those scores falling in the lowest quartile

received a 0 weight, and those in the top quartile, a weight of 3.

The

weights for the two indices were added to provide an index of marital
integration.

The mean n:arital integration scores of both groups are

presented in Table XXII.

It will be noted that the mean integration

score of the experimental group is 3. 71, and that of the control group
is 3. 25.

The scores are so similar that one can safely assume that the

difference in means is not significant at the acceptable level of • 05.
For more precise treatment, however, the data were submitted to a chi
square test of independence.
The marital integration scores o:f both groups were cast in a
fourfold contingency table in Table XXIII, and, to test the null

'T.ABLE XXI
DISTHtBUTION OF MARITAL POLE TENSION SCOFES
(INDEX 01i' MA.RITAL INTEGB.ATION)

Role Tenaion Scores

60 ..

69

50

Experimental Group
(N :: 35)

.,

Contl'ol Group
(N :: 35)

J.

0

59

1

3

49

5

3

40

~

30

-

39

6

g

10 -

Z9

7

4

19

4

4

-

09

4

5

-01 ... -10

4

3

- -20

3

2

-21 ... -30

0

0

-31

.. -40

0

2

.. 41

- -50

0

20

00

-11

=================--

=~==·=:=:======~~============~·===•=======•=:=e==:=======''======•=·'='===i=•
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TABLE XXII
RAW MEAN MARITAL INTEGRATION SCORES OF THE
PARENTS lN THE TWO SELECTED GROUPS

Group

No. of
Couples

Mean Marital
Integration Score

Experim ental

35

3. 71

Control

35

3. 25

*n:s: not significant

TABLE XXUl
COMPARISON OF R.A. W HIGH AND LOW MARITAL INTEGRATION
SCORES OF PARENTS IN THE TWO SELECTED GROUPS

High Integration Low Integration
(Scores of 4+ ) (Scores of 3-)

Group

Both

Experimental

16

19

35

Control

15

20

35

31

39

0

Total

X 2 ::: • 06; p :: • 80 .

-
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hypothesis that no difference existed, the following formula for chi
square was applied1

y;

2~

(fo ... £e ) 2

=~
fe

The analysis revealed a chi square s core of . 06 , which , for one
degree of freedom , has a probability of • 80 .

54

This is to s ay that a c hi

square of • 06 could oc cur by chance alone 80 in 100 times .

Therefo re ,

the sco1;e i s considered insignificant and the null hypothesis of no dif ference in marital integration between t h e two groups is accepted with
some assu:ance .
The null hypothesis is accepted, and the operational statement of
the re s earch hypothesi s , .........
i . e ., that the mal'ital integration of parents
who have kept their severely mentally retarded child at home tends to
be lower than that of parents who have placed their severely retarded
c h ild in an in s titution, is not s upported .

54 The probabilities for all chi square value s are taken from
J.P. Guilfortl, Func}Cl.meJ\ta~ Statistic&J E;, :f:';:>ychologl ~Education
(New York: McGraw ... Hill Book Compa11y; 1;56), p • .540. · The Table
is reproduced fro1n R . A . Fisher, Statistical Methods fo r Research
Workers (Edinburgh a11d London: Oliver and Boyd ).
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Further
analysis ,._
of m_ arital
integration
data.
..
·
·_
-

__

_

_

-·-

.

:~

The Farbe1· Index

of Marital Integration gives e qual weight to the consensus and the role
tension indices in computing the total integ1·ation index scores .
noted, however , that the discrepancy

b~tween

It was

the r ole tension scores

of the two groups wa s greater than the dis crepancy between the consensus of va lue s scores .
were furthe1· examined.

For tQ.is reason, the marital tension data
It will be noted in Table XXIV that the mean

marital role tension score of t he expedmental group was 20. 88, while
that of the control group was 16. 45 .

This difference between groups

was submitted to the ¥l ilcoxin composite•rank test of significance 55
and found to be not significant at the • 05 level (R :::: 900).

The test fails

to support the operational hyp0thesis that the measured marital inte ..
gration of parents who have their severely retarded child at hom e
tends to be lower than that of parents who have placed their child in an
institutio~.

All of the parents in the experimental group had placed their seve r ely
reta1·ded children in an institution; howeve r, the length of time that the
children had been gone f1· om their homes ranged from two months to
five years with a mean of 2. 5 years.

-

55lbid .' p. 253.

For this reason, a comparison
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TABLE XXlV
RAW MEAN MARlTAL JROLE TENSION SCORES OF THE
PARENTS IN TliE TWO SELECTED GROUPS

Group

No. o£
Couple s

Mean Marital
Role Tension Score s

Expe:rim ental

35

20·. 88

Control

35

16 . 45

):ens: not significant
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was made between the marital integration s core s of parents whose chil ..
dren had been gorne from the home two years and m o r e and t h o s e whos e
children had been gone for one year, eleven months. and les s .

Th is

was not part of the hypothese s developed before the study, but wa s an
idea that emerged during the checking of the data and s hould be
regarded as a hypothesis £o1· further study.

The fourfold contingency

table in Table XXV give s the obtained fre quency d istribution.

A two-

tailed chi square application indicate d that the difference was significant at the • 01 level.

This suggests that pa rents whose children h ave

been hospitalized two yea:rs and more have a higher m arital integration
than those whose children have been hospitalized le s s than two yea rs .

In the marital r ole ten s ion index, it i s assumed that the lower

----

the score, the higher the tension and vice ver sa .

Throughout the tabu-.

lation of marital role tension scores, t he inve s 'tigato r noted a tendency
for the husbands' ratings of their wives to be considerably lower t h an
that of the r atings of themselves.

The wive s tend ed to valida te t hei r

husbands ' judgments by their giving themselves lower ratings than
t h ose they gave their husbands .

Thi s led t h e inve s tigator to compare

the role tension scores of the wives with the husbands.

The m ean ten-

sion score of the wives in the experimental g1·oup was 6. 54, while that
of their husbands was 9. 91.

The di stribution of differences was
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TABLE XXV
COMPA:RISON OF WEIGHTED MARI'l'A:L INTEGRATION SCORES OJ!
'l'H.E P ARENTS IN THE CONTROL GROUP WITH THE LENG TH OF
TIME THEIR CHlLDREN HAD BEEN HOSPITALIZED

Cha r acteristic

High Ma:t'ital
Integ r ation
(Sco r es 3 +)

Low Marital
Integ r ation
(Sco1·e s 2 - )

Both

C h ild hospi tali 2;e d
2 yea rs and n'lo :r.e

17

3

20

Child hospitalized
1 y ea r , 11 rn onths ,
and les s

9

6

15
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submitted to the Wilcoxin sign-rank test, 56 and the difference in
means was found to be significant b eyond the • 01 level (T

=48 ).

The

mean role tension of the wives in the control group was 4 . 85, and that
of the husbands was 11. 65 .

The s ign-rank te s t indicated that this dif ..

fe renee was al s o significant beyond the • 01 level {T

= 3).

The analysis of this data suggests that the measured and a t'i:ri•
buted marital :role terl.sion of the wives was considerably greater than
that of the husbands in both the experimental and the control groups .
It is also possible, however, that the instrument m ay be weak in mea ..
suring thi s area.

The results may be an artifact of a. pos s ible fem i ...

nine mode sty nurtured in our culture; it may also be an artifact of a
greater sensitivity in the female sex.

This is not to deny t he pos l!> i ...

bility of the results being indicative of greater :r. ole tens ion among
wives than a 1nong husbands in families that contain s everely mentally
re t arded children.

It is only to rai se the ql.testion of whether the

responses of the husbands and wives in the study sample we l·e typieal
o£ the general present .. day culture, or ba s ically deviant.

Be c ause the

in strurn ent has not been administered to a control gr oup of hu sband w
and wives of familie s that do not contain s eve r ely retarded child r en,

-

56 1b1'd.,

..,5..,t...
PP • 251 •r.
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no conclusive statements can be made .

The results may be indicative

of the feminine role in the s ociety larger than that of parents

o~

severely m entally retarded child1·en.
A se cond conside 1:ation is that such mechanisms as projection
and scapegoating may complicate the assignment of tens.ion in the
marriage to a particular per s on ' s role.

It i s felt that some amel ..

iora tion of these difficulties was effected in the total index by the u s e
of a combined 1·ole tension score fo r husband and wife.

The results

may not be as valid when examining the husband's and wife's scores
separately.

Esti:mate £!_early madtal

inte~ration .

Since the present investi.

gation is aimed at evaluating the effect o£ a severely retarded child
on the family, it seemed essential to examine the marital integration
of the couples of each group prior to the birth of the retarded chil•
dren . . A marital prediction score, modified to include information
on the early years of marriage was therefore used to provide an esti·
mate of the early marital integ,.-ation of each couple in the study.
mean scores of each group are pl'esented in Table XXVI.

The

The experi ..

mental group had a mean early marital integration score of 26. 52,
and the Control group had a score of 26. 72.

The effect of similarity

is so strong that empirical inspection suffices.

The null hypothesis

l 3S

TAB LE XX VI
H..A.W MEAN' E AR L Y MAlUTA L INTEGI-tATlON SCOI ES 0.11'
THE PARENTS IN THE T WO SELECTED GR OUP S

G1·oup

Numbe r ot' Couple EJ

Mean M a rital
Inte grt'l.ti.on Score s

E x pe r i m ental

35

26. 52

Control

35

26.7 2
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of no si gnifica nt differenc e in means in the two groups may safely be
accepted.
The difference in early m.a:rital integ ration between the two
se lected sample s is interpreted as being ve r y slight ; it may th erefore ,
be assu:m.ed that any diffe rences in present i ntegration s core s a r e a
reflection of changes s ince early marriage, and, therefore, si.nc e the
birth of the r etarded c hildren.

In s u mma r y, this data seem to i ndicate that the present m a r i tal
integration s core s we re not contaminated by differences i n th e two
groups before the birth of the retarde d children.

Hypothe s is

re ,latin~

!2,_si~ling

role tension.

It was hypoth e s i z ed

that t he asc ribed role ten s ion of siblings between the a g es of six and
se venteen in familie s wh o have kept th<";lir reta1·d e cl children at hom e
tend s to be higher t han that o£ siblings of s i m ilar age s in fam ilie s in
which the retarded children have been placed in an institution.

Score s

yielded from the F arber Sibling Role Tension Index provided the data
to mea s u r e the role tension o£ the s ibling s between the ages of six and
seventeen in the two selected groups.

The me an raw s core s of both

gr oups are presented in Table XXVU.

The mean sibling role tension

score of the forty•eight siblings in the experin'lenta l gr oup was 13. 70'
t he m ean s core of the fo rty .. eight s iblings in the control g roup was
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TABLE XXVII
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES Olf SIBLING ROLE TENSION
IN THE EXPE!UMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Sibling Role Tension Score s
--------------------------~,-------~~Experimenta l Gr oup
Control G r oup
Nao£
No. of
Ca ses
Mean Case s
Mean

Sum of s iblings

48

13 . 70

48

'7 . 98 . 0003*

Olde s t female s iblings

19

7. 6 8

25

3.20 . 0003*

Oldest male siblings

23

14. 08

1'7

9. 47 . 09

*Very s ignificant
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7. 98.

The numbe :r of siblings in each group was not cm1t:rolled; it wa s

mere chance that the totals we re the s a me .

The s ignificance of the

difference in m ean s core s in the two groups was te s ted by me ans of
the Mann- Whitney U test.

z

z

57

z::

Th e forrnula £or the tes t is as follows:

~ ~

· e r'

_·' r .- · . a·

.- !E

~Jirt

__._

is inte1·preted in terms of the unit normal di s tribution cu r ve.
Applic ation of t he Mann .. Whitney U one .. tailed test t o t h e data

z of 3. 44,

produ ce d a

wh ich i s s i gnificant at t he . 0003 level. 58 Thi s

exceeds the • 05 level of significance which was earlier s tated as t he
m inim um acceptable level in t he study.

P1·obabilitie s at the • 05 level

are usually interpreted as s ignificant, and those at the . 01 level and
beyond ~

as very s i gnificant.

The hypothesis relating to s ib ling role tens ion i s, the refo1·e,
accepted.

Th e Mann ... Whitney U test indicate s t hat t he diffe rence in

role tension between the

~wo

groups is ve ry si gnificant.

57 Ibid., pp. 253~ 2 54 .
~

r.·g

The probabilities f or
op. cit., p . 533 .
::>

z s core s may be found in Guilford,
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Auxiliat·z

~ypo~Ju; s ;:,s .

lt was hypothesized before the collection

of data that the oldest female siblings in families in which t he :retardate was present would be cha:racterized by g1·eater role tension than
t he oldest fe mal e s-i bling$ in homes in which t he retardate wa s not
p1·esent.

It wa s als o hypothesized that, in families in which t h e

retardate had been ke pt at home , t he role tension 'of the oldest female
s ibling would be higher. than that of t he oldest mal e s ibling.

The sib ..

ling rol e tension dat a c ateg orized by sex was therefore fu1·ther ana•
lyzed.

The results are presented in Table XXVII .

The role tension

s cores of the oldest female s iblings between the ages of six and
seventeen in the experimental group was compared with those of the
olde s t female siblings of similar ages in t h e control group.

Th e mean

score of the nineteen oldest girls in the experimental group wa s 7. 68,
while t hat of the twenty .. five olde s t gi rh in t he control group was 3. 20.
The Mann•Whitney U <me .. tailed test indicated that t h e differ enc e was
s i gnificant at the • 0003 level ('z:; 3. 48 ).

This suggest s that the oldest

female s iblings in families in which the s everely retarded c hildren
were present in t he home appea.r to m anife st m ore r ole tension than
do the oldest female siblings in families in which the ,r etarded c hildren
had been removed hom the home.
The role tension s cor e s of the oldest male siblings between t he
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ages o£ s ix a nd se ventee n in the experimental group were then com ..
pared with those of- the olde s t male sibling o£ s imila r ages in the control group.

The m ean scor e of the twenty .. three older males in the

e x pe rimental group was 14. 08 , while t hat of the se venteen older
m ales. in the control group was 9 . 47 .

The Mann-Whitney U one·ta iled

test indi cate d that the difference was significant at the • 09 level
(z

:ll

1. 29 ). This ~all s sho1·t of t he . 05 level of s ignificance, which was

earUer stated as the minimum acceptable level in the study; the
hypothesis. therefore , was not refuted .

ltUll

The resu lt s indicate that the

role tens ion o£ the oldest boys in families in which the retarded chil ...
d:ren we re present in the horne did not differ significantl y from the
r ole tension of the oldest boys in b ,milies in which the retarded child r en
had been removed from the hon1.e .

The trends a re , however , in the

predicted direction, fo r the significance level of • 09 is not far re .-.
moved from the acceptable • 05 level.
Next the. sibling role tension- seo~7es of the oldest female and

olde st male s ibling s within the

e~perimental

group were compared.

The twenty-th r ee male siblings had a mean score of 13. 50# while the
nine tee n fe m ale sibling s had 7. 30.

The M ann ... Whitney U one .. tailed

test indicated t hat the difference was signific ant at the • 02 level
(z::: 1. 92).

This sugge s t s that the r ole tension of the olde st m ale
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siblings is greater than that of the oldest female siblings in fa:cnilies
in which the retaltdates have been placed in residential care.
The sibling role tension scores of the oldest female and oldest
rnale siblings within the control group were compared.

The twenty•

five fem.ale siblings had a xnean score of 3. 20 and the seventee11 rnale
siblings had a rne<?>.n o£ 9. 46.

The Mann·Vvhitney U one-tailed test

indicated that the difference was significant at the • 0006 level
(z

= 3. 23).

It may be concluded then that the role tension of the oldest

fe:male E;iblings in the control group exceeds that of the oldest rnale
siblings in the same group well beyond chance expectancy.

The pro-

bability i.s very significant.
It would seem then that the oldest female siblings may feel the
presence of the severely mentally retarded children in the home more
acutely than do the oldest :>:nale siblings.

Role tension ia considerably

higher arnong the older fernale siblings than among the older xnale siblings.

In families in which the retardate is not kept within the horne.

the t·ole tension o£ the oldest rnale sibling appearf; to be greater than
that of the oldest female sibling.
those found in Farber's study.

These :results are very similar to

An intet·p:retation of the phenomena

will be attetnpted in Chapter VII.
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U.

SUPP LEMENTAR Y STUDY OF DIVORCE D PARENT S

Th e 1·esearch de s ign of the cur rent in ve s tigation was lim ited to a
study of intact families.

Still, if t he effect of the seve ;rely 1·etarde d

child on his fam ily was to be th oroughly examined, the plight of the
divorced pa r ents in the population of s everely m entally retarded ch il ...
d ren could not be ignor ed .

lt was with s om e s u r pri s e that the researcher

lear ned that the parents of thh:ty o£ the s eventy .. nine children who h ad
been pla ced at P orte r ville St ate Hospital from San Joaquin and Stanis ..
laus c ountie s in a specified five-year period were p re s ently s epa •
1·ated or divor ced .

Operationally defined , m arital integ:ration a t its

lowe st l eve l i s s eparati on or di v or ce.

It s e e med, therefore , that an

inve stigati on of the marital statu s of the popul ation of a ll pare nts of
s e ve r el y reta;rded children i n the t wo counties , r egardle ss of whether
t h e children we r e enr olled in state or c ommunity facilitie s , wa s in
order .. An auxi liary hypothe si s wa s therefore stated,

! ·! : ,

s eparation

or divorce is e qually s ev ere in t he s a m pl e. of pa :t·ent s who have
en1·olled their retarde d childre n in communi ty facilitie s a n d the s a m ple of parent s who have pl aced their c hildren in a st a te institution. 59

59The parent s of at lea st thirty ... six seve r e l y r eta r ded child ren in
private institution s and t he unknow.a numbe r of parent s whose re t arde d
children were in neithe r community n or state facilitie s were not a part
of thi s c ompari s on bec aus e data on t hese familie s were n ot a va ilabl e .
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From a perusal of s chool re cords , and conve rsations with tea ch ..
er s when necessary, it was learned that the parents of 42 of the
245 severely reta rded children re s iding at home and attending com •

munity facilitie s we re

C\.trren~ly

s eparated o r divorced . 60 A chi

square analysi s was utilized to t est the significan ce of the diffe rence
in numbe r s of divorced and mar ried parents i n the h ospital and com·
munity populations.

A foudold contingency table of fre que nde s of

divorced and intact families i s presented in Table XX VlU.

It will be

noted that the previously stated number of thi rty s eparated parents in
the hospital sa mple has been r e duced , in the table , to twenty ... eight.

The reas on fo;r thi s is that u.pon investigation it was learned that two
of the thirty c ouple s had been separated by the d eath of s pouse1 the s e
two couples , we1·e therefore , eliminated from the a naly sis .

The chi

square test yielded a value of 11 . 3, which permitted rejection of the
null hypothe s i s at the . 01 level.

Thi s suggest s that t he number of

divorced parents in the hospita lization population exc eeds the number

o£ divorced parents in the community facilities population far beyond
th<t) level of chance .

Apparently, th en, divorc e i s not prevalent among parents of

11

60 Herea£t er, the t erm "divor ced" shall inc lude the status of
separated" .
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TABLE XXVIII
COMPARISON OF DIVORC:E:D AND INTACT FAM ILIES

OF SEVERELY ltE TAR P EP CHtLDlU!!N IN
ST,ATE AND COMMUNITY FAClLlTIES
;;

_; · .,..._;;;;;.m .. ::;;::::;;;;:::::am.

s:;:;m;w

Child in
St a te Hospital

Child at
Home

Both

Divor ced Families

28

42

70

Intact Families

53

203

256

Total

81

245

326

x2

=11. 30; E.=

.o1

.1..4 5

s ev e r e ly mentally reta r de d c h ild r en a ttending community facilities as
it i s an'long pa r ents of child r en placed in a state institution.
Whe ther the divorced pa r ents of the s eve re ly r eta :Lded child r e n
in the ho spital placed t h ei r children because they we re separated and
could not ca r e for thei r child:ren ade quately, or whethe r the p r esence
of t he reta r de d c hild:r en in the hom es h ad p r ecipit a t ed t he divo r ce s ,
and, ultimately, the placem ent s , wa s s till an unknown e l ement in the
hospital population.
An attem.pt w as made to conta ct the twenty-eight divo r ced couples
in the ho spital population.
s urvey a rea .

Ten of the coup l es res i ded outside of the

This left eighteen eouple s eligible fo r inte r viewing.

In

each ca se , the name of only one of the parents wa s a vailable to the
investigator.

One member of each of the eighteen previously married

couples w as therefor e contacted a nd a ll but one of the g:t·oup agreed to
be inte r viewed.

The inte r view s chedltl e de s igne d fo r m a rr ied couple s

wa s used with m inor adaptations; ce r t ain l ead questions, a s de s cribed
in Appendix B , were added.
F ifteen mothers and two father s , r epre s enting s eventeen for m e r
marriage s , were inte r viewed.

Fou r teen had placed thei r child r en

afte r separation from thei r spou s es; one had placed her .child befo r e
her sepanttion.

Thirteen e mphatieally s t ated their their s eve r ely
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retarded child:r.en ha d not contribute d toward their divorces ; mh c ella ..
neous reasons, such as alcoholism, personality distrubances , and war•
time marriages , were a s cribed.

Four of the s eventeen respondents

attributed the reason for thei r divorces to the birth and presence of a
severely mentally retarded child.

Two of the four s tate d that the child

wa s the prime cau se ; the other two felt that the child wa s an i mpo r tant,
but not s ole, reason for the disintegration of their marriages .
lt i s ve ry difficult to m ake a dichotomous deci s ion as to whether
a child does nor does not produce a divorce , for separation u sually
involves a complexity of variables .

For purposes of t h is analysi s , it

shall be stated only t hat four of the parents ascribed the termination
of their :ma:rriage s partially or wholly to the birth and pre s ence of a
handicapped ch ild.
Recognizing the unavailability of eleven of the original twenty ..
eight couple s , it s eemed inapp:r.Gp:date to attempt any s tati s tical pro ..
cedure predicated on t h e assumption of random sampling .

One also

m ust be cogni zant of the fact that the data were based on t h e verbal
report of only one member of each divorced couple .

The validity of

the s tatement s may have been enhanced if both parties of the fo1· m e r
marriages had been interviewed.
One must also be aware of the possibility of a contamination of
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objective reports through the emergence of certain ego defense m echa·
nisms1 suc h as projection (blam ing the spouse unfairly,) displacement
(making the r eta rded child t h e s capeg oat), and rationalization (artifi cial jus tification of the divorce ).
The reader m ay wi sh to judge s ome of the ve rbal reports for himself.

For this reas on, short excerpts from the narratives of parents

who ascribed the cau s e of their divorces to the presence of thei r
retarded child ren are included.

Though all proper names a re fictitiou s ,

the quotations are verbatim .
#D..i : Jimmy was one and a half (years old) when my husband left
m e . He ju st c ouldn 't tal~e . it . I have to give him credit; he did t ry .
But he couldn ' t accept having a r eta rded son. To have his child that
way whe n other children we r-e healthy . I think what really did it
was Olle day he wa s changing the baby ' s d iape rs , and he s lapped him
on the thigh -- you know, the way you might with a child. Well,
Jimmy had a lot of fluid under his skin a.nd any bump would make a
terrific bruise . (The child ' s clinical diagnosis was hydr ocephalus .)
The baby ' s le g got all black and blue . My h1,.1sband felt terrible , I
k now. He couldn ' t even look at it. I think it wa s that th at re ally
m a de h i m leave . He just walked out one night and I never s aw him
again, although I had two letters apologizing . He said h e just
couldn ' t face it, any more , and that h e knew I could tak e ca re of it .
For s ix m onth s afte r wards , I couldn ' t even discuss what had happened. Then I got sick (a year later) and had a collapse . Jimmy
had to be sent to a private home until placement irt Porterville went
through. It ' s still a real touchy thing with m e . .I tried to keep
Jimmy at home , and I did for three year s , but th en my health just
gave out.
#DlO : Sally was one and a h alf years old when we s eparate d .
Fathers can ' t take it ! It was either him or my child . That ' s right!
That ' s what h e said · · 11 You have to c hoose ; either it ' s Sally or it ' s
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m e . " He just couldn ' t take it. Our having a retarded child wa s
definitely the ca u s e of our split .. u.p. I know!
It hurt s the man ' s ego. I couldn ' t have l~ept Sally and staye d with
him with his feelings such as they were . He just washe d his hands
of he1· a s s oon as he s aw she wa s r etarded.
His pare nts would ha ve n othi ng to do wi th her, e ither . So 1 gues s
t hei r son was ju s t the same . They thought nothing like that could
happen in their family .
Life wa s alm ost intolerable for m e when 1 wa s alone with Sally.
It was impo ssible to get babysit ters ••• The fa ct was that 1 was
ju st about to los e my m ind • • • After pee oming phy s ically and
financially exhau ste d , 1 a ccepted Porterville .

#D6 : My husband blamed me for Julie ' s being the way she is .
Even his fam ily wa s lee1-y of her . Oh, God, let ' s not go into that!
••• They are (a ve ry fundamentalist sect) and t hey b e lieve in the
devil . They thought we were being puni she d for our s in s . They
wouldn 't e ven let J ulie s leep in the i r bed when we we1·e liv ing with
them . I had to take he r to m y parents to s leep at night . M y husband
b elieved, t oo, v ery much so, deep down in his heart about the devil .
We even took Julie to a TV fa ith healer to s ati sfy his parents and
him • • • Fred and I b l amed ea ch othe r so m u ch for s o rrtany things .
My husband was ve ry ashamed of Julie . He would tell m e to put
her away and forget about her . He ' d get mad when 1 put he;r name
on Chr i s tma s ca1·ds . It hurts when it come s from your own husband;
it ' s :t1art of him, t oo.

#Dl2 : We had s o many ups and downs with Marsha . I was g oing
here and there with her . Anytime anyone told me about another
doctor, I'd up and go. Gue ss I went to·. twenty ... five or thirty in all.
1 mean, nothing s topped me •• • I went alone . No, my husband
didn ' t go with us . I took her to (a city in southern California ) fo r a
year s o s he could g o to s ch ool there (aeain without husband) • . •
Marsha has always come fir s t with me . . . She ' s jus t been cheated,
and I wanted e verything s o perfect fo:r. he r . (Mother now in tea1·s .)
My husband didn ' t pay the doctor bill s , so I went to work to pay
then 1. Finally he just took to drinking •
.Marsha l ooked like a war-orphan until I left my ex - husband . I
d on' t know what that mean s . I feel she felt the tensi on in the air.
It was s o difficult for h e r to eat; I divo r ce d him. I decided Marsha
and I would just have to make it by our s elves .
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The remaining thirteen respondent s gave reasons other than the
p r esence of a retarded child a s the pre cipitating eleme nts in thei r
divorces .
The data s uggest t hat there may be no m ore than a chance re la ..
tion ship between th e occurrence of divor c e and the pre s ence of a
severely mentally retarded child, ·but

furt..~er

resear c h with a m ore

representative sample is indicated.

Ill.

DATA DERIVED FROM INTERVIE W SCHEDULES

This lil ection deals with data derived from o r al inte r views with
140 non .. divorced pa1·ents who had a seve rely mentally retarded child

either at h orne o r in an in stitution at the time of the study.

The

resea1·ch design had spe cified the use of both o ral and w r itten methods
of obtaining information.

The two basic hypotheses o£ the investiga•

tion were tested by data gained from written in s trument$.
tional

informatim~

Much a ddi-

wa s derived from the oral respon s es of parent s to a

65-item inte r view schedule .

The data which are relevant to the s tudy

of the effect of the reta;rded child on his fam ily are presented in thi s
section und er the following headings 1 behavior o£ retarded children,
marital relation s , sibling re lation s , health of parents, com .munity rela"'
tions of pa1·ents, r eactions to retardation, perceived learnings fl"om
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experience of having a r eta rded child, plans for the future of the
r etarde d child , and the need fo r additional se:t· vice s .

Behav ior of retarded children.

B ot h Saenger6l and Davies6 2

found a high correlation between the existence of behavior pr oblems
and institutionali zation.

It was , therefore , hypothesized that the

experimental group, or the group who s e r e tarded children had been
institutionalized, would l·eport

mo:~.·e

behavior problems expe r i e n c ed

with thei r children when they were at h om e than would the control g1·oup,
or the group wh o se re t arded childr en had not been h ospitalized.

A

tabulation of the reported behavi o r problems i.n each gr oup i s pres ented
in Table XXIX .

The parent wa s a sked to rate each s pecified behavior

cha ra cteri s tic as "very rnuch,

11

"somewhat, " or " not at all.

11

Only

t he "very muc h" reports were u s e d in the tabulation .
It will be noted that mor e behavior pr oblem s are reported by the
control group than the experimental group.

The data were submitted

to a two-tailed c hi square test of indepe ndence and the null h ypothesi s
was r eje cte d at the . 05 le vel (X2

=4 . 11 ).

Parent s whose re ta rded

child ren had been hospitalized did not r epo r t m o r e behavior problems

6lsee p . 28 of thz tnanus cript.
62see p . 35 of the manuscript .
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TABLE XXIX

COMPARISON OF THE BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS OF THE RETARDED
CHILDREN IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Expe :rim ental
Group

Control
Group

Depre ssed or anxiou s

l

0

Quiet or withdrawn

4

3

Clinging or c>Ve rdependent

2

8

Has specific fea r s

1

7

Stubborn or disobedient

6

23

Restle ss o r hype n\.ct i v e

13

16

12

13

6

2

3

3

4

9

Characteristic

Has te mpe 1;
Violent or

tant rurr,~. s

or

11

a ct s up' t

aggressiv~~

Harmful to self o r

tend~

to cau se ace.ident s

De s t r uctive to prope r ty

P r e sent a sexual problern s
Total behavior problems

Needs m uch phy s ical care

-

0

0

52

80

12

8

None of the above •mentioned
'Total responses

1

64

89
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experienced with their children when

tht~y

we r e at home than did the

pa r ent s whose reta.rded children had not been hospitali zed.

On the

contra r y, significantly m ore behavior problem.s we r e reported by
parents who had not ho spitaliz ed their children.
It is possible that the pa r ent s who were currently living with their
severely retar ded children had more vivid impres s ions of thei r chil·
dren's behavior t han those parent s who s e children had been out of the
home for s o:me tim e.

On the other hand, it seem ed that many of the

parents in the experimental group we r e eager to ju.sti£y their decisions
fo r placem e nt and spoke freely oi the p r oblems that their child ren had
pre sented at h ora e.

Retrospective data and current evaluations we re

similarly u s e d in the studies by Saenge r and Davies.
The m oth e r of each family in both groups was a sked to choose
f r om a specifi ed group of behavior classifications the one that gave
her "the m ost wor r y.
Table XXX.

11

A tabula1:ion of the r e sp ons es is pre sented in

The greate st difference in the r eported worry of the

m othe rs was in the category of general health.

Fifteen m othe rs of the

e xperimental group reported the phy s ical health of their childr en as
their greatest concern, whe r eas only five of the m others in the contr ol
group

e~p r.essed

this a s their prime wo rry .

This is s ome what under ..

standable when one r e c alls that twelve o£ the c h ild1•en in the
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TABLE XXX
COMPARISON OF THE BEHA V!OR PROBLEMS THAT
GA V.E MOTHERS "THE MOST WORRY"

Cha racteristic
General appearance

Experime ntal
Group

Cont r ol
Group

0

4

15

5

Physical aggre ssion

3

2

Stubbo r nne sa

9

11

De structi vene s s

3

5

Inability to get along s ocially

5

6

Sexual curio sity

0

0

Total

35

35

Gene r al health
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experim ental group were non-ambulatory; only six in the c ontrol gr oup
£ell into t h i s cla ssification.

Eleven of the thi :rty.five mothers in the control group r eported
that the " stubbornnes s" of the retarded child was their s ource of won·y;
six were di stressed by the "destructiveness" o£ t h eir children.
The p1·oblems that the 1·etarded childr en presented in the neigh ..
borhood were surveyed.

Each mother was a s ked to select the one

cate go r y that best described he r chi!d.
T abl e XXXI.

The res ult s a r e p resented in

If one were to con s ide r the categor ie s of "too young o r

too phy s ically handicapped to pre s ent a p r oblem in the neighborhood"
and "no pr oblem s" s imilar in the effect upon the neighborhood, the two
g roup s appea r highly similar in t he reported evaluations.

A tendency

fo r the r etarded child to run away if not fenced o r clo s ely watched wa s
t he rno s t f requently state d neighborhood proble1n.

Marital Relations.

The data from t h e written section suggested

that there was little difference in the quality of present m arital integration, as m easure d l;>y the Farber Index of Maritallntegration, in
the expe r i m ental and control groups.

Thi s is not to imply, however,

that the couple s in the study had nQt felt the impact of the birth and
care of a severely re tarde d c hild on their marriages.

Qualitative da ta

suggest t hat many problems we re encountered by the husbands and

i
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TABLE XXXI
COMPARISON OF THE; P~OBLEMS THAT THE RETARDED
CHILDREN PRES.IDNTEP IN THE NElGHBOR.HOOD

Ex;pe rim ental
Problems
Reta r ded c4ild's presence precipitates
teasing and yelling by neighborhooa
children

Group

l

Reta r ded child causes accidents and
hurts others
Retarded child damages property of
others

Control
Group

0

3

1

0

Retarded chi.ld r u ng awa y if not fenced
or closely watched

10

10

Retarded child too y0ung o r too phy s i ..
cally handicapped to present a problem
in the neighbor hood

14

5

7

17

35

35

Reta r ded child p r erllents no problems
in the neighborhood
Total
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wives , and this s ection, therefore , will be devoted to a di s cus s ion of
som e of the relevant parental statements .
The marital relation data from the interview schedules have been
categori z ed under the following headings : c onsensus of husband and
wife in handling the retarded child, repo rted situations in the home
before and after placement, and restrh:tion of social activities .

The

category of restriction of social activities i s included in this section,
because parents frequently 1·elated this situation to the status of their
marital relations .

Consensus of husband and

~!!:,handling

the retarded child.

One

of the questions in the interview s c hedul e was , "Do you and your (hus ..
band) (wife ) agree or disagree on the best way to handle your child?"
This item often brought forth a volley of comments .

Some husbands

tended to feel that their wives were too lax in the training of the
:reta r ded child; others felt that their wives devoted too much time to the
handicapped individual and, thereby, neglected the other children.

A

tabulation of the husbands ' reported feelings concerning their wives '
training of the children will be found in Table XXXII.
ln the experimental group, it will be noted that twenty of the
thirty-five husbands expressed dissatisfaction with their wives ' care
of the retarded children.

In the control group, fourteen of the
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TABLE XXXII
HUSBANDS' STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE WIVES'
CARE OF THE .RETARDED CHILDREN

Exp1·essed Opinion

Experimental
Group
(N::: 35)

Control
Group
(N = 35)

Husband feels that his wife is lax in
the training of the retu·ded child

8

11

Husband consid er s himself as well as
his wife too lax in the training of the
r eta1·ded child

0

2

Husband feels that his wife devotes so
m uch time to the retarded child that
she neglects the other children

12

l

Total number of husbands expressing
s ome kind of dissatisfaction with their
wives' cal'e of the retarded child r en

20

14

Number of husbands expressing no dis ...
satisfaction with thei r wives' training
of the 1·etarded children

15

21
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thi rty'"five voiced critici sm of their wive s 1 techniques with the retarded
individual.

At fi rst glance, it would seem that t he husbands in the expe r i-

mental group were consi derably more dis s atisfied with thei r wives • ca r e
of the :retarded c hildren t han were the husbands in the control group.
Had this contributed to the in stitutionalization of the child ren in the
experim ental g1·oup '?
The data we r e submitted to a chi square analysis .

Th e r esult s

indicated that the difference in dissati sfaction in the two groups was
not s ignificant at the re quired • 05 level.

Thi s is to s ay that there i s

a difference in the gr oups, but it may very well have been by chance;
the risk level in as s uming that it was not by c hance would be greater
than one in twenty.
Perhaps the m ost notewo r thy outcome of the ite1n wa s an aware ..
ness of the husband ' s hequent dissatisfaction with the wife ' s care o£

-

the 1·etarded c hild in both gr oup s .

T h il·ty.fou r of the se venty h u sbands,

or approximately one ... half of the total number, offer e d some kind of
negative criticisn1 of t h ei r wive s ' care of the r etarded c h ild .

Descrip-

tive s t a tements are as follow s :
#E 3 ... Par ents of a 16-;year-old boy:
Mother: George was s o difficult to handle , but I found it ea s ie r
just not to tell him (the husband) about it. He would be tired, and
blow up and s cream . He a lway s thought I could hand le it. And I
couldn ' t! So I wouldn' t tell h im ; it would just start a fight. He
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never kne w what l WCJ.S putting up with . Always blamed me for not
making Ge o rge behave . The n we ' d fight .
Yes, we argued a lot about G e orge . My husband thought I should
b e able tG handl e him . And l didn ' t get enough help from him ,
be c au se h e had two jobs . He wa s gone thirty-three of t h e fort y -eight
h ours , and still is . I had most of t h e re sponsibili ty, and it wa s just
too 1nuch for m e .
Father: Well, her troubl e i s she doesn' t follow th r ough. She 111
s a y it six tim e s befo1•e she makes him do it . She didn' t discipline
him, and then she m ade a martyr out of her s elf.

#C25 .. Pa:t·ents of a 16 .. ye.a r ... old boy:
Mother: J a ck i s definitely r eta:t•ded, but has emational p r obl ems,
also .
They say it 1 s my .faul t ; l don 't know.
Father~ Well, you haven ' t t rained hi:m t hat ' s it!
(P arent s fre quently a rgued between each othe r .)
Mother: A r e we compatible? I s that what you mean? No ! He
handles J ack by force . Whop! That' s it. 1 prefe r a little bit o£
reasoning and patience , though 1 m ay kill myself in t he end . He ' s
forceful and I ' m not.

#C33 - Pa:t.·ent s of a 6 ... yea;r ... old girl;
Fatherc I insist on he:r being treated like a normal child.
wife has a tendency to baby her .

My

#E l5 .. Parent s of a lO.year .. old girl:
Father: My wife ' s big trouble was that she wa s a slave to Wendy.
She even r e s ented th e neighbors com ing in; it di s turbe d h e r routine
with the girl. And she was always c r o ss with Joanne (younger girl ).
#C6 .. Parents of a l4 ... year ... old girl:
Fathe r : My wife i s t oo ea sy on Ma :r t ha. She should have more
responsibility.. Maybe take care of the h ou se and cook t he m eal s
and my wife could work, if she wante d to . My wife ' s trouble i s that
she h asn ' t t:l.·ained h<;~r . I think if she had more responsibilities ,
she would s nap out of it.
Mother~ My husband doesn't really accept Ma rtha ' s being retarded
like I do. He th ink s it ' s m y fault, but I know she ha s just a child' s
rnind . If he ' d go to s om e o£ the PTA meetings , maybe he'd 'Under ..
stand better . Son'let irnes we talk and talk about Martha , but we
alway s end up by fighting , beeause we ju st don ' t agree .
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The Fal'ber Index of 1,/larital Integration indicated that the marital
role tension of the wives was greater than that of the husbands.

The

dissatisfaction of some of the husbands with theh wives' ca1·e of the
retarded children may have contributed toward this outcome.

It may

have also been instru1nental in the husbands' tendency toward assigning lower ratings to their wives than to themselves.
In m.ost cases, the wives were aware of how theil' husbands felt

about their child ... raising abilities; frequently there were expressions,
on the wife's part, of a feeling of inadequacy, failure, and, sometimes, even selfMrecrimination.

In other words, the wife often had

internalized the husband's judgment of her abilities.

One may raise

the question as to whether this condition may have been a contributing
elernent in the wives' tendency toward self-devaluation in the role tension index.
Throughout the interviews, it was the irnpression of the investigator that when the husband shared the responsibility and training of
the retarded child with his wife, marital relations appeared to be relatively stable.

When there appeared to be a sharp division of labor,

with the wife having the entire responsibility for the control and
behavior of the child, there was often conflict.

Parental disagreement

on standards for the reta1·ded child appeared to be a frequent source
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of irritation.
One m u s t keep in m ind that when in crisis parents m ay tend to
respond with a s election of somewhat desperate e go defenses .

It is

fairly safe to a s sume that the birth of a severely m entally retarded
child renders a devastating blow to the s elf-esteem of both m em bers of
the m arriage.

In an effot-t to ane s thetize their feelin g s , or to reduce

the po s sible unpleasant emotions of aroused guilt and anxiety, the
parents m ay develop certain protective e go defense mechanism s .

The

husband ' s tendency to "blame his wife'' for her "inept training t' of the
child m ay be an overt m anifestation o£ disowning p rojection. 63 Disowning projection is the nam e given to a tendency to ascribe to another
person those traits, feelin g s , or dendencies which the individual denies ,
disown s , or represses in him self.
In s om e ins tances, the birth o£ a handicapped child seem e d to
r e n der a m ore crushing b low to the father than to the m othe r.

Thi s

seem ed to be particularly true if the retard ed child were a first-born
m ale .

Som etim e s the e go defens.e of denial was utilized.

This seem ed

to be evident in the followin g descriptive statem ent.
# E l6: I thought m y husband was never going to com e around to

63Si dney M . Jourard, P ersonal Adjus t m e.!:! (New Yor k : The
Macm illan Com pany,. 1958), pp, 339•341.
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accepting the fact that he had a retarded child. Fortunately, he
hid his head in the sand rather tha11 drinldng or something. For a
whilet I wondered if 1 was going to be one of those divorced people
in your study. About last year, I began to wonder how much more
1 could take or how much longer I was going to have to wait.
My huaband's feeling is that if something isn't right, you can
make it :right. Here was something that he couldn't do a thing about.
something you have to accept. He always wants to make wrong
things right, but this he couldn 't• so he just wouldn't believe it.
Even the doctors couldn 1t convince hbn.
The investigator does not imply that parents of severely mentally
retarded children should be stripped of their defense mechanhrm.s.

It

is probably only through the utilization of these ego .. protecting devices
that the condition of mental t•etardation has been made tolerable.

Still,

certain mechanisms a1•e 1nore socially acceptable than others, and
some are more conducive to madtal integration than others.

It is for

these reasons that the possibility of their interplay in marital relations
has been introduced.

Reported situation .!;:_!!.:!.home before

~~

placernent.

For

some parents, residential care of their retarded children was perceived

~.shaving

wrought considerable irnprovement in the status o£

their mar:l.tal relations.

This may be noted in the f.ollo,ving parental

narratives:
#E9 .. Parents of a l4"year-old girl:
Father: I definitely feel more relaxed since Mary is at Porter ..
ville. I'd say n1.y \Vife is, too. There just doesn't seem to be as
much nervous tension in the household now.
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Mother: tt•s a load off my mind.
bility.

she was such a responsi ..

#El6 ... Parents of a IO .. yea:r-old boy:
Mother! My husband and I had more time for each othe:e after
placement. Having this type of child in the home, you 1re always
aware of the difference. His presence rr..akes a certain amount of
depression in the horne. Then the1·e 1 s the sleep problem ••• he
never went to bed at night ••• we 11ev-e:r had an evening to our<5elves.
Father: (Nodded in ag1·eement).
#El9 .. Parents of a 4-year-old girl:
Father: Within a couple of weeks after placem.ent, things began
to slow down quite a bit. At leaet. it did for me. Much less ten ..
sion in the home.
Mother~ Some f:dends didn't think 1nuch of us for placing. But
I couldn't go on that vvay. I wasn't a wife. 1 wasn't anything. Just
one word £rom him. and l was in tears.
#E20 .. Parents o£ a 15 .. year ... old boy:
Mother: I was tired all the time. Cross and cranky. You know
how it is when you're tired. Jim (the husband) couldn't do anything
to please 1ne ••• it's so much easier on both of us now. We get
along tnuch better now.
Father: Yeah, I guess we do!
Mother: All of my interest was centered around Freddie (retarded
child) ••• Daddy was sort of left out ••• Daddy and Tony (younger
son) were hampered. They had to either take Freddie with them or
stay at home.
No actuarial figure can be gained from the above excerpts, but

it is felt by the investigator that nonquantified data often give great
insight into specific problems.

For this reason, the descriptive state•

xnents were included.

Restriction of social activities.

The possible restriction of paren-

tal social activities when the retarded child was in the home was
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explored with the parents in both the experimental and control groups.
It was hypothesized that there would be no difference in the restriction of social activities in the experimental group when the retarded
children were at hoxne and in the control group at the time of the f.;tudy.
The topic -..vas intJ:oduced to tb.e
0

pa1~ents

with a. direction question of

Do you feel that S' s 64 presence has restricted your social activities

in any way? n

The mother evaluated the possible restriction of her

social activities; the fathe1· evaluated his social life; and then the two
of them jointly discussed their combined social activities.
The responses to the item are presented in Table XXXIII.

Twenty-

tluee of the n1others in the experirnental group stated that her social
life had been rest:t'icted "very m.uch,

11

while only eight m.others in the

contl·ol group :rn.ade a sirn.ilar statement.

The probability reached in a

two-tailed chi square analysis of the data was beyond the • 01 level and
the null hypothesis of no difference in the social life of the Inothers in
the experi:men.tal and cont:col groupB when the retarded children we:ee
in the home was refuted.

This is to say that the mothers in the expe:ri ...

;;:x1ental group reported more restriction of social activities when their
retarded. children were at home than did the m.others :i.n the control

64 s. is a symbol representing "subject;" in the inte:rviewing pro ...
cedure, the first name of the subject was inserted at this point.
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TABLE XXXUI
REPORTED RESTRICTION OlT' FAMILIES' SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

}o:::xperim.ental
G:roup*

Control

None

6

14

So.rne

6

13

Much

23

8

None

16

21

Some

18

13

Much

l

1

5

14

7

10

23

11

G:~:·oup*

Restriction of Mothers'
Social Activities

•0l

Re atl'iction of Fathers'
Social Activities

ns

Restriction of Joint
Mother-Father Social Activities
None

Much

,'<N = 35 mothers and 35 fathers.

• 01
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group.
The difference in the two groups may be partially due to the fact
that the children of the control group had been attending a comnnmity
facility for at least a few hours of each day at the time of the study.
Only thirteen of the thirty-five children in the experimental group had
been in similar facilities before hospitalization.
Only one father in each of the groups
ties had been restricted. "very much.

11

state(~

t:bat his social activi-

For fathers, the null hypothe-

sis was refuted.

Twenty-three couples stated that their joint social lives had heen
restricted "very much; 11 eleven couples in the control group made simiJ.ar evaluations.
pendence.

The data were submitted to a chi square test of inde-

The level of significance reached was at . 01 and, there-

fore, :f.or combined father-mother activities, the null
rejected.

hypothe~.:ds

was

More parents in the experimental group felt that their joint

social activities had been restricted than did the parents in the control
group.
Comments on the restriction of social activities were as follows:
#El5 - Parents of a 10-year-old girl:
Mother: Let me tell you that with a retarded child, you're really
cooped up. I was never able to get out and could never join organizations like I would have liked to do. People would say, "I wouldn't
live the way you do; I wouldn't be cooped up. tl What else is there to
do·, You can't get a baby-sitter for a cerebral palsy child.

16'7

Father: 'Nell, she was ahvays til-ed. Alw-ays tb:ed. She'd say
Leave me alone, 11 and she preferred to stay horae.
Mother: He'd say, 11 Let's go he:ce and let's go there," but I
couldn't. He never understood.
Father: We never went on a vacation for nine years.
11

NE7 - Parent£: of an 11-ye;;n·-old boy:
Mother: It does affect a 1narriage. In son1.e ways, it brings you
closer. Othe~c ways it hurts. Now take bowling. F:red goes and I
can't. Can't get a baby-sitter. Not just anyone will come. And
I•n'l stuck horne. Take last week--I wasn't ou.t of this house one day
(boy was home for a visit). You can stay in one place just so long,
or I can. I just can't take it. And it's day in and day out. I just
can 1t take it!

#C3 - Parents of a 10-year .. old boy:
lvlothe r: The re f~t:dction of one 1 s social life is one of the big
problems. We don't get out as much as we should. Money is a big
factor. If we had rn.oney, we could hire good reliable baby-sitters
and get away. That's the hardest thing. One can face up to things
if you can just get away once in a while. 1 wish I could work. Anything to get out and away. (Mother is a college graduate.) I life
·with hhn night and clay .
.Father: We've been away once overnight together in ten years.
#C35 ... Parents of a 10-year .. oldboy:
Mother: You never get to go out together. Baby-sitters are difficult to get. You call and think you have one, but when they find
out what kind of a child he is, they say, "Oh no, 11 and you're disappointed again.
One is ::>o lirnited in what one can do. Really we have no fam.lly
life. Everything is geared around Johnny. You can 1t go to a rnovie.
You can go to a playground or a public park, but there people stare
so that you 1 re unco:c..:1fortable. There is just no place to go with a
retarded child.
#E35 .. Parents of a 12-year .. old boy:
Mother: lt 1 s really rough on me. My husband is gone all day; I
arn always with him. I would give anything if I could work and you
(speaking to husband) could stay with him all day. I think sorne
people work in ordeT to cope with it. Instead I belong to lots of
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things . . • I just have to . . • and thank goodness, rny husband babysits for me in the evening.
The interviews suggested that some mothers had difficulty in
securing baby-sitters for their retarded children, while others we1·e
reluctant to leave their children in the care of someone outside of the
nuclear family.

When the father shared the responsibility of the child

by caring for him in the evening while the mother had an occasional
outing, or when baby-sitters were available so that couples could have
an occasional evening together away fron.1 home, the rnarital relations
appeared to have been enhanced.

Sibling relations.

The data from the w1:itten instrmnents have

suggested that the f.;iblings in the control group have a tendency toward
mot·e role tension than those in the e:>.::.perinwntal group.

In the oral

interviews, two aspects of sibling relations were considered.
were:

These

(l) the siblings 1 behavior when the retarded children we1·e pre-

sent in the home, and (2.) the :;:dblings 1 behavior after the hospitali:z.ation of the retarded child.

Sibling behavior

~retarded children~~

home.

Parents

were asked to describe the social relations between the retarded children and their siblings in ter.rns of "excellent,
and

11

vei.·y bad,

11

n

"good,''

11

fair," ''bad,''

A descriptive phrase was included with each proposed
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:rating in orde r to aid uniformity o£ interpretation.
parent s ~

:rep orts i s p re s ented in T a ble XXXIV.

A tabula tion of the

The greate s t di s cl:'ep ..

ancy noted in the two groups was that of nine of the pa rent s in the
experimental group a gainst s ixteen in the control g roup stating t ha t the
relation s of the reta r ded c h ild .a nd his s ibling s were "good .
were subm itted to a ch i s quare analy s i s .

A nu ll hypoth esi

rt

The data

of no d1£ ...

ference in sibling relations in the two g:t·oups wa s accept e d at the • 05
level.

This is to. say that the numeric al difference in thi s com pari son

may well have occurred by chance .

The repo1·ted relaHons between

the r etarded children and their siblings a p pea r sim ila r in th e t w o
group s .
ln many c a s e s , there appeared to be ve r y little social inte raction
between the reta1·ded child and his siblings .

The x·etardate tende d to be

m or e or less i gnored by th e oth er c h ildren .
E x ce r pt s from parental statem ents a r e submitted in orde r to b etter
portray th e s ibling relation s in c e1·tain individual fa m ilie s :
#C 8 - P arents of a 4 ·year•old boy:
Mother: Jimm y (age 7) doesn 't pay m uch attention to him, but he
doesn 't hate him so much anyrnore . He used to s a y , ''! h ate him ;
1 hate h im! Why don •t you give him away? 11
Junmy h as his feelings hurt cuz the kids s ay the y won 't g o t o h is
hou s e b ecau s e h e ha s a m onst @:r at hom e . T hat• s what they call him
(th e r eta r ded child) .. • "the m onster. "
Afte r we told Jimmy that we m i ght put R oger at Porte:t·ville , h e
felt s o guilty and cried, "Oh , 1 coul d kill m y$elil I c ould k ill myself."
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TABLE XXXIV
REPORTED SIBLING RELATIONS WITH RETARDED CHILDREN

Descriptive Phrase

Experimental
Group
(N :::: 35)

Control
Group
(N = 35)

Excellent, gets along fine, no difficulties

0

4

Essentially good, minor problems in
relations

9

16

Fair, occasional difficulties, n.1.inor problems getting along

9

9

Essentially bad, fights, unfriendly much
of the time

8

5

Very bad, completely unmanageable, constant friction and fights

1

1

Siblings too young or too old to be included
in analysis

8

0
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#C20 .. Parents of an B-year-old boy:
Mother: Louise (oldest sibling) is a very shy, sensitive child.
She doesn't tend to have many friends over, anyway and when she
does, she's fearful of what they'll say.
Father: She's afraid o:f being rejected by her peers because of
John. • • because just like I am.
#ClO .. Parer>ts of a 16 •year-old boy:
Mother: Mike (lZ .. year .. old eibling) so:metimes watches television
with Curtis. That's about it. Occasionally he gets down on the
£loo1· and play::1 with his toyiiJ with him. He never plays outside with
him. 1 can't tan.: him into it. He says Curtis is a drag. He just
won't be bothered.
#Cl7 ·Parents of a 6-year ... olcl girl:
Father: It isn 1t so :much that the kids don't get along. It's more
that rny wife is always picking on the younger ones. Ever since she
had the retarded one, sho think.s the others have to be Eerfect. 65 I
try to tell her what she's doing, but she can't seen1. to see it.
#CS .. Parents of a lOwyea:r-old girl:
Mother: Sharon (11-year•old daughter) doesn't look after Jane
like she should.
#C21 - Parents of an a.. year-old girl~
Mother: Joan (7 .. year .. old daughter) tries to play with her. She
tries, but she 1 s 11ot really interested. She would :rather not be
bothered, except when I get after her about it.
#Cl9 .. Pa:re1.1ts of a 13-year .. old girl:
Mothe1·: Leona idolizes Jean (15-yea.r-old daughter), but .Jean
doesn't have much time fo1· he.~:·. Jean ·would be n1.uch nJ.Oie help to
J._,eona if she we:re not co self ... centered.
In many instances, it appeared that the siblings more or less

reflected the parents• attitude towa:rd the retarded child. !n ce>,ses where

65 trnde:rlining by the writer.

1'12
--------------

-~-----~----

the older· female sibling was expected to take responsibility fo1· the
care and training of the child, there appeared to be some a:rnount of
friction.
It is recognized that the data from the parents of hospitalized
children are based on recall and therefore n'tay not be

a~:>

valid as that

of the parents of ho:rn.e-bound children.

Siblings• behavior~ hoseitalization
the experimental group, the question,

11

2£ retarded children.

Of

Have you noticed any change in

the other children since S. has been at Porterville? 11 was asked.

The

l'EIS-ponses were categorized and are presented in Table XXXV.
The reports varied; it would seem that no definite assmnptions
can be made from the tabulation, other than that parental satisfaction
with the other children apparently increased after hDspitalization of the
retardates.

This finding seems to concut· with the results yielded hom

the Fat·ber Sibling Role Tension Index, which indicated that the attributed role tension of siblings of hospitalized reta:t.·dates was less than
that of siblings of retardates kept within the ho;::.::.e.

Health of parents.

It was hypothesized before the collection of

data that the health .of the mothers in the experimental group would be
superioi· to that of the mothers in the control group.

The investigator
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TABLE XXXV
REPORTED CHANGES IN SIBLINGS AFTER HOSPITALIZATION

OF RETARDED CHILD

Reported Change in Sibling

Number Reporting

Responded to rnore attention from rnother

9

Mo:t.·e relaxed

6

Had more freedorn; not restricted to presence
of retarded child

3

Better social relations with peers

2

Grades in school im.proved

1

Ceased imitating reta1·ded child's behavior

1

Siblings missed hirn

l

Siblings too young to notice

4

No change in siblings
Total Responses

35
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stated the hypothesis for she felt that the mothers in the control group
might be subject to more emotional and mental strec.;s than the 1nothers
in the experimental g1·oup and thereby might experience rnore physical
ills.

During the inte1·view, both the fathers and the mothers in both

groups reported theb- health as

11

good, "

11

minor complaints,

11

or "major

complaints. 11 The direct question was: "Vfhat about your present
health? How would you describe it? ••• Have you had any recent illnesses or surgeries'? 11 A tabulation o£ the parents• l'eporta is presented
in Tctble XXXVI.

The total obtained data of the health of the mothers

were cast in a sixfold contingency table.

A one-tailed chi square test

of significance yielded a probability of • 15 (X2

= 1. 14).

of the analysis, the null hypothesis was accepted.

On the basis

The mothers who

had their retarded children at ho-.me appeared to be not significantly
different in repo1·ted health than the mothers who did not have theh:
retarded children at home.

Communitr relations

!?!, parents.

In this section, the community

relations of the seventy parents of severely retarded child1·en in the
study will be discussed.

Cornmunity relations refers to interaction by

the parents with anyone outside their own nuclear family.

Participation!!;_ formal

.2!ganiza~ions.

Pa~~ents

of both groups
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TABLE XXXVI
REPORTED HEALTH OF PARENTS

Experimental
Reported Condition of Health
Mothe:u:'

GJ.'OUp

ContJ.·ol
Group

I-k~,J.th

Good

19

Jv1.inol: complaints

5

Major cornplaints

8

13

31

31

2

0

2

4

70

70

Fo.thers' Health

Good
Minor cornplaints

Total :t·eports
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wet·e asked to enuxnerate the nurnber of ot·gani.zatians in the ca1n1nunity
in which they were active pa.rticipants.

It was explained that cmn-

munity organizations might include social and service clubs, fraternal
organizations, veterans' g1·oups, and chu1·ch groups.

Participation in

associations for pat·ents of reta:t:deJ child1en was not included in this
btbulation.

Table XXXVII p.tesenh the fathers 1 participation in formal

organizations, while Table XXXVUI portrays the mothers' participation.

The frequencies were cast in fouxteenfold contingency tables.

A chi square analysis indicated that the null hypothesis of no differences in the groups might be accepted at the • 05 level.
Parental participation in organizations designed specifically for
parents of retarded children was next assessed.
presented in Table XXXIX.

The frequencies are

Ten of the rn.others in the control group

reported pa1·ticipation in parent groups, while only three of the rnoth ..
el's in the expe:drnental group reported mernbership.

This difference,

as well as the othe1· differences in the table, was subm.itted to a chi
square analysis.

None of the differences were found to be significant

at the • 05 level, although the disc1·epancy between the participation of
the mothers of the experhnental group and the control g1'oup was close
to :i."eaching a significant level.
In the contl·ol group,

111.01:e

mothers than fathers were active in

lTI

TABLE XXXVII
FATHERS' PARTICIPATION IN FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS

·====-·:
Number of Organizations

I

It

;tr

in Which the Father is an
Active Participant

.,

'%;='~%•

=

Expe rimen.tal

Group
(N

=35)

Control
Group
(N

= 35)

Six

1

0

Five

0

1

l!"'our

2

2

Three

1

2

Two

3

10

One

9

5

19

15

None
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TABLE XXXVlti
~:10THI~RS'

PARTICIPATION IN :E'OP-.1-.fAL ORGANIZATIONS

Nur11be1· of 0l'ganizations
in Which the Mother is an
Active Pa1ticipaut

Experimental

Croup
(N = 35)

Control
Group
(N :: 35)

Six

0

0

Five

0

0

Four

0

1

Three

4

3

Two

6

10

One
None

3

18

1'79

TABLE XXXIX
PARENTS• PARTICIPATION IN ASSOCIATIONS
FOR RETARDED CHlLD.'REN

Nurnbex
Participating
In AtJsociations

Number Not
Participating
ln Associations

3
10

32
25

3

32

5

30

=

Mothers (N 70)
Experimental Group
Control Group
Fathers (N = 70)
Expe rimenta.l Gl·oup
Control Group
Fathel'S and Mothe:rs (N = 140)
Expe:dmenta.l Group
Control G:roup

--:-,====:,....=::;;==··=·=========-=

6

64

15

55
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parents• associations.

Apparently, fathers frequently cared for the

retarded children while the mothers went to the meetings; it was
learned that occasionally this was the only social outing afforded the
xnothe1·.
Eleven of the thirty-two non•me1nber mothers in the experimental group

st<'~ted

that they had. been active in local a tHlociations before

the time that their children went to PorteTviHe State Hm:!pitai.

Three

of the eleven expressed a feeling that they we:re not welc0m.e in local
associations after they had placed their children in a hospital.
Selected parental statements of reactions to parent as sodations
are ac follows:

#E9 ... Parents of a 14 ... year .. old girl:
:tvf.other: We used to belong to the local association until Laura
went to Porterville, and I learned a lot.
Fatlu.n-: You feel sort of like a marked individual until you get
out among people like yourself. You reali?,{~ then that you ;.u;en 1t
the only one.
Mothe:n But I'll have to say this. After you place your· chlld,
th~ lvcal association doesn't like you anyrno:re,
They act like you
did something te1·rible, and you aren't one of then~ a,nymore.
#E23 ~ Parents of a 16-year .. old girl:
Father: Parents of mentally retarded children a1·e emotional
individuals. 1 really feel there are rnore emotions or tension
among them than an ordinary group of people. They need to get
together and unburden their troubles. They all feel terribly guilty.
There has to be a release fo1· this guilt.

#E25 - Parents of an ll-yea1··old boy:
Mother: W c tried it. There was one up in

-------

.But
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they were not looking for the things that we were and we gave it
up. Their feeling about parents who hospitalize their children is
evident.
#C22 ... P<trents of a 15-year-old boy:
Mother: If it weren't for the associations, the retarded children
wouldn't have anything. If we want something, we go out and do it.
The public agencies pick it up later after we find out if it works or
not.
Father: The therapeutic angle is trentendous. I've seen more
people open up there. And of course legislatively the parent g:r·oup
is perhaps the most potent group on behalf of the retarded children.
And it is a rneans of educating the public. They are able to put out
the basic facts better than clinical and rnedical people.
#C8 - Mother of a 4-year-old boy:
Mother: I went to the meetings for a while, but if you do not
want to keep your child at home, like they think you should, you
don't feel comfortable there.
#E25 - Parents of an 8-year .. olcl girh
Mother: The parents association tries to get parents to see the
problem more realistically. I went to the
Association for a year after Debbie left. I just wanted to help others.
#E5 .. Parents of an 8-year-old boy:
{The :m.other belongs to the Porterville Parents Group and attends
each month; the father stays home from work on the specified day
to baby-sit with the other children, while the rnothe:t· takes the bus
to the hospital. )
Mother: It really helps to go to the Parent~: Meetings. vVhen I
just visit Larry, there isn't much I can do to entertain him, but at
the meetings, we all take Olll' children. It just :makes you feel you
11
belong. '' It's so nice to see others that have the sa1ne problems.
Everyone is so nice. It just does so much for you. You don't feel
:,:;o down when you see other parents. You just uplift one another.

It if:: difficult to evaluate the con1.ments of the parents who stated
that they felt unwelcome in parent associations after placing their children.

Simila1· sentiments were expressed by two families in the
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control group who ha.d placed their children's names on the waiting list
of a state hospital.
Several questions may be raised.

The parents expressing the

opinions may have had guilt feelings about their placement of the chil-

dren and, therefore, felt others bla:.med then'1. as they may have been
blat!ting the:rn.selve s.
On the other hand. it is possible that there may be those in local
associations who are intolerant of parents who do not agree with their
stated philosophies an.d procedures.

In F'reudian terrn.s, this pheno-

menon might be considered a reaction formation.

I£ one were to

assume that these individuals are repressing desires to hospitalize
their retarded children, they may be pt·otecting themselves fro:r.n these
desires by developing counteractive conscious attitudes and behavior
patterns.

A parent '\ivho tends to favor hospitalization xnay

c2~;t

doubts

in the mind:> of those who state that they do not, and the o:dginal form.ation rr1ay tend to be restored.· Protection fl·orn such a reversal :may
be accornplished by intolerance of those who reactivate the original

impulse.
No conclusions can be drawn fron1 the data of the present investi ...
gation.

The impressions were stated only in that they may offer a

field fol' further research.
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It was noted that the parents who wEn·e active :rt1embe:rs of an
association were very enthusiastic about its worth.

The two m.ost

mentioned values of parent associations were: {1) pa1·ents do not feel
so alone when they see that others have the same problems; and (2}
group effo1·t can secure such benefits as physical facilities and
organized program.s for the retarded.

Relations~ p~i~hbors.

The mothers in the control group were

asked to respond to the item, ''Are the neighbors unkind or critical
of S. ? 11 In tern1s of "not at all,

11

"sornewhat. " and nvery much.

11

Twenty-nine of the thlrty•five mothers stated that the neighbo1·s were
"not at all" critical; four thought the 1'1.eighbors were

11

f:::omewhat 11 criti-

cal: and two perceived the neighbors as being "ve1·y" critical.

One father said, "It seems to Ine that Californians are n"lore
understanding; they're better educated about the problem.s of the

l'etarded child than the people in the Midwest are.

Neighborliness scale.

11

The Wallin Scale for Meast1.ring Neiehhor-

Hness66 wa.s adrnin.istered to hotb. the raothers and the fathers of the
t-.,vo groups.

The mean score of the mothers in the experimental group

6 6Poul Wallin, "A Guttman Scale for Measuring Neighborliness,
The An1.e:dcan. Journal o£ Sociology, 59:243-247, Nove:mber, 1953.

-

-.

11
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was 8. 75, and that of the mothers in the control group was 8. 78.

The

mean score of the fathers in the experimental group was 8. 68, and
that of the fathers in the

contl~ol

group was 8. 87.

It would see·m,

the1·e£ore, that the neighborliness of the two groups, as measured by
the Wallin Scale, is very similar.

Section summ<:rx.

The community participation of parents in

both the experimental and the control groups was examined in various
dimensions.

Data presented in Chapter

m

suggested that the two

groups were shnilar in extent of church men1.bership and. attendance.
The groups did not differ significantly in participation in formal organizations, including parent associations for retarded children.

The

n"lean sc01·es in neighborliness of the two groups we1·e simila1·.

It is,

therefore. concluded that the two selected samples did not differ significantly in the variable of community pa1·ticipation.

Reaction to retardation.

Schonell and Watts6 7 found that "most"

of the rn.othere in theb: sample noted son1.e symptoms of subnormality
in the retarded child before the age of one year; all had recognhed the
condition by the age of five years.

It was hypothesized, therefore,

67 See p. 28 of this manuscript.
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that a sim.ila:r situation would be found in the pre sent investigation.
The questions,

11

When did you suspect that S. was retarded?" and

"vVhen did you find out fo:r: certain that S. was mentally retarded'?"
were directed to all parents in the study.

The ages in the experimen-

tal group at which the pa1ents suspected retardation ranged from
birth to eighteen months.
to five years.

In the control group, it ranged from birth

The ages at which the experimental group found out for

cer-tain that their children were retarded :ranged from birth to fourteen
years.

In the control group, the ages ranged fron1 birth to ten years.

Detailed tabulationt' will be found in Tables XL and XLI.

It will be

noted that twenty-one of the thirty-five parents in the experimental
group, and twenty-four of the thirty-five parents in the cont:r.ol group
suspected mental retaniation in thei:r· children before they weJ."e one
year of age; thif; fai:dy well ag1·ees with the Scb.onell and Watts data.
However, eleven in the expel'ixnental

g:~:oup

and six in the conh·ol g:roup

did not 1_,;now for ce1·tain that their children were retarded until they
were five years o£ age or over.

This if.; dbwirnila:t· to the resultr:; of

the previous ;study.

Parental perceptions of physicians 1 responsibilities,
11

The itern.

Do you thinl;: that the doctor should tell parents as soon as he knows

the child is retarded, or should he leave it to them to find out
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TABLE XL
AGE OF CHILDREN WHEN PARENTS SUSPECTED RETARDA TlON

Experhnental
Group
(N = 35)

Age

Birth to 11 months
One year to 1 year, 11 months
Two years to 2 years, 11 1nonths
Three years to 3 years, 11 months
Four years to 4 yean;, ll months
Five years and ove:r.

Control
Group
(N == 35)

21

24

7

!)

6

3
1
0
2

r.·

0
0
I

TABLE XLI
AGE OF CHILDREN WHEN RETARDATION WAS DIAGNOSED

Age
Birth to 11 months
One year to 1 yea1·, 11 months
Two years to 2 years, 11 months
Three years to 3 years, 11 months
Four years to 4 years, 11 months
Five yea1·s and over

Expe rirnenta1
Group
(N = 35)

Control
Group
(N = 35)

13

14

6

:>

,.

1

1

3

6

1
11

3

6
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fo1· themselves? 11 was asked of all fathers and m.othe1·s in the study.
Sixty-nine of the seventy parents in the experimental group stated that
they felt the physician should tell the parents as soon as he knew the
child was retarded; sixty-four of the seventy parents in the control
group gave similar responses.
Upon further inquiry, it was revealed that only fourteen of the
thirty .. five in the experimental gx·oup, and twenty of the thirty-five in
the contl·ol group, had experienced the first procedure; this is to say
that appx·oximately one-half of the seventy families reported that their
physicians did not confirm their "suspicions" when they first arose.
The item often precipitated the expression of strong feelings on
the part of the pa1·ents; many appeared bitter because they we1·e not
told when they repeatedly questioned their physicians as to the possibilities of "something being wrong.

11

Others appeared to resent the

manner in which they had been treated by their far:n.ily physicians.
Some of the cornments encountered were as follows:
#El7 -They knew when he was born, but I didn't, and I'll always
hold it against them. I don't think they should do that. They said
he'd grow out of it. That he'd catch up. They let you ride along;
let you hope year afte1· year. We took hirn to a child specialist at
the age of three. Fortunately he was the type of man who pulled no
punches. He told us point blank. I could have faced it a lot better
years before; I had gone on hoping for so long.
#E35 .. I feel very strongly about this, because Jack and I went
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through some very bad years not knowing. Trying to teach him
things he couldn't do. So fl·ustrating! Then we blarned ourselves.
If we had only known! It's just terrible to knock yourself out every
day and not see any gain come from it and not know why, except
xnaybe you aren't doing enough. Those yea:~:s were very hard for
us. (Parents weren't told until the child was five years of age.)
Our docto1· was no help whatsoever to us, because he wasn't honest.

#C2 - Parents of a 10-year-old rn.icrocephalic child; MA approxim.ately 18 months:
Father: We took him to a chiropractor for treatments for three
months when he was three years old; they said they could have
shaped his head if they'd had him soone:r. ••• They neve1' really
told us how retarded he was. They said he was just a slow child.
We never really knew until the school pc;ychologist told us . . •
Mother: My faznily doctor still never told me at the age of four.
Said he was just slow. Said I was.: the one that wa.s causing it. It
worried xne; I didn't see how I could slow him down. It was our
first one. I didn't kno\11:r,
It is interesting to compare the final statement with the firnt
statement in the above quotations.
:readiness to integrate the diagno
·vvhen parents we:ee given the
see;TJ.:\d

that

:=:eeTnS to adse.

diagno~d:::

of

nanneJ~

.rr~ental

:r.eta;.:datlon., it

in which t-ye

Of the thirty-five coupleG i.n the

:•~ceived

rimental g:roup,

-rted that they ·were told of theb child 1 f·' po!..;c:J.ble

only fou:rteen
li.nitRtions in a

<:H;

often objected to the

fhe~l

they were told.

The very real question of parental

11

kindly 11

rnanne:r~;

the otbe:r hventy· .. one

the b:tutal or abrupt way in which they we:r.e

info~c'

1ed.

c~Jn1xneutcd.

on

ln. the control
i

group, twenty-one felt that the physician ·hnd dealt with the''· satiefactoriJ.y against the foU1:teen who pe;·ce:\.ved the rclati·:md1.ip as

!

I

i~

=

:I
'j

·i
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:!
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unsatisfactot·y.

Again one must be aware of the possibility of the p:re ..

sence of certain defense mechanisrns, such as displacernent, operating within a portion of the parents who reported

"unkincl"~

treatment.

It is possible that some of the individuals may have been displacing
their hostility toward the event of mental 1·etardation to the physicians
who confirrned the condition.
Twenty•eight of the thil'ty.five families in the control group
repO:L'ted that their physicians had recommended that they place their
children in institutions.

It was also learned that, at the time of the

study, eight of the thirty-five families had their childrens 1 names on
a waiting list for placement at Porterville State Hospital.

P1·ofessional persons contacted by ;earents.

The seventy families

were asked to identify the professional persons they had contacted in
an effort to receive diagnoses and evaluations of the children, and
counsel for themselves.
XLII.

The obtained data are presented in Table

Family physicians or pediatricians were mentioned sixty-four

times, a team of specialists in a clinic thirty·-six times, school psychologists, fourteen times, psychiatrists or social workers nine times,
public h.-ealth nurses nine times, clergyrnen twice, faith healers twice,
physicial therapists four times, education consultants four times, and
chhopractors twice.
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TABLE XLU
PROFESSIONAL PERSONS CONTACTED BY PARENTS
FOR EVALUATION AND COUNSEL

Professional Person

Expe rirnental
G1·oup
(N :.:: 35)

Control
Group
(N
35)

=

Total

Family physician or pediatrician
Team of specialists in a clinic
School psychologist
Psychiatrist or social worker
Public health nurse
Clergyman or faith healer
Physical therapist
Education consultant
Chiropractor

32
18
4
5
7
3
3
2
1

32
18
10
4
2
1
1

64

')
(~t

1

36
14

9
9
4
4
4
2
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It was interesting to note whom the parents in the control g:roup
perceived as having rende:red the rnost assistance to thenl in their
problems with the retarded children.
tion of ihe parental statements.

Table XLlll gives a tabula-

The teacher of the retarded child

was given the most credit by approximately one-third of the couples,
School psychologiBts were given p:t:eference in approximately onefourth of the cases.

Physicians were perceived as having rendered

the n10st assistance by approximately one-fifth of the families.

Perceived

learnin~s ~

experience

~having ~

reta1·ded child.

The data in this section are derived from responses to the item:

11

1f

the parents of a young mentally retarded child similar to yours can1.e
to you for advice on what to do or how to raise the child, frorn your
own experience, what are the m.ost important things you could tell

thern? 11 The responses divided themselves into fifteen categories.
Seventy fa.milies responded with a total o.f ninety-one ite1ns.
results are presented in Table XLIV.

The

It will be noted that the control

group offered a wider variety of items than did the experh:nental group;
this is probably due to the fact that the latter group had sought to r:neet
their proble:rn.s by hospita.lhdng the retarded children.
talization, the most frequent response was:
child as one would a normal child.

11

11

Next to hospi-

Discipline the retarded

Many parents stated that they felt
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TABLE XLill
PROFESSIONAL PERSONS PERCEIVED BY PARENTS AS
HAVING RENDERED THE MOST ASSISTANCE

Profes1::ional Pel."son
Family physician or pediatrician
Teacher of the m.entally retarded
School Psychologist
Clergyman
No one

Number of Fan·lilie s
in the Control G:eoup
(N
35)

=

7
13
8

0
7
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TABLE XLIV
RESPONDENTS' ADVICE TO OTHER PARENTS

Advice
Discipline the retarded child as one would
a normal child
Give the child much love

Experimental
Group

Control
Group

ll

5

l

8

Accept the child as retarded

4

Have rnuch patience

2

Join a Parents G:roup

2

5

Have courage; never give up

3

Try to live your life as normally as possible

2

:Explain the condition of the retarded child in
a "natural," truthful way to the other children
in the fan"!il y

1

Try to enroll the child in a special education
class
Get good medical advice

2
..,

J

2

l

Don 1t pent up your feelings; keep co:mrnunication lines openbetween husband and wife

2

Help yourself by helping someone else

1

Do not be afraid to go to a psychiatrist or
counselor for personal help

6

l

Seek spiritual help

3

3

18

l

46

45

Hospitalize the retarded child
Total items
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that they had erred in this respect, and would do differently if they had
another opportunity.

A sample stater11.ent is as follows:

#E3 • Mother: If 1 had another one, ! 1d treat hi:m as a normal child
as much as possible, but know his limitations. I 1d make hin1 mind.
I'd spank him when there was no other way. I'd teach hhn. right
from w1·ong. I'd think of him as a child, not a retarded child.

Plans for the futu1·e of the retarded child.

Twenty-eight of the

thirty-five parents in the expe1·imental group repoxted that they planned
for their retarded children to remain in an institution .for the remaincler of theil· lives; seven stated that they hoped to eventually bring
their children back into the family home.

In the contxol group, eleven of the thirty-five families foresaw
the need for institutionalization in the future; eleven planned to utilize
co:rmnunity facilities; and then were

-----------

Need fo:t' additional services.

11

uncertain" about the future of their

Each couple in both the experirnen ...

tal and the control groups were asked to choose frorn a specified list
the present unavailable services for which they pe1·ceived a personal
acute need.

The results are presented in Table XLV.

Parents frequently expressed, either dh·ectly or indirectly, their
needs for rnore adequate information, and for supportive counseling.
Twenty-one of the thh:ty-five farnilies in the experimental group and
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TABLE XLV
PERCEIVED NEEDS FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Service

Experimental
Group

Control
Group

Community residential care

28

Counseling services

11

15

Vocational training

10

5

F:r.ee transportation to existing centers
No additional services needed

10
l

*Seven qualified this item by altering the definition to include overnight and week-end care.
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----------

..

--~----

fourteen of the thirty-five in the control group expressed dissatisfaction with the infor:rnation and count3el that they had previously received
from their physicians.

Sample comments are as follows:

#C26 • Mother: The doctor just told me she was a vegetable and
that he would put her in a home for rne.
f/El5 .. Mother: I didn't enjoy what my pediatrician did. He did not
take tilne out to explain to me. I objected to this. This is what he
said .... "Alll can say to you, Mrs. A
, is put the child in
11
an institution.
The only institution I knew was for the insane. If
he had told me hospital, where children can have treatment. An
institution didn't seern right. She was just a baby.
#C22 .. ]"'ather: There are bettel' ways of telling parents than the
way we were told. There must be ways of following along with thenl
and give thexn guidance. The1·e*s no really good way, but it 1 s no
good to hit then"l over the head. The docto1· spent less th;;~n five
minutes wlth us at
afte1· the tests. Just said he's
retarded. No referral of any kind. Just nothing. We just went
home. Several yea:rs late1· we saw a notice about a Parents• Meeting. Thought we 1 d look into it. It was really the beginning of our
finding ways of coping with the problem.
#C28 - Father: Doctot·s could know more about resources to which
to refer you. My doctor couldn't tell me one thing.
The parents• needs for counseling were ex.pre::;sed in various
ways.

Several staterrlentF; are presented as evidence:

#Cl - .Mother: 1 feel so guilty about sending her, but th.e doctor
said I should. I feel guilty about how I feel about her. A lot of
th:aes I just wish I had son1eone to talk to. It really would help
me. But there is no one. I'd like to ask you about Porterville.
Do they ever get to come horne again? {breathing deeply).
#El3 • No one has helped us. We haven't talked to anyone. Not
even at Porterville, we didn't get to talk to a doctor. We just left
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her at the ad.:nitting desk.
We just put in ou:e application.
Thought it rnust be the thing to do. I had never even f;een a .i.eta:t·ded child befo:ce. We thought it must be the thing to do.
~ P1:ofesdonals r;hould not be afraid of diDcusr;ing this p:roblem openly with the parents. School people are better at this.
Othe:c profet>Bionals--well~ I t>1ean doctors, .t•eally--.r.n.a~;k. They're
afraid of discussing it with parents. Maybe doctOJ:s are not the
ones to coun:::;el, hut they E>hould send you sotnewhe:re or to so:,l.eone. Even another pal'ent would be helpful.

#E?

When pa:t:ents had ente:eed a therapeutic or counseling relationship, benefits seecned to have occurred.
#C~'.I) - Father: You would h.ave found us ,mch different two yea:us
ago. We were both angry and bittev then. Now we' l'e trying to
understand ou:cselves. We have co::ne to .realh~e that San,:ny isn't
the proble,n. lie is the one onto which we project ou.r p:roble:Hs.
He' 13 the scapegoat. All ou:c latent proble ns found an outlet in our
feelings toward SaLT1Cc1.y·. We bave cb.anged co in the past two yea:.s.
We were really having proble.ns, but through the counseling at . . .
(a farnily counce1ing agency) . . . and . . . (religious group therapy) . . . , Well, we have really found ourselves.
Coun~;eling has helped us.
We were at the point that we could
hardly take S::unmy any longe:t'. But now it 1 a better. We were
blam.ing each othe1· for thingE-; he was doing.

Som.e a:.1.ount of r:>atisfaction with the comu;el received fro,n
f~chool

fH>-y·chologiste waD exp:r.essetl. by ten. fac:n.ilies.

It was noted

ea:rHer that eight of the thirty·-five fam.:iJ.ies in the control group nam.ed
the psychologist af; the
a~;cistance

to the,;·;,

profes~>ional

pe:ro'lon having l'endered the rnost

Corn:nents about r:;chool psycho1ogisb; included

the following:
#C/.: -

Fathc:~::

As far aFJ doctors a:ee concei·ned, they don't see,:.:! to
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be equipped for diagnosing !nental :retardation. They Bhoulcl be
better inform.ed in the field. When they do say sornething, they
talk in cuch a round-about way that you don't know what they mean.
School psychologists are more prone to come out and tell you.
They are mo;:e trained in the field, I think. They tend to be mo1·e
frank without being brutal about it.
The investigator's chosen profession of school psychologist was
stated only in the introductory letterH sent to the parents some weeks
before the interviews.

.At the time of the visit, the interviewer intro-

duced herself as a graclua.te student conducting research as a partial
requirement fm.· the degree of Doctor of Education at the University of
the Pacific, and purposively omitted any reference to her occupation.
If questions were asked, the interviewer stated that, before her resi-

dency at the University, she had been "working in Special Education"
with a.n elementary scb.ool district.
It was the investignto:.: 1 s intent that parents would thus be more
frank in stating their perceptions of school psychologists.

Still there

is the chance that there may have been some selective reporting.

On

the other hand, it should also be borne in rnind that school psycholo ..
gists are trained in differentiation at the sub ~clinical level, as well
as in parent conferences, and perhaps the stated opinions do represent
valid perceptions.
Occasionally, a therapeutic relationship appeared to exist between
teacher and parent.

This is noted in the following statement:
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#C7 Mother: Anythne I feel blue, 1 go talk to S 1 s teacher. Even
now after Sis not in her class, 1 still go talk to her. Even though
she has such a busy schedule, she still finds time. 1 don't see how
she does it.
N

The general in1.pression 1·eceived frOln th.e totality of the parents
com:ments was that :many pr"lrents perceived themselves as suffering
unnecessarily because of a lack of info1;mation at critical times.

At

the tim.e of the study, all were aware of their children's retardation,
but n1.any still seemed to :feel a need to discuss the problems that their
children presented with an !!under standing 11 per son.

This ''under stand ..

ing 11 person, according to their staternents, would preferably be a
"professional,

IV.

11

or

11

authoritative,

11

individual.

VARIABLES CONTRIBUTING TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION

The pa1·entB in the experimental group were polled as to their
reasons for deciding upon hospitalbation as the best strategy for coping wi.th their retarded children.

A written schedule was adr:r.dniste:eed

individually to both husband and wife.

It was the expectation of the

investigator- that certain recurring patterns would emerge.

Hud·;ands

and wives were individually polled in order to examine the possible
differences in stated reasons :for hospitalization in the two sexes.
A presentation of the obtained. data will be found in Table XLVI.
The ''major reason 11 for hospitalization rnost often given by both
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TABLE XLVI
STATED REASONS FOR HOSPITALIZATION OF
RETARDED CHILDREN

Stated Reason

A Major
Reason

·w

H

Did Not
Consider

w

H

H

w

Our child could attend the
acaderaic school at Porterville

10

9

8

5

17

21

He was too hard to handle

19

l'7

9

11

7

7

He needed rnore care than
we could give him

21

J.'7

6

lO

8

8

There wa.s too n'luch strain
in the house

19

17

11

12

5

6

He would have smneone to
watch over hiln when I a:m
gone

11

9

15

10

10

26

My parents advised us to
place hi:rn

1

..,

(J

0

2

34

31

:My in-laws advised us to
place hhn

1

1

l

-·'

'1.

33

31

18

19

9

9

8

7

I was too nervous and upset

5

15

ll

12

19

8

It took more 1noney than we
had to give him proper care
at horne

J

3

2

6

30

26

I was getting too old to take
care of him

0

0

5

3

35

32

We had other children and I
could not give all of the child1·en the care they needed
---------------

A Minor
Reason

.,
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TABLE XLVI (continued)

Stated Reason

A Major
Reason

w

H

He was having harm.ful
effects on his brothers
and sisters

A Minor
Reason

Did Not
Consider

H

w

H

w

20

7

3

12

12

16

Our doctor advised u.s to
place him.

23

23

7

6

5

Our friends advised us to
place hhn

4

3

3

4

28

28

Ou1· rninistex- advised us to
place hhn

J

~~

6

4

1

26

28

My (wife) (husband) was too
nervous and upset

2.1

7

8

6

6

22

Our child could get vocational training at Porterville

15

15

5

3

15

17

•)

4:

4

6

28

25

We were afraid that our child
would get into trouble in the
neighborhood

,)

I

0

My (husband) (wife) and I
were not getting along

J

2

2

3

30

30

My health was poor

l

0

/

3

12

31

27

·~
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husbands and wives was:

11

0ur doctor advised us to place him."

Whether this was a fundamental reason

Ol'

not, it clearly gave the

parents a feeling of justification for their decision.
most

f:~.·equently

given by husbands were as follows:

Other reasons
(1) he was too

hard to handle; (2) he needed more care thr:tn we could give him; (3)
there was too much st:rain in the house; {4) we had other children and
we could not give all the children the care they needed; (5) our doctor
advised us to place him; and (6) my wife was too nervous and upset.
Reasons asBertedly rarely considered by husbands we1·e as fol ..
lows: (1) my parents advised us to place hhn; (2) my in-laws advised
us to place hhn; (3) it took more money than we had to give hhn the
propet· care at ho:me; {4) 1 was getting too old to take care of him; (5)
our friends advised us to place him• (6) our minister advised us to
place him; (7) I was too nervous and upset; (8) we were afraid that our
child would get into tl.·ouble in the neighborhood; {9) :rny wife and 1 were
not getting along; and {10) my health was poor.
The wives' responses were similar with the husbands with only
one exception: The frequency of wives• negative responses to
r.aent in
gone.

11

o:~:der

11

place-

to have someone watch ove1· the retarded child when I am

was greater than that of the husbands.

In general, the main reasons given for the decision of
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hospitalization revolved a1·ound excessive care of the child, nervous
exhaustion of the n1.other, strain in the household, lack of tirne for
other children, and advice of a physician.

~..umrnarr.

This chapter has been devoted to a description of the

data obtained from both written instruments and oral interviews.

Rela-

tively objective instruments were used to m.easure marital integration
and sibling role tension within the framework of the assumptions under ..
lying the utilized indices.

To complete the picture, however, it

seemed necessary to also examine the effect o£ the retarded child on
his fa:mily by means of the reported perceptions of the families involved.
The inve stigat01· is cogniz-ant of the fact that the parental statements
;eepresent individual perceptions, and not, necessarily, objective
reality.

Yet, frorn a phenomenological frarne of reference, behavior

is determined, not by reality, but by the unique perceptions of individuals.
!"'or this additional reason, parental descriptive statements were
included in the collection of data.

Responses to inter·view items which

proved to be unfruitful or irrelevant were not 1·eported.
The next section will present a statement of the findil1gs, a discussion of the result;:;, and recomr:fl.endations for further study.

CHAPTER VII

SUMl\AARY, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A su_unna:ry of the findings o£ the investigation, a discussion of
the res·ults, and :reconm1en::lations for further research will be presented in this chapte1·.

I.

SUMMARY

'The present study has been an attem.pt to determine whether or
not the presence of a severely xnentally retarded child hac deleterious
effects on the fa.rnily.

The hypotheses were tested v1ith a popul<ttion of

328 families of severely rnentally retarded children between the ages
of three and seventeen in two adjoining countiee in central California.
A selected experimental group of 35 fa.m.ilien frorn a pool of 33 fa1nilies who had hospitalized their children was matched with a control
group of 35 families from a pool of 245 fam.ilies who had not hospitalhed their children.

ParcntB and child:ren in th.c hvo groups wen.::

;:natched on the baf:.dB of five

~;;elec;ted

variables.

The qualities of xnari-

tal integration and sibling role tension were measured by means of the
Earber Index of Marital Integration and the .F'arber Sibling Role Tension Index.

Additional data were obtained through the use of an
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interview schedule designed by the investigator.
The results of both the written instruments and the interview
schedule were analyzed in an attempt to detect psychosocial differ ..
ences in the group of parents who had hospitalized their severely mentally retarded children and the group of parents who had maintained
their. retardates at home.

The obta.ined data were submitted to non ..

parametric tests to determ.ine the significance of group differences.

Marital integration.

The obtained data failed to support the hypo-

thesis that the marital integration of parents who maintain their

se~

verely retarded children at home tends to be lower than that of parents
who place their severely retarded children in an institution.

In rather

direct opposition to the proposed hypothesis, the measured marital
integ1·ation of the two groups was found to be highly similar.

Further

investigation revealed that the estimates of early marital integration
of the two groups were also highly similar.

Therefore, the possibility

of contamination of the present marital integration scores, by differences in the two groups before the retarded children were bo1·n, was
denied.
A comparison was made between the marital integration of parents whose children had been gone from the home two years and more
and those whose child1·en had been gone for one year, eleven months,
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and less.

The results suggested that the fo:rrner had a higher :mea-

sured rxta:dtal integration than the latter.
Fifteen of the thirty-five farn.ilies in the control group had had
their severely retnrcled children absent f:t•orn the home fol.' a tirne
pe:dod of

le~:~~~

tha:1. two years at the tlrne of the study.

Pa:rents fre ..

quently reported a feeling of guilt, loneliness, and anxiety after the
placement of their child1·en; several stated that it took at least a year
to adjust to the decision.

One may 1·aise the question as to whether

such a situation. rnay have been present in. sorn.e of the fanlilieH ;,vho
had :mare

recer~tly

hospitalized their children, and this, then;by, :.:nay

have influenced the rnean r.neasu:red marital integ1·ation of the entire
selected g1·oup •.
A furthe1· analysis of

th~

r.n.adtal integration data indicated that

the :cn.easured marital role tension of wives was conside1·ably greater
than that of husbands in both. the expet·L:nental and the control groups.
It h: hil}.JOssible to inteJ:pr{'t this pheno:menon conclusively, for one
cannot be certain whetl!er the results are indicative of the gene:tal

A1n.erican rnar:ried. fernale in contern.po:rary society or of the specific
American rnarl'ied fel'nale who has given birth to a severely mentally
retarded child.

Without the utilization o:f the inde:K with a control

group of husbands and wives of fam.ilies that do not contain sevEn·ely
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retarded children, the investigator is :r:cluctant to :n.1.ake any conclu ..
sive staternents conce:rning the results.

Further systernatic :research

in this area rnigh.t be profitable.

~ibling ~

tenBion.

The obtained data strongly supported the

hypothesis that the parent attributed role tension of sibling fl between
the ages of six and seventeen tends to be higher in families who have
k.ept their retarded children at home than in families who have placed
their retarded children in an institution.

A refinement of the data

relating to this hypothesis indicated that the old.est female siblings in
farnilie s who have maintained their retarded children at horne tend to
rnanifest higher measuTed role tension than do the oldest female siblings in families who have placed their retarded children in residential
hospitals, though the trends were in the predicted direction, the difference in the rneasured role tension of the oldest n1ale siblings in the
two groups was not significant.

This suggests then that the oldest

female sibling m.ay feel the presence of the severely mentally retarded
child in the ho::ne more than does the oldest n1.ale sibling.

The con·

elusion agrees substantially with the findings of Farber's investigation.
In families in which the retarded child. had been ren"tOved £ron1 the
home, the attributed role tension of the oldest male siblings was
greater than that of the oldest fe.rn.ale sibling:=>.

It appears then that,
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generally speaking, when the :retardat•·H'l have been hospitalized, the
role tension of the oldest female siblings is less than that of the oldest
male siblings.

This fJan:1e phenomenon was noted in Farber's study.

One might hypothesize then that the hospitalization of the retardate
benefits the oldest female sibling more than it does the oldest male
sibling.
Observations during the interviews gave the investigator the
impression that the older male siblings often tended to partially ignore
the retardates, with a 1·esulting minimum of interaction between them.•
It appeaz·ed that older boys frequently engaged in more activities outside the horne than did the girls.

It was also noted that older :female

siblings were frequently given parent-substitute responsibilities fo:t.·
the :retarded children.

This condition led son1.etirnes to criticism and

conflict between them and their parents.
It is possible that the placing of the retarded child in a residential hospital may expand the xnale sibling's role in the hoxne and thereby
create additional points of conflict and stress between hin1. and his
parents.

The female sibling, who may have had many duties concern-

ing the :retarded child, may be 1·elieved of these responsibilities by the
removal of the child.

Thus her fa:mily role would be contracted and

many points o:f conflict between parents and daughte:r might be ren10ved.
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The inveEtigator is aware of the .fact that these hypotheses a1·e
based largely on impressions and they are offered only for heud.ntic
value.

A syttematic investigation of the patterns of interaction that

occur between siblings of reta:i.'dates and their parents would be an
opportune problem for further research.

Divorced parentE;

~~population.

The findingE of the investi·

gation indicated that divorce is not as prevalent among the parents of
severely :m.entally retarded children n'laintained at hon'le and attending
co:rnm.unity facilities as it is arnong parents of children placed in a
residential hospital.

This result is r:>hnilar to that of Saenge1' 1 s study,

but is dissirnilar to that o£ Davies'.
The data of the present study suggested that there may be no
:more than a chance relationship between the presence of a severely
mentally retarded child and the occurrence of divorce, but furthe:i.'
re sea1·ch is indicated.

Additional findi!l&s·

Certain other findings e:rnerged from an

analysis of the data obtained from the structured oral interviews and
additional written schedules.

The results are relevant to the basic

hypotheses of the study and are offered in the hope that they may afford
a deeper insight into the conditions of far.o.ilies of severely retarded
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The

childxen ?tnd perhaps -.:nay :;;ervc as stLnuli for fLu-ther research.

£Lv1ing L

2t:1:e

a:.; follows:

There appeared to be

l.

~;orne

lack of conBensus between hus-

bands and wives as to the best way to handle retarded children in the
horne.

Approximately

o~•e

-fourth of the husbands in the experhnental

group and another one -third of the huf;bands in the control group felt
that their wives had been too lax in the training of their retarded chil ..

then.

An additional one -third of the husbands in the e::<cperimental

group felt that their wives had devoted so ::nuch thne to the retarded
child that they had neglected the other children in the £axnily.
It is highly possible that certain defense mechanisms,

~mch

as

projection and displacement, were ope1.·ating in the husbands' per ..
ceptions.

Still it does suggest the nature of posBible conflicts between

husbands and wives in families of severely retarded children.
2.

A significant number of parents reported an improvement in

the behavior of the other children in the fan1.ily after the :retarded child
had be en hospitalhed.
Thi.R

l'lCOY'"!S

to i_"l'lply

t~;,t pa:'<:'Cntr:

beea:rn.e :nore satisfied with

their othe1· children after the ren1.ova.l of the :retardate frorn the home.
3.

There was no significant diffel'ence between the reported

nurnber of behavior proble:zns pre sentcd by the hospitalized children
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when they had been in the home an.cl the nuraber presented by the
retarded children who were present in the hon1.e at the time of the study.
4.

There was no dgnificant difference in the reported quality

of what sibling relations of hospitalized retardates had been when they
had been in the farnily home, and that of retardates who were in the
home at the tir.ae of the study.
5.

There was no significant difference in the community rela-

tions of the families of retarded children who had been

hospitali:;;~ed

and the farnilies of retarded children who had remained in the cornmunity.

6.

The reported physical health of parents who had hospitaliz.ed

their retarded children did not differ significantly frora the repoJ:ted
health of the parents who had not hospitalized their retarded children.
7.

Aln1.ost all of the interviewed parents were adamant in theh:

present assertion that physicians should inform parents of the conclition of m.ental :retardation in their children as soon as they are aware

of it.

More than one-haJ.f of the parents in the study repo1·ted that they

s:u$pected retardation before the child. waE> twelve months of age.

In

almost all cases, the apprehension was repo1·ted by the tirn.e the child
was three years of age.

Over one •third of the parents reported that

the condition had been confinned before the child was twelve rnonths of
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age.

Curiously enough, another one-fourth of the corn.bined g1·oups

af.:CJel'ted that the diagnosis of raental retardation had not been given

them until the child was five years of age and over.
· Pareuts frequently expressed dissatisfaction with the manner in
which they perceived they had been told of the diagn.osh:: by their physiclans.

One"half. of the parents interviewed reported "unkind" and

"ab1·upt11 treatrnent on the pa:rt of rnedical advisers.
Though the parents reported the above perceptions, one must be
cognizant of the possibility of the operation of certain psychological
1nechanisrns.

It is highly possible that so:me of the parentn rnay have

been displacing their hostility toward the event of mental retardation
upon the physicians who were necessarily and desirably involved in the
h·aurna.
8.

Of p1·ofessional persons contacted, parents perceived teachers,

f;chool psychologists, an.d phy·sicians, in that order, as having eventually been most helpful to then:1 •.

d.iscu<-

9.

The farn..ilie s in the sample, ah.nost without exception, did not

H

their needs or problems regarding their retarded children with

a minister or priest, although over one -half of ther.n. attended church
se1·vices regularly..
the~1e

There seemed to be very little indication that

parents had i>erceived the church as a place to go fen help in

2I3

:reGpect to p:r-:oblerru:; with their retarded child.
10.

There was no one definite trend seen in the parents' planE

for the future of the :retc;uded child1·en who h;Hl been maintained at
home.

One -thil·d foresaw the need for

institutionalb~ation

in the future;

one-third hoped to utilize community facilities; and another one-third
:.:;tated that they were very 11 uncertain 11 about the future of their retarded
child.
ll.

Parents frequently expressed their needs for rnore adequate

information concerning mental retardation, and. for supportive counseling.

Over one-half of the parents interviewed expressed a desire for

cor:n.rrnmity residential care of the retarded.

Apprmdrnately one-third

indicated a desire for counseling services for parents of retardate£?.
A pervasive note throughout the parents' narratives was that of "alone ...
ness" with their problerns.

Only twenty-one.

Ol'

approxirnately three-

tenths, of the seventy pa1·ents interviewed were me:rnben: of parent
associations for retarded children.
reported
12.

thi~::

Those who were active n'lerrtbers

organization as a source of coxn.fort and ascistance.

The major ascribed conditions contributing towa:ed in:::::titu-

tionalh;ation were as follows:

excessive care of the child, nervous

exhaustion of the xnother, strain in the household, lack of tin'le for
other children, anC1 advice of a physician.
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II.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A;, a result of the investigation, sur.o.marized above, several con ..
elusions are set forth.

They are to be considered tentative due to the

srnall number of subjects involved, and they are restricted to the
described populations, samples, and measurement procedures.
The proble:m of the thesis is evaluated thus: On an actuarial
basis, marital integration is not adversely affected by the presence of
a severely m.entally retarded child.

However, the role tension of the

siblings in the family, especially that of the older female, tends to be
higher when the retarded child is kept in the home than when he has
been placed in a residential hospital.
The presence of a seve:t·ely retarded child may tend to pro.mote
som.e arnount of disagreer.nent between husband and wife as to how best
to handle or train the retardate.
Parents who have a retarded child at h01ne appea1· to participate
in as r:o.any neighborhood and comrnunity activities as do parents of a
retarded child who has been hospitalized.

This seerns to imply that

the presence of a severely l'etarded child does not tend to isolate the
nucleax family from its community.
Parents of retarded children at home tend to look toward the public
schools and cornxnunity day centers for assistance.
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The variables that appear to promote hospitalization for the
severely l'etarded are the severity of the disability o£ the child, the physical and emotional state of the rn.other, the ernotional atmosphere of
the household, and concern for other children in the family.

The

behavior of the retardate did not appear to be a significant element in
the decision to institutionalize in the pre sent study.
It is to be noted that these general findings are based on statistical probabilities of responses and, therefore, cannot be applied to the
prediction of individual cases.

However, it can be assumed that there

is some amount of representativeness in the basic population.

Comparison

with~

Farber study.

It is 1·ath.er interesting that

the findings on marital integration of the present study do not agree
with those of l.<'arber's investigation,

Farber found in his sampling,

that mal'ital integration was adversely affected by the presence o£ a
severely rnentally :retarded child; the findings of the present study Bug ..
gest that, on an actuarial basis, there is little difference in the quality
of the ma:dtal integration whether the 1·etarded child is kept at home
Ol"

placed in a residential hospital.

Identical rneasuring instrurnents

were used in both studies.
The findings on sibling role tension, howeve:t·. appear to agree
with those of the Farber study.

Both investigations have indicated that
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the role tension of the retardates' sibling<> is higher when the retardates are kept at horne, a11d that the oldest female sibling is more
adversely affected by the presence of the retarded child than is the

oldest male sibling.

Certain considerations.

A very real difficulty in the present

study was the quantitative appraisal of the n1ultiplicity of variables

existing in family relations.

This is a proble:m common to all social

research and may be partially a:rneliorated only with the development

o£ more adequate rneasuring instrun:1ents and ope:;:·ations.

It

ha~:

been

said with some justification that the histo1·y of science could be written
in te1'n:1s of advances in instru:cnentation.

This appears to be as valid

a state:ment in the behavioral scienceB as in the physical sciences.

In the p1•esent study :rnarital integration was defined by one par ...
ticula.r instrument. namely, the Farber Index of Marital Integration,
and sibling l'ole tension was defined by another instrurn.ent, the l<...,arbe:r
Sibling Role Index.

This is not to say that marital integration and sib-

ling role tension pe1·

!!:.. have

been rneasu:red.

Theoretical p1·oposi-

tions cannot be subjected to empirical appraisal without measuring
operations; however, one can nevet· be certain that the yielded mea ..
surea1ents of the instrmnents are the equivalent of the definition of the
proposed characte:dstic.

In other words, the possibility of inherent
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limitations within the selected measuring instruments is recognized.
Throughout the repo1·t the investigator has 1·aised the question of
the possibility of the subtle operation of certain ego-px·otecting mecha ..
nisms, such as rationalization, projection, displacement, and reaction
formation.

This is not to irnply, in any way, that the interviewed pa:.t· ..

ents were atypical in their personality responses.
lize defense mechanisrns.

All individuals uti-

It is the human organism's way of protecting

himself frorn acute anxiety.

Various studies have indicated that the

birth of a severely mentally retarded child tends to disrupt sel'iously
the parents' sense of self-esteem. 68 The utilization of some psychological mechanisms may be necessary in order for the parents to be
able to tolerate the event of mental retardation and still entertain concepts of personal worth and adequacy.
It should also be stated that defense xnechanism concepts, though
popularly accepted and relatively desc1·iptive, are hypothetical and, as
such, are largely untestable.

All such interpretations have been specu•

lati ve and were n.1.ade .:_ prio:d.

68James C Coleman, "Group Therapy with Par~11ts of Mentally
Deficient Children," A1nerican Journal of Mental Deficiency, 57:702 1
October, 1953; Anne Marie Grebler, "P-;;:ental Aft'itude~ard Men ...
tally Retarded Children," American Journal .2£ Mental Deficiencx:, 56:
475-483, January, 1952; Alexande:t· Her sh 1 "Casew''l'k with Pe:u·ents of
Retarded Children, 11 Social Work, 6:63, April, 1961.
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Ill.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has been concerned with the effect of the severely xnen ...
tally retarded child on his fan.1.ily.

As the building of state hospitals

has failed to keep pace with the de:mand for residential care, questions
relating to the desirability of keeping rnany of the retarded in their
homes and within the cornrnunity have becom.e J:nore acute.

The results

of a recent study conducted in a geographical area not far rernoved
frorn the one of the present investigation suggestc.; that, for the social
development of the trainable mentally retarded child, the institution
is not af3 desirable a setting as an adequate horne enviromnent. 6 9
The results of the present study suggest that the presence of a
severely mentally retarded child in the hom.e rnay not seriously impair
the marital integ1·ation of his parents.

lt is possible, however, that the

older female :dbling in the family 1nay feel smne adverse affectG from
th.e preBence of the retardate.
In general, then, the data obtained in this investigation indicate
that, with the possible exception of the older fcrnale sibling, the

69Leo F. Cain and Samuel Levine, Effects of Community and
Institutional School Programs ~Trainable Ment~ly: Retarded Chlidren,
Research Monograph of the Council for I<.';xceptional ChilcLren, Series B,
No. B-1 (Washington, D. C.: Council for Exceptional Childx·en, 1963),
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institutional placement of the severely

:r.c.~.entally

:reta:rded child does not

::;ubstantially strengthen family cohesiveness.
It was the hnpreesion of the

investigato:~.·

as :.:;he visited the eighty-

eeven fan1.ilies in the study that parents, in gene1·al, would like to keep
their retarded children at home, but frequently were engulfed by a lack
of ea:dy and correct information, and later by a lack of community
facilities.
For the most part, parents turned to institutionalization ·with
reluctance, and, in some cases, it appeared that, had there been help
and support in the community, the parents might have been able to have
satisfactorily maintained their childl!en at home.
Adequate interpretation of rnental reta1·dation appeared to be one
of the major needs of the parents interviewed.

To a certain extent and

by various means, programs of public education in m.ental retardation

h.ave been in progress in the state for the past several years.
ever, many parents still spoke of 11 heredity,
lessness.

11

11 11

my fault,

11

How-

and 11 hope-

The hnpressions gained in the study seem to imply that

some parents of retarded children either do 11.ot have an oppo1·tunity
for, or do not avail thexnselves of, accu:r:ate information concerning
the condition of retax·dation.
A significant number of interviewed parentH were critical of the
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rnanner in which the diagnosis of xnental retardation had been delivered
to them.

It is possible that such pe1·ceptions may have been the result

of a parental need to displace their feelings of anger and hostility toward the :retarded child to that of a less-anxiety-arousing source, the
medical adviser.

On the other hand. the task of informing parents of

the nature of the child's handicap :n1.ay provoke much anxiety in professiona.l advisers, and some abruptness and dehumanization of the
child may occur as they attempt to comm.unicate an evaluation of the
child•s limitations to the parents.
Perhaps an awareness of some parents 1 perceptions of rejection
by professional advisers, as evidenced by both in this and in previous
studiest will alert counselors to the ove:rwhelming need of parents of
severely retarded children for consistent acceptance, syn1.pathy, and
coxnpassion.
An impression pervading throughout the interviews was that of an
apparent need of :many of the parents for a therapeutic relationship
with a professional counselor.

It was not uncormnon for a parent to

say, "I've told you things I 1ve kept to m.yself for so long . • • and I feel
so much better now.

11

Often the interviews evoked emotional catharsis

for the parents with great release of tension evident.

Notes of aliena-

tion and self-depracation crept into so:me of the interviews at frequent
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intervals; often a parent said he felt "alone 11 with his problern.

Others

inferred that they felt "different 11 because they had had a retarded child.
The occurrence of n1.ental reta1·dation in a family is usually an
event in which the parents have had no previous expe:dence in adapting
to the problem.

The dilemmas produced by the in.cident do not end but

rather continue throughout the entire life of the retardate and his family
memben.>.

Counseling only at the time of the diagnosis of the child

appears to be insufficient.

This was evidenced by the expressed need

for counseling services by a significant number of parents who had
retarded children not just of one age, but of ages :L'anging from. three
to seventeen.
It seems plausible that a program of special counseling services
to pal'ents of retarded children m.ight ameliorate son1.e of the emotional
conflicts experienced by some individuals.

.Approximately one-third of

the :respondents in the study specified counseling a.b a major need.

It

seer.ns likely then, that if such services were available, they would be
utilized by a substantial number.

It appea:r·ed, however, that many who

favored counseling preferred a pl'ogram. devoted rather exclusively to
parents of handicapped children.
If one were to assume that parents may tend to project their per-

sonal feelings of anxiety and guilt to theil· offspring, it seems plausible
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that there may be a need for counseling not only for parents, but alco
for siblings of severely retarded children.

This seems particularly

valid in view of the evidence of the present study that older female
siblings may tend to manifest relatively high role tension when retar ...
dates are kept within the home.
Some families, with the assistance of cornmunity facilities, are
able to maintain their severely reta:.cded child1·en at home with a minimum amount of trauma.

It may be preseurned, however, that different

families have different tolerance levels, and, for some, hospitalizaN
tion of the retarded child appears to be the more propitious course.
Approximately one .. thit·d of the families who had their retarded children at home at the time of the study foresaw the need for hospitalization in the future.

It appeared that parents saw this as an alternative

to a lack of cornmunity facilities for the retarded child.

Approximately

one ... half of the total number of parents in the study na1ned community
residential care as a major need.

Many parents of hospitalized chil-

dren expressed a desire to have theh· children in s1nall residential
homes in thei:r own communities rather than in an institution some distance away.

Other parents with their children residing at home

expressed a desire for a type of residential cal'e in the con.1.rnunity in
which their children might be placed for week-ends, vacation-periods,
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and during crisis events in the family horn.e.
In considering the two major expres

needs of the respondents

of the present investigation, it appears that a corn.munity-based center
for the retarded with a combination of long-term residential care,
short-term residential care. day care, information and evaluation
serviceG, and counseling services for all n'lembers o£ the retardate's
family, might be a most valuable resou1·ce for parents with severely
retarded children.

Such a program n'light

worl~

toward adequate

interpretations of diagnoses and evaluations to the parents, at whatever
level of complexity they are intellectually and emotionally able to withstand at the mo:ment; repeated evaluations and inte1·pretations of the
child's limitations and assets; long-rang planning for the retardate
and his fa:rnily; continuous counseling with the farnily in regard not
only to the problerns of the retarded child but also the personality pat ...
terns of the parents and their other children; and cornrnunity education
to prmnote an awarenesg and understanding of the problerns faced by

fam.ilie s of retarded children.

Recormnendations

~further

study.

!11

the present study, deduc ..

tions were raade on tb.e basis of past research on the family.
deductions we:re then considered as hypotheses.

These

The hypothe(les were

stated in a g1·oss way, for there was little previous empidcal 1·esearch
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on families with retarded children to act as a guide.

It is the hope of

1he investigator that the hypotheses tested h1 the present study may
serve to instigate further research in the field.

Among other poss;i ..

bilitie s are:

1.

Simila1· study of the effect of the severely mentally retarded

child on his family with a more comprehensive population.

2..

A comparison of the marital integration of fam.ilies whose

children had been hospitalized for two years and more with farnilies
whose 1·eta:t·ded children had been kept at home.
3.

A study of the

patte~:ns

of social interaction that occur between

sevet·ely mentally retarded children and their siblings, including an
analysis of the changes in the patterns with the increasing chronological
age of the subjects.

4:.

A survey of the mental health status of female siblings of

horne ..bound retardates.
5.

An investigation of the differences, including marital integraM

tio1t and sibling :role tension, found in families who have chil<:lren of

average mental ability and families who have a severely mentally·
retarded child.

6. A study of the differences in the self-concepts of parents who
have a retarded child and parents who do not.
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7.

A development of research instruments that are specific to

the relationship of parent and mentally retarded child.
8.

A longitudinal study of families with severely mentally

retarded children, with em.phasis on dornestic careers and far'-1ily cycles.

9. A follow .. up study of the sample of the pre sent investigation
five and ten years later.
10.

An investigation of the effect of the late-adolescent and adult

retardate on his family.
11.

A study of the effect of parent

asi,~ociations

on parents of

severely rnentally retarded children.
12.

A study of the sources of professional advisers' attitudes

toward the mentally retarded.
13.

A study of the popular perception of the role of the severely

mentally retarded individual in the connnunity.
14.

An epidemiological study of the mentally retarded in a

selected cornmunity.
·; 15.

Investigations of the availability, utiliz.ation, and efficacy of

con'l.rnunity counseling services for parents of seveJ:·ely retarded children.
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I am planning a research project in the field of mental retardation
under the sponsorship of the University of the Pacific. The problem
1 hope to e::cplo:ce is the advantages and disadvantages of institutiona•
lizing severely mentally retarded children. The State Department
of lv1ental Hygiene has furnished me with an estimate of the nurnber of
children who have been placed in state institutions during the past five
years. I am now surveying the pediatricians in San Joaquin, Stanh>•
laus and Sacrar.o.ento counties in order to arrive at the approximate
number of severely retarded children who have been placed in private
institutions during the same time period.
I know physicians are busy persons, and I hesitate to ask you for your
conside1·ation of this project, but I k.now of no other way to survey the
upper.class strata of the proposed population.
Would you please take one minute to complete the reply form below?
I would be most appreciative of your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

---~----q··-------------------------------------------~--------

It is my estimate that a total of
far.ailies under lny care
have placed thei:r severely mentally 1·etarded child in a private institution during the time pe:riod of October, 1958, to October, 1963.

Signature (only if desired)
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Dear Parents of Children at Porterville Hospital:
I would lik.e to introduce myself to you. I a1n a school psychologist
and Director of Special Education with the Lodi Elementary School
District, Lodi, California. At the present time, I arn on leave from.
my district in order to carry out extended research in the field of
m.ental :retardation under the sponsorship of the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, California. The specific problem that I a:m investigating is the effect of the mentally retarded child on his fanlily. 1 a:n.'l
trying to answer the question, does the presence of a retarded child
in the home dis1·upt family life and does the hospitalization of the
child tend to relieve this problem? I would like to talk "vith you "\vho
have had experience with a retarded child. Your view may be of much
help to other parents who so:rne day may face the decision that you
have already rnade.
It is n·1y hope that you will allow m.e to contact you eithe:t· by letter m~
by telephone to make an appointment fo1· an evening interview at your
home. If the hospital does not hear fr01n you by February 20, 1964,
1 shall assum.e that you have no objections to my contacting you. It is
rny since1·e desire that you will participate.
Sincerely yours,
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Dear Pa1·ents:
I would like to introduce myself to you. I arn a school psychologist
and Consultant in Special Education with the Lodi Elementary School
District, Lodi, California. At the present ti:cne, I arn. on leave from
n1y district in order to carry out extended research in the field of
mental retardation under the sponsorship of the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, California. The .mentally retarded child and his
family is a pa1·ticula:r interest of rnine because I wod<;;. with program.s
:for the reta1·ded in my own distdct and have spent considerable time
in counseling parents of handicapped children. I'm not sure that rny
counseling has always been wise, however, for there are rnany varia•
bles in which there has been little 1·esea:rch or investigation. The
specific probler:.:1 that I would like to explore at the present time is
the advantages and disadvantages of home care vs. institutionalization of :t·etarded child:ren.
It seerns likely that the pa1·ents who have kept their children at home
and utilized school programs and clay centers can contribute much in
this study. A similar group of parents who have entered their children
at Porterville Hospital for care and training will also be interviewed,
and hopefully, so1ne compadsons and conclusions can be made. Certainly there will be a better understanding of the totalnurnber of variables that should be considered whe11 working with pa1·entf!.
It is rny sincere hope that you will allow me to talk with you, for your
view may be of rnuch help not only to rne hut also to other parents who
son.'le day may face the proble:tn of having a handicapped child.

1 shall plan to contact you either by lettex or by telephone to request
an appoint1nent for an interview at your convenience.
y-ou will find it possible to participate.

I do hope that

Respectfully yours,
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APPENDIX B

UfiERVIEW. SCHEDULE*
Case

--------------Area--------Date-----Husband and Wife
Respondent: Husband
-------- Wife
Interviewe:c
------1.

Marital status:

-----

:t-.1arl'ied

Retarded child born of this
m.arriage

2.

Date of rna.rriage

3.

Have you had previous m.arriages?

~------------.-

Residence at time of marriage

Has your husband had
previous marriages?

4;

How long have you lived in your present ho:rne?
California.

----

-----·

---------------; Local community? ---------------------

Were any of these moves rnade for the welfare of your retarded
child?

-----

Explain:

---------------------------------------

5a.

How many children do you have'(

5b.

What is the name of your oldest child? (next oldest; etc.)
G1·ade in school Marital
or occupation
status Rem.arks
Narne
Sex Age

-------

,....---

*The interview schedule includes all questions asked of the inte1·viewees.
Only those items which produced indicative data are reported in the
dissertation.
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6a.

Where were you born?

6b.

Where was your husband born?.

7a.

What was the last grade you completed in school'?

7b.

What was the last grade your husband co:mpleted in school?

8a.

What is your occupation?
this occupation?

8b.

Date of birth

-------------yr

-----------------

----------

Date of birth

-----------yr

----------------

----

How long have you been in
----,---Previous occupations?

------

1

What is your husband s occupation?
How long has
------~--~---he been in this occupation?
Previous occupations?

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
9a.

What is your religious preference or affiliation?

9h.

What is your husband 1 s religious preference or affiliation?

9c.

Do you attend church services?

9e.

How often do you usually attend church services? _ p e r month

9£.

How often does your husband usually attend church services?
per month

10.

To what organizations do you belong? Perhaps we xnight begin with
those in which you are most active: (Include social and service
clubs, unions, fraternal organizations, veterans' groups or auxiliaries, church groups).
a.

Husband
Naxne

----

9d.

------------------

----

Does your husband?

How often
are their
m.eetings?

How often do you
attend their .rneetings?
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b.

Wife

Name

11.

How often How often do you
are their
attend theh meet.n.1.eeting s? ing s?

Do you participate in a pa.t·\m·ts 1 organi:;:;ation? (organization for
parents of retarded children)
Does your husband_
Which one?

-----------------------------------------------

Are you getting what you wanted out of it? (For non .. members:
Do you think these parent associations accomplish much?

---

(Try to assess ~husband wife's attitude)

*12a.

Do you feel that ------=---'s presence has restricted your
oocial activities in any way?
(1) not at all (2) to some extent (3) a great deal
Mother
Father
Joint mothe.r-father
Illustrate:

*12b.

How often do you leave him in someone else's
in the school situation?

care--othe:~:·

than

Never
In an exnergency
Occasionally
Frequently
*12c.

With whom do you leave hhn?

-------------------------------

*Ouestions to be asked only of parents who have thei:t' retarded child at
horne.

13.

How would you describe
any physical handicaps?
Describe:

------

's health?

Does he have

(Check appropriately as parent describes)
Ambulato:ry
S erni -ambula to l'Y
Non-ambulatory
14.

Wl1at about your present health? How would you describe it?
Do you have any illnesses or physical handicaps?
(Check appropriately as parents describe)
Wife

Husband

Appears in good health
Minor complaints
Major cornplaintn of te1nporary natu1·e
Majm.· complaints of chronic nature
Major disease or incapacity

SIBLING RELATIONS

*l5a.

l5b.

>:~I5c.

Which of. your children spends the 1nost time with
"What do they do?

?

What about the other children? How much do they participate
with
'(
How does his presence affect their social relationships? (e. g. •
they are teased by other children or they are em.ba1·rassed when
they bring friends home)

~~Questions

horne.

-------

to be asked only of parents who have their retarded child at
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PARENT

*l6a.

k

CHILD RELATIONS

Do you feel that you a1·e unable to give as much time to the
other children as you'd like because of
'(
Not at all
To so.rne extent
A great deal
Illustrate:

>'.cl6b.

Do you feel that you are unable to give as much time to
as you 1 d like because of the othe1· children?

----

Not at all
To so1ne extent
A great deal
Illustl·ate

*16c.

With which child do you spend the most time?
together?

What do you do

*!6d.

With which child does your husband spend the most time?
do they do together?

What

(If retarded child is not named in 16 c and l6d, continue with:}

---------------- do together?

*16e.

What do you and

~:<16

What do your husband and

£.

---------------- do together?

*Ouestions to be asked only of parents who have their retarded child at
home.
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*17,

Approximately how many hou:rs a day are you with the child?
Wife

Husband

RETARDED CHILD'S BEHAVIOR

18.

In general, how does
members of the family?
Describe:

--,------ get along with the other

(Check appropriately as pa1·ent describes)
Excellent, gets along fine, no difficulties
Essentially good, xninor problems in relations
Fair, occasional difficulties, minor problems getting along
Essentially bad, fights, hostile, unfriendly much of the time
Very bad. cornpletely unmanageable, constant friction and fights

19.

What specific behavior problems does

------ have?

Very .cnuch Somewhat Not at all
Depressed or anxious
Quiet, withdrawn
Clings, overdependent
Specific fears
Stubborn, disobedient
Restless, hyperactive
Ternper tantru:rns 1 acts up
Violent, agg:re ssive
Harr.as self, accidents
Destructive to property
Sexual proble:rns
Illustrate:

*Ouestion to be asked onlv of parents who have their retarded child at
--=horne.
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20.

Has

------ been a p:roblern in the neighborhood or co:.cnmunity?
Very much Somewhat Not at all

Runs away, gets lost
Harms self--gets into accidents
Makes noise, offensive
Damages other people's property
Takes other people's things
Causes accidents, hurts others
Presents sexual proble:ms
Illustrate:
21.

What behavior of

------'s is it that gives you the most worry'?

General appearance
General health
Physical aggression
Stubbornness
De structi vene s s
Inability to get along socially
Sexual curiosity
Other
Corntnents:

.MARITAL RELATIONS

22.

Do you and you:r husband ag1·ee or disagree on how to handle
?
Agree
Disagree
Could you elaborate on this?

23.

Has
's problerns altered your fan1ily plans or
routine in any of the following ways?
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a.

Altered the father's plans

b.

Altered the mothe1· 1 s plans

c.

Altered plans for the other children

d.

Altered the family's residence

e,

Affected the fa.mily' s eating arrangements

f •

Affected selection people invited to the home

g.

Affected family's sleeping arrangexnents

h.

Affected :farnily 1 s vacations or holidays

i.

Affected mother's shopping arrangements

J•

Curtailed other children's activities

:k. Affected discipline and rnanagernent of other children
RELATIONS WITH NEIGHBORS AND RELATIVES

24a.

Are the neighbors and relatives unkind or critical of

-----?

Not at all
Somewhat
Very much
Illustrate:
24b.

(If appropriate) How do you deal with unkind re:m.arks made
about
·?

Explain child 1 s condition
Become angry
Ignore the rernaJ:ks
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24c.

How do the relatives treat

--------------------

?

Maternal grandparents
Paternal grandparents
Other

REACTION TO RETARDATION

25.

When did you first suspect that
Who

wa~

------- was retarded?

the first to recognize the signs?

Physician
Muther
Fa.ther
Other

·z7a.

When did you find out for certain that
retarded?

------ was mentally

27b.

How?

27c.

Vvhat did the doctor say?
difficulty?

27d,

Do you agree with this?

28a.

Do you thin_'k: that the doctor should tell the parents:

How did he explain

1

------- s

As soon as he knows that the child is retarded
Leave it to them to find out for the.mselves
28b.
29.

Which happened to you?

When you were first told, were you able to discuss with the doctor what exactly the diagnosis meant? What the child would be
like'? Where you could go for advice'?
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30.

Sometirnes it is difficult to accept one person's judgment, and
we go to several persons for advice. To whom did you go -friends and professionals .... and in what order? What was the
advice received from each? (Try to assess weight of friends,
relatives, farnily doctor, pediatrician, :minister·, or church
person, psychologist, social worker, public health personnel,
etc.)

31.

From which p1•ofessional do you feel you've received the xnost
under· standing and a 1:; s i stance ?
Physician
Teacher
School consultant
School psychologist
Other psychologist
Social worker
Other

32.

How did the other children react when they learned that their
b1·other or sistel' was retarded? How were they told?

33.

What about now? How do they react to
pre sent thne?

-------

at the

PRESENT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

34a.

Does
attend a school or center (Training
Center or Child Care Center)?

34b.

What is its name?
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35.

For how :r.nany yea1:·s has he attended a school prograrn (including centers)
Give the sequential order of
programs in which he has participated.

36.

Does he attend regularly?

37.

What are the advantages of the school or center that he is attending?

38.

What are the disadvantages of the school or center that he is
attending?

*39.

If
did not attend the school, would you find it
necesBary to place hir.a in a residential horne (hospital, institution)?

ATTITUDE TOWARD PLACEMENT

*40.

Have you applied for hospitalization?

*41.

(If yes to #40) How long has he been on the waiting list?

*42.

Do you and your husband agree with each other about placen<ent?

•B.

44a.

Have you ever visited Porterville or any other hospital for the
retarded?
--~--~-------How do you
feel about such hospitals, in general?

Would you ask for
to be placed if there were a
different type of hospital or home for your child?

*Ouestion to be asked only of parents who have their retarded children
at ho:m.e.
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.tJAb.

45.

Describe such a place:

Has placement ever been advised?

--------

I£ ~;o, by whom

-------

ATTITUDE OF PARENTS OF HOSPlTALl.ZED CI-llLDREN

~:<~4 ':1:6.

How long has

:..~*47.

What was
like at horne at the tirne he was
~----~~~---------placed at Porterville?

~~~¢48.

vVhat is he lH:.e now?

:'~~:<"19.

V{hat events led up to the decision to place
ville?

~~~~so.

With what agency did you work just prim:· to placement?

-------------------

been hospitalized?

-----at Poxterw

Public schools
Local health district
Probation office
Other
~~:.r.-:51.

:{¢)~52a..

Has
been horne to visit? How rn.any times? For
how long? After a home visit, how do you feel about his going
back? How often do you visit him?

Has
been recorxnnencled by the hospital for
placement in a Family Care Home?
(If yes to above) Is - - - - - - n o w in a Family Care Ho1ne?

**52c.

How do you feel about the Family Care Program?

*:{<Questions to be asked only of parents who have hospitalized their
retarded child.
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*:".<53,

1 s care or
Can you think of any way in which
---~~training at Porterville xnight be hn.proved?

**54.

Have you noticed any chances in the other child:.·en since
-~-has been at Porterville? What are some of then:1?

-----

PERCEIVED LEARNINGS FROM EXPERIENCE

55.

Is it more difficult for the parents if the retarded child is:

------- A girl ------- It makes no difference-------

/\ boy
56.

If the parents of a young r.nentally retarded child similar to
yours can1.e to you for advice on what to do or how to raise
the child, frorn your own experience, what are the 1nost
important things you could tell them?

57.

Is there any way in which the professionals could .make things
easier for parents who keep their retarded child at home?

58.

What plans do you have for your

)~59.

child'~

.futn:re?

Do you anticipate eventual institutional or hospital care?

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES

60.

What services are offered in your community· for mentally
retarded children and their farailies?

**Questions to be asked only of parents who have hospitalized theLc
retarded child.
*Oue stion to be asked only of parents who have their retarded child
at ho1ne.
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61.

What cervices have you used?

62.

What agencies do you feel have been most helpful to you'?

63.

What additional services would you like to have'?
Nursery school
Surnrner care prograrn
Supervised recreation for the retarded
Transportation to existing centers
Foster ~orne care
Vocational training
Health care
Community residential care
Counf.;eling services
Other

FINANCES

64a.

Was there a tirne when
's n1edical expense was
a severe drain on the farnily's fhl.ances?
Do you feel that keeping
at home is affecting the
financial situation of your farnily (more than a norn""lal child)
at the p1·e sent tirne?

65.

(If unable to ascertain)

Inherited wealth
Earned wealth
Profits and fees

What is your source of incom.e?
Salary
Wages
Private relief
Public relief

HOUSING

66.

Interviewer's impression of housing:
House type
Dwelling area

~~Question

hmne.

to be asked only of parents who have their retarded child at
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ETHNIC GROUP

67.

Interviewer's impression of parents• ethnicity:
Husband
Wife

LEAD QUESTIONS ASKED OF DIVORCED PARENTS
WHO HAD HOSPITALIZED THEIR CHILDREN

1.

When was your child placed?

2.

When did you and the child's father separate?

3.

Did the retarded child add to the difficulties of handling youl:
rna:t:riage?

4.

Were you blan."H~d by your husband for the ch.ild's being retarded?
By your m.other or father? By his mother or father?

5.

Was the care of the retarded child left entil·ely to you?

6. Did your husband becon1.e more irritable after the child reached
a certain age?
7.

Did the presence of the retarded child precipitate your divorce?

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

FAMILY STUDY PROJECT

Dear Parent:
Your participation in thi~3 study ... and that of approximately 150 other
parents - .. will contribute to the scientific under standing of farnil y life.
Th.e results of this study will be used to help families with retarded.
children to m.eet their problems.
Everything you write will be treated with the strictest confidence.
Please read the directions for answering the questions carefully.

I am very grateful to you for joining with me in this research.
Sincerely,

Carolyn M. Fowle
Project Director
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FOR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES
Success in Marriage and Family
Below are listed standards by which family success has been measured.
Look through the list and xnark 11 1 11 after the item you considel' most
important in judging the success of families (in the coluxnn headed Rank.)
Look through the list again and mark 11 2" after the item you consid~
next important. Keep doing this until you have a number after each item.
There is no o:t<der of items which is correct; the order you choose is correct for you. Rernember, there can be only one iter.n marked "1," one
item rnarked n2, 11 one itern rnarked "3" • • • one iten1. marked 1r10. 11
Rank
~place ~the comm.unity.
The ability of a family to give its
me1nbers a respected place in the cornmunity and to make
them good citiz.ens (not cdminals or undesirable people) •••
Healthy

~happy

children.

• ••.....••.....••..•••••••.•.•

Companionship. The family members feeling comfortable with
each other aud being able to get along together ...•.•••.•••
f1ersonality development. Continued increase in family mem ..
bers 1 ability to understand and get along with people and to
accept re sponsibilit·y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satisfaction with affection shown. Satisfaction of farnily members with~unt of affection shown and of the husband and
wife in tl'leir sex life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Economic security. Being sure that the fanlily will be able to
keep up or irnprove its standard of living •••.•••.•••••••••
hlioral ~religious unity. Trying to live a family life accord ..
ing to religious and moral pdnciples and teachings •••.••••
Emotional security. Feeling that the members of the family
need each other emotionally and trust each other fully •••••
Everyday interest. Interesting day-to .. day activities having to
do with house and family which keep family life from being
boring ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A home. Having a place where the farnily mernbers feel they
belong, where they feel at ease, and where other people do
not inte :rfe re in their lives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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~ourtship

FOR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES
and Marriage

Please check the most appropriate answer.
l. How long had you gone with your husband (wife) before you became
engaged? About
months.
2. How long were you engaged? About
rnonths.
3. Just before your marriage. did you erefer to spend your leisure
tirne: (a) at horne
(b) usually a't hon:1e
(c) usually on the
go
(d) always on the go
4. Just before your marriage, did your husband (vJi.fe) prefer to spend
his (her) leisu1·e time: (a) at home
{b) usually at h01ne
(c) usually on the go
(d) always onthe go
5. Before the children we;_:;-born, how :much of your· spare time did
you and you:r husband (wife) spend together in your common interests: (a) all of it ....
(b) most of it
{c) a little of it ..,..,_,_ (d)
almost none of it
6. The engagement period is often one of doubt. Did you ever have any
doubts about your engagement? Yes
No
7. By whom were you married? Religio-;:sperson
Civil Ceren'lony

__

-

ii'i.the first year or so of marriage, did you have any difficulty in
adjusting to married life'? Very much_ s o m e _ a l i t t l e _
not at all
9. When you w;re a childt how happy was your nJ.other in her I11.arriage? Exceedingly happy ---. Happier than most
Average hap ..
piness
Less than average happiness
10. When you:-;:'e1·e a child, how happy was y.;;:;:r7ather in his marl'iage '?
:Exceedingly happy
Happier than :rnost
Average Happiness
Less than average happiness
11. ~ you were a child, what was your attitude toward you1· mother?
Very close
!f'airly close
Not so close
Not close at
all
it:. \Vhen you were a child, what was your attitude toward your father?
Very close
li'airly close
Not so close
Not Close at
all
13. Did either your mothe1· or father disapprove of you1· rnarriage?
Yes
No
14. In t~st ye;;:;-of your rnarriage, how often did you attend church
services? Less than once a .month
Two or three tin'l.es a
t.aonth
Four or rnore thnes a nwnth
15. In the f~ yea:r. of your rnarriage, how r~friends did you and
your husband have in co.mrnon? Ahnost none
A few
Several
~any
8.

-

-

-

-

-
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FOR EXPERIM.ENTAL PURPOSES
Contact with Neighbors
In the questions which you are now going to answer, the word neighborhood means all homes within one block in any direction from the block
~e you life. Neighbor means any person living that distance from you.
1. How long have you lived in the neighborhood you are now living in?
(Please check the appropriate answer to each question.)
2. How n1.any of your best friends who live in your neighborhood did you
get to know since y~r they moved into the neighborhood?
None
one
two
n1ore than two
3. Do you and any of y~neighbors go to movies- picnics, o:r other
things like that together?
Never
ra:t·ely
so1rletin1.e s
often
4. Do you andyo;;:r neighb~ntertain one-;;;:-;ther? Never
rarely
so:rnethne s
often
5. If you were"'"hokling a party or tea for an~of-to~sitor, how
xnany of your neighbors would you invite?
None
one
two
xnore than two
6. How many-of'Your neighbors~"'les have you ev~en in?
None
one
two
three
Four or rnore
7. How r.nany of your neighbors~ ever t-aike"d to you about t~ problems when they were worried or asked you for advice or help?
None
one
two
more than two
8. Do you and your neighbors e~nge or borrow things from one
another such as book.s, maga~.:';ines, dishes, tools, recipes, pre.
serves, or ga1·den vegetables?
Never
rarely
smnetim.es
often
9. About how~ of the p;;;;ple in your neighborhood~ld you recognize by sight if -you saw thern in a large crowd?
None
one
two
xnore than two
10. With how~ of y~neighb(;'i:S do you have a f~dly talk fairly
frequently?
None
one
two
rnore than two
11. About ho\~ny of~eople in your neighborho~o you say
11
Hello" or 11 Good m.orning" to when you rneet thern on the street?
Five or less
six or rn.ore
12. How nlany of the ~ s of the fam.i~in your neighborhood do you
know?
None
one to three
four or rnore
13. How often do you have a tall~ith any o£ your neighbors'?
Never
rarely
so:metimes
often

FOR EXPERIMENTAL

PURPOSE~
I

'

Personality Traits of Family Members
Please compare personality traits of your husbanci or wife. your children. and yourself. The traits
.
I
are listed on the left side o£ the following pages. The degree to which people have these traits jare
listed across the top of the page -- froxn nvery !vluch" to "Not at all. 11 Please put a check mar~ in
the appropriate box for each trait. For example. if yom.· husband or wife has the trait very mJ.ch,
put a check 11nder 11 very n.1.uch"; if he or she doesn't have the trait at all, put a check under 11 N~t at
all. tl
There is a page for each mernber of your family .. including you1·self. Rate your husband (or wife)
I
first., then yourself, and then your children. Begin with the oldest child, then the next oldest ~hild,
etc.
Please feel free to ask any questions.

N
\..'1

-J

Degree to Which Person Has Trait
Traits
Example~

Very m.uch

Considerably

SPOUSE

Somewhat

A little

Not at all

Likes TV

Sense of hun1.or
Sense of duty
Stubborn
Gets angry easily
!

Nervous or irritable

I

'

Easygoing

'
'

Moody
Jealous

'

Likes to take responsibility
Don-linating or bossy
Critical of others
Easily excited

i

Feelings easily hurt

I

Likes belonging to organizations

i

'

Easily depressed
Self-centered

I

Shy

!

!

'

N
IJ"I

00

Degree to Which Person Has Trait
Traits
Example:

Very much

Considerably

YOURSELF

Somewhat

A little

Not atl all

Likes TV

Sense of hu:rnor
Sense of duty

....,_ --

Stubborn

--

Gets angry easily
Nervous or irritable
Easygoing
Moody
Jealous
Likes to take responsibility
Don.1.inating or bossy
Critical of others
Easily excited
FeelL."l.gs easily hurt

Likes belonging to organizations
Easily depressed

.

Self-centered

Shy

l'-'

tr-

...0

Degree to Wnich Person Has Trait
Traits
Exarnple: Likes TV

Very m.uch

Considerably

OLDEST CHILD

Sor.aewhat

A little

Not at !all

•

Sense of Hurn.or
Sense of duty
Stubborn
Gets angry easily
I

Nervous or irritable

I

I

Easygoing

I

Moody

I

Jealous

I

Likes to take responsibility

I
I

Dorninating or bossy

I

Cdtical of others

I
I

Easily excited

I

I

.Feelings easily hu:t·t
I

Likes belonging to organizations
I

Easily depressed

I

Self-cent.ered

I

I
I

Shy

I

..

~

~-

.

~

--

----------·

·----------------------~

---------·-·-----

N

0"

0

Degree to Which Person Has Trait
Traits
Example:

Very much

Conside:tably

NEXT OLDEST CHILD

Sor.newhat

A little

Not at all

Likes TV

1

'
I

Sense of hurnor

I

Sense of duty

I
!

Stubborn
Gets angry easily
Nervous or irritable

I

Easygoing

.

Moody

I
!
I

Jealous
Likes to take :responsibility
Dominating or bossy

I

C :dtical of othe :r s

I

Easily excited

I

'

I

Feelings easily hu:et
Lilces belon.ging to organizations

!

E;tsily depressed

I

Self -centered

1

Shy

. . . '----·

!

.....,

Degree to Which Person Has T1·ait
Traits
Exa.Inple:

Very :rn.uch

Considerably

NEXT OLDEST CHILD

Somewhat

A little

Not ati all
I

~

Likes TV

!

Sense of hu:co.or

I
I

Sense of duty

I

'

Stubborn

I

I

Gets angry easily

'

I

Nervous or irritable
Easygoing

:
I

Moody

I

Jealous
Li..i<e s to take responsibility

I

Dominating or bossy

i

Critical of othe1·s

i

Easily excited

'
'

Eeelings easily hurt

!

Self-centered

Shy

I

I

Lil-ce s belonging to organizations
Easily depressed

-

I

I

I

i
I
I

·'

I

-~---~--- .J.. - ..
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F'OR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES
Please indicate whether the statements below were major reasons,
minor l'easons, or were not considered by you in placing your child at
Porterville.
A major A minor Did not conreason
reason
sider this

1. Our child could attend the aca ..
demic school at Porterville
2. He was too hard to handle
3. He needed rnore care than we
could give him
4. There was too much strain in the
house
5. He would have someone to watch
over him when I am gone
6. My parents advised us to place
him
7. My in .. laws advised us to place him
8. We had other children and I could
not give all of the children the
care they needed
9. I was too nervous and upset
10. It took more money than we had
to give him proper care at home
11. I was getting too old to take care
of him
12. He was having harmful effects on
his brothers and sisters
13. Our doctor advised us to place him
14. Ou1· friends advised us to place him
15. Our (p1·iest, minister, rabbi)
advised us to place him
16. My husband was too nervous and
u12set
17. Our child could get vocational
training at Porterville
18. We were afraid that our child
would get into trouble in the
neighborhood
19. My husband (wife) and I were not
getting along
20. My health was poor

I
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VALIDATION STUDIES OF THE FARBER
INDEX OF MARITAL INTEGRATION

Initial investigations of validity of the Farber Index of Marital
Integration was made with families in which there was no retarded
child in the horne. .A study of 186 families residing in the Chicago
area revealed that the marital integration scores had a positive relationship with the following: (1) a high emphasis of social•emotional
aspects of family life, such as companionship and affectual relations,
on the part of the husband as well as the wife, and (2) a high degree of
identification of the 'vVife with at least one of the children. l
In a 99-case sample of families with a severely retarded child at
horne, the rnarital integration score was related positively to the report
by both parents that they themselves and their spouse were happy or
very happy in their marriage and negatively to the report by husband
and wife that either of them had ever regretted the marriage. Z
In a sarrtple of 8ixty Catholic families, consensus and role tension
scores varied inversely with the extent to which parents agreed on the
activities of theil· child with which they were dissatisfied. When either
do:rnestic values were in conflict or the system of r.c~adtal roles was in
tension, the development of patterns of consistent child raising by hus ..
band and wife appeax·cd to be inhibited. 3
Three techniques have been applied in tests of reliability of the
index of marital integration:
1. Test~ret:Bst to indicate that whatever change in scores occurs
over time ca:n be explained by variables relevant to the dimension for
which the index is intended.
2. Cor:n.parison of responses for· rnarried couples and random.ly
matched husbands and wives to indicate that in the sample there is

lBel'nard F'arber, "An Index of Marital Integration,
20:126-130, June, 1957.

11

Sociometry,

2~., pp. 131-132.

3 Bernard

and Julia L. l\1cHale, 11 Ma:rital Integration and
Parents• Agreement on Satisfaction with their Child 1 s Behavior, 11
~\I.Iarda~e ~Family Living, 21:65-69, February, 1959.
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greater agreement in actual families (:relevant variable) than in arti ..
ficial families (random variation).
3. Determination of internal consistency of the parts of the index
to indicate that the index does not contain superfluous sections which
tend to introduce random e1·ror into index scores.
A test-retest comparison was made in a sample of Bixty fan1.ilies
with adolescent children l"esiding in Champaign, Illinois. 4 Nine months
elapsed between interviews. On the second test, fifty•two couples
scored withh1 two units of the marital integration score of the first
test. The remaining cases were examined, and there was evidence that
new situations. or events, had distrubed the marital relations since the
first test.
In a comparison of real husband .. wife index scores ve:;:sus rando ...
n1ized husband ... wife scores, 5 the mea11 rank for the 102 real families
was 92, or 11 high; 11 and the :mean rank for the 102 synthetic families
was 112• o:r "low. n The difference was significant at the • 05 level.
Meyerowitz tested various weighting procedures of the consensus
and role tension indices through a factor analysis of his abbt·eviation of
the marital integration index.
Because of the high cor.·relation between
the abbreviated index and the original index in a sample of 364 fatnilies
(!_:::: • 84); his analysis may be considered relevant to the reliability of
the initial index of raarital integration. The results of the factor ana ..
lysis indicated that both consensus and role tension scores reflected
marltal integration factors.

VALIDATION STUDY OF THE FARBER
SIBLING ROLE TENSION INDEX
Farbe:r and 1v1cHale cornpared scores on the child's role tension

4 Bernard .Farber, :ramily Organization~ Cl'isis: Maintenance
lnte~ration !.!:_Families ~!Severely Mentallz Retarded Child,
Society for Resea1·ch in Child Development M:onograph 1 Number 75
(Yellow Springs• Ohio: The Antioch Press, 1960).

££

5 Bernard Farbe1·, Williant C. Jenne, and Joseph Meyerowitz, "An
Index of Marital Integration: Tests of Reliability 11 (Urbana; Illinois:
Institute for Re 8ea:rch and Exceptional Chilcl.ren and Department of
Sociology; University of Illinois, 1961), pp. 7 ~9. (Mimeog:t:aphed.)

6~•• pp. 9 .. 16.
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index with the amount of dissatisfaction by the mother with the behavior
of the child in a sam.ple of families in which all children we:re of nor~
mal intelligence. 7
In sixty-nine fam.ilie s with young adolescents, it was found that:
l. When the mother 1 s ratings for only the oldest child aged fifteen or under in each family were used, the arnount of role tension was
positively correlated with the number of child's activities with which
the m.other was dissatisfied.
2. When the mothe1·'s responses for two of her children were
co:cnpared, the 1nother tended to provide a lower score, indicating a
higher role tension, fo.r the child whose behavior she found more dissatisfying.
The extent of dissatisfaction by the 1nother with her child's
behavio1· was indicatecl by her rating of fifty activities of the child. The
list included activities related to school, home, recreation, work,.
authority relations, social-ernotional relationr-;, and personal inte1·ests.

?Farber and McHale,

2• ~·.

pp. 67 ... 69.

